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L'ENVOI

This is the last column as President that I will be writing for the
"3-D News" and I would like to take the opportunity to thank all
those members of the Stereo Club who have made it such a
pleasure for me to serve as President these last two years.

Thank you Jerry Walter for continuing with your fine job of
Editor of the News and your patience with my abuse of deadlines.

Thanks Larry Brown for your singular devotion to the club and
unsparing energies in seeing that everything works right.

Thanks to you, David Starkman, for your expertise and energies
as well as keeping us all abreast of new developments in the
stereo field.

Thank you Jim Murray for your fine efforts as Program Director
and your innovative and creative outlook on what a 3-D show
might be.

Thanks Susan Pinsky for once again serving as administrative
linchpin for the club as well as ambassador for 3-D.

Thanks David Ratliff for serving in the arduous position of
Competition Director.

Thanks John Konrad for your tireless assistance with the 3-D
News.

Thank you Jason Cardwell for your creative approach to
stereography.

And thanks Gail Zone for your support of 3-D, the Club and
myself in combination.

And last but not least, thanks to all you Club Members who
have given me two great years here at the Stereo Club. May
your dimensions increase!

Bon Soir,

Ray Zone

RECEIVED JUL - 5 1988

MEETINGS: The third Thursday of each month at 7:30 pm at the Los Angeles Photo Center,412 South
Parkview St., Los Angeles. Visitors and guestsalways welcome. MEMBERSHIP: Annual Ducs-Single/$15;
Couple/$18; Patron/any additional amount. All due July 1. New membership dues are prorated for first
partial year. Send new dues to Membership Director. SUBSCRIPTIONS: The 3-D NEWS Is published
monthly and Included with membership. $10 for 12 Issues for non-members; send fee to 3-D NEWS Editor.
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Stereo Activity Calendar
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THU JUL 21 Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30
The Big Show of the slides from the Slide
of the Year competition, plus awards for
Club winners for the year

MON AUG 1 Last day to get your contribution to the
Editor for the August NEWS. Remember that
the entire Club benefits from your
articles that you send in

THU AUG 18 Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30
A big Stereo Fair, assembled by the best
talent the Club has to offer

Member & Subscriber Update

A hearty welcome to these eight new Club members:

CRAIG CRAWFORD

31573 Crystal Sands
Laguna Niguel CA 92677
H (714)496-1956
W (714)859-4011

STEVE DISKIN

714i So. Stanley-
Los Angles CA 90036
H (213)931-0180
W (213)274-6342

BRUCE ELLIOTT

3272 Rowena

Los Angeles CA 90027
R (213)667-1461
W (213)623-2313

ERNEST E. FAULKER

2010 So. Spaulding
Los Angeles CA 90016
H (213)934-7117 •
W (213)398-7008

KEN GREENWALD

926 S. Bedford St.

Los Angeles CA 90035
H (213)652-2668

JIM MILLER

1921 Avalon Street

Los Angeles CA 90039
H & W (213)663-1839

R. A. MITCHELL

21601 Erwin #240 -

Woodland Hills CA 91367

H (818)710-9194
W (818)715-3929

MICHAEL PALM

1840 N. Wilton Place

Hollywood CA 90028
H (213)871-1259

Good reading extended to this new NEWS subscriber:

RICHARD EVELETH

1610 Robin Hood Place

Highland Park XL 60035
H (312)831-2617
W (312)926-2206

Club membership anniversaries for July:

El Don W. Adams - 4 years
Steve Aubrey - 1 year
Joy Aubrey - 1 year
Joseph Barabas - 2 years
Bill Carter - 2 years
Kathleen Clark - 1 year
Ward Clark - 24 years
John Doyle - 5 years
Lew Edler - 2 years
Harry Enmark - 3 years
Lori Fudem - 2 years
Sam Gillad - 8 years
John Hart - 6 years
David Hutchison - 6 years
Don Johnson - 2 years
Dr. Misahiko Kawamura - 7 years
Neil Kelmek - 2 years
Nelson Meacham - 1 year
David Metcalf - 6 years
Bill Minty - 6 years
Jim Murray - 3 years
Richard Ogle - 12 years
Donald Pease - 7 years
Elaine Pease - 7 years
Paul Petyo - 8 years
Clair Pinard Hooper - 1 year
Steve Ruffy - 9 years
Bill Shepard - 6 years
Daphne Shepard - 6 years
Ursula Sylvan - 15 years
Jon Turetsky - 9 years
Alan D. Williams - 5 years
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p- Special Interest Groups

At the Club Board Meeting on June 8, a long discussion
was held on setting up more activities within the Club
to meet the special interests that Club members have.
It is recognized that with over 200 members, many
different interests are represented. Therefore, we
had the formal founding of the Special Interest Group
concept. If you have a special 3-D interest, let
someone on the Club Board know about it, and we'll try
to get a SIG going along those lines. SIGs to date
are the following. If you have interest in these
field, give the Leader a call, or corner them at the
next Club meeting.

3-D MOVIES

Leader: John Hart (818)248-1446

3-D DRAWINGS

Leader: Jason Cardwell (213)255-9631

Looking Backward to...

*• ...June 16

At the June meeting the Photo Center was filled with
3-D Surprises. First, Susan Pinsky and David Starkman
treated us to "The Best of Susan and David's Personal
Slide Collection Show". Here we saw about 155 slides,
a composite from the works of the following
illustrious stereographers from the collection of

•• great 3-D slides they have been building since the
mid-1970s. Except for several Kodachrome copies of
old stereoscopic cards, a number of these transparency
slides date back from about 1950, and are true
classics. Also included were several computer-
generated slides. Makers included:

Steve Aubrey
Tim Cardinale

David Burder

James Lee

Susan Pinsky
John Meredith

Tommy Thomas
Ted Lambert

Peter Gowland

David Starkman

Stan White

Howard Frazee

Bob Ennis

Tony Alderson
William Leidlich

Larry Keenan
James V. Lott

Herbert C. McKay
Frank Smith

As if all this weren't enough,
sequences by several members.
slides! Is there no limit?

we were then treated to

What a diverse group of

Glenn Wheeler - Meteor Crater, Arizona
Chuck Bernhardt - Four special slides
Bill Daggett - Learning About Fencing
David Ratliff - Japanese Specialties
Marjorie Webster - Sujata and Asoka
Jim Murray - Human-powered Flight
Dr. Art Fielder - 3-D x-rays of the human body

And so ended the another great 3-D evening at the
Photo Center.

Let's Join Together..

...July 21

It's that time of year for our Annual Awards Meeting.
But this meeting is a lot more than just handing out a
few medals for high scorers during the competition
year, and a lot more than giving recognition to those
who went that extra length give the Club another
wonderfully successful year, and a lot more than
giving out a few coveted trophies and awards for best
slides in the Slide of the Year competition. We are
also going to have a BIG SHOW! That's right, we are
going to see in living 3-D all of the slides that were
submitted for the Slide of the Year competition, and
for the most part this represents the very best slides
that we saw in competition throughout the year. And
we really did see some GREAT slides. So come one and
all to the Photo Center on July 21 to review the best
3-D finery that the Club has to offer. And also note
Gail Zone's additonal plans below for a really sweet
evening.

—David Ratliff, Competition Director

AWARDS SUGARFEST

Don't forget your chocolate, calories and goodies for
the July 21 Club meeting. Bring solids or liquids to
raise our blood sugar levels. This is our big award
night and these goodies will get us all hyped up for
the festivities. See you there!

—Gail Zone

Chief Sugarholic
Second Chocoholic in command to Susan Pinsky

... August 18

Some of the things we are lining up for the Stereo
Fair are (hold on to your hats!!): Antique camera
collection; shutter-speed tester; Anaglyph display;
Homemade slide bar and viewer; homemade viewers, Argus
C6, lenticular prints; Stereo x-rays with Wheatstone
viewer; Mounting demo. Holograms; Stereo movies;
Stereo video; Dual Camera rigs; Antique views.
Paste-up stereo; Modern camera collection; ViewMaster;
Computer stereo art; and have I forgotten anything?
Of course, we might not be able to line up all of the
above, but I can assure you that you won't be
disappointed. So mark you calendar now for August 18
at the Photo Center and the Club's own STEREO FAIR!

—Jim Murray, Program Director

Poor Inchworm's been
like that since he heard
about the switch to metric.
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Dear Editor:

Re: your article in the June 1988 NEWS speaking to the
features of Aspex. The people from Aspex should be
sent to 3-D prison! Steve Aubrey and 1 sat through a
presentation of their system in NYC. Basically, it is
a full color anaglyph system that depends on motion
(either the subject's or the camera's) to
provide parallax. Nothing new. The big stinger with
Aspex, though, is that the filters are mounted on the
shutter in such a way as to produce a pseudoscopic
image on alternate frames. The idea was to allow the
camera to record 3-D information without having to
worry about the direction of movement in the scene.
Another entry in the Hall of 2j 3-D.

—David Hutchison

Stereo Exhibitions Calendar and News

MON JUL 11 Closing - Traveling Stereo Exhibition
WED JUL 20 Closing - PSA International Exhibition
SAT AUG 6 Closing - Third Dimension Society Exhib.

As seen from the letter below, Nancy Mueller has done
her part. Now it is up to the rest of us to pitch in
and try to bring back the Stereo Section of the Los
Angeles County Fair Exhibition. Letters will help.
And if you visit the Fair during its run in September,
make some noise. And write another letter then

complaining of the absence of the traditional stand-
in-line-to-see the stereo slides I Write now. And

later too! Maybe we'll have a Fair Stereo Exhibition
again in 1989.

Photographic Exhibition 9 June 1988
Los Angeles County Fair
PO Box 2250

Pomona CA 91769

Dear Sirs:

What a disappointment to receive your recent
mailing "New Photography" LA County Fair Juried
Exhibition and find that no Stereo Slides are

included.

The LA County Fair 1985 was my first Salon and
I have entered faithfully ever since — how sad
to find that I am now excluded.

I do hope you will give consideration to
broadening the Photography Section for 1989 to
once again include Stereo Slides.

Your very truly,

/s/

Mrs. Nancy Mueller

A Little History

Here it is the beginning of a new Club year, and once
again it is time to review a little history of this
great Club that has been around for so many years, and
seen a lot of trends come and go, and come again.

The first meeting of the original base for the Club
was held on Thursday, July 21, 1955, at Plummet Park,
Santa Monica. It was called by Dr. Harold Lutes,
Chairman of the Western Stereo Division of the

Photographic Society of America. Max Bruensteiner and
George Pond, two of the 40 Charter Members, are still
members of the Club.

The original name of the Club was the PSA Stereo Club
of Southern California; all members had to belong to
the Photographic Society of America. This requirement
was dropped in 1959, and "PSA" was deleted from the
Club's name. Annual dues were $5.00 (in those days of
the penny postcard, 3c first class letter, and $3.75
Prime Rib Banquet Dinner). In 1959 the Club purchased
the assets of the disbanded Beverly Hills Stereo Club.
The Beverly Hills Club had as its members many of the
big Hollywood Stars, but the Stars' interest in stereo
quickly wanned.

And here is a list of all the Club Presidents to date:

9

10

11

12 1969-

13 1970-

14 1971-

15 1972-

16 1974-

17 1975-

18

19

20

21

1955-

1957-

1958-

1959-

1960-

1961-

1963-

1964-

1966-

1967-

1968-

1977

1979

1980

1981

22 1982-

23 1983-

24 1984-

25 1985-

26 1986-

27 1988-

57 Dr. Harold R. Lutes, FPSA
58 Dr. Duane Smith

59 Elyga Wenger
60 George Pond
61 Merle S. Ewell, FPSA
•63 Sylvia Sikes, FPSA
•64 Lew Butterfield

•66 W. Russ Terrill, APSA
•67 Charles R. Osborn, FPSA
•68 Elmer Weidknecht, APSA
•69 Stergis M. Stergis, APSA
•70 Dr. W. Arthur Spaulding
•71 Bert L. Laursen, APSA
•72 Lester L. Lauck, APSA
•74 Floyd D. Carton, APSA
•75 Bryan Riggs, FPSA
•77 Charles Piper

-79 Jerry Walter
80 Tim Cardinale

81 Rick Finney, APSA
82 David Starkman, APSA
83 Marilyn Felling
84 Tony Alderson
85 Bob Kneisel

86 David Kuntz

88 Ray Zone
Gregory Hooper

Universal Studios Tour

100 Universal City Plaza
Universal City 91608
(818) 508-9600

Universal Studios Tour takes a peek "behind
the scenes" of movie style mayhem and
special effect of a tram tour full of sur
prises with staged demonstrations of
movie-making techniques
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Classified

Future dates for the Buena Park Camera Expo are:

July 17, August 21, and September 18.

The shows run from 10 AM to 3 PM, and the location is
The Sequoia Club, 7530 Orangethorpe, Buena Park,
between the 5 and 91 Freeways at Beach Boulevard.
This is a place to buy 3-D equipment. Admission is
$3.00. Give it a try.

One of the best, although a little expensive, "slide
bars" for making a stereo pair of a still subject
using a 35mm camera, is this device shown below. Of
course an enterprising do-it-yourselfer can create a
similarily functioning device from wood scraps for
pennies.

*FOCUSlNCi KAIL

Here is an integrated,
solidly constructed
focusing rail designed
for the serious user of 35mm SLRs (even those equipped
with bellows and heavy lenses), 6x6 and 6x7cm cameras.
The camera is attached to the cork-covered platform which
is equipped with spring loaded registration pins to prevent
accidental camera rotation. The 2V2" long travel along
two Va" diameter rods (one geared) is of the rack and
pinion design and is controlled by a large 1%" diameter
knob. A separate locking knob is also provided to jock the
assembly in a rigid configuration.
Travel at a right angle to the upper rail over a lYa" range
is provided by a lead screw arrangement providing ex
tremely fine position adjustments; a separate knob assures
a positive lock at the desired position.
Thanks to the use of castings and heavy duty metal com
ponents the complete unit is relatively heavy — 23 02.
The Proxiscope is recommended for use on tripods, copy-
stands and wherever extremely precise camera position
adjustments and rock steady alignment are required for
critical work.

Order No. 521043

0Spiiatone Inc.

135-06 Northern Blvd.
Flushing, N.Y11354-4063

America's largest specialist supplier of photographic,
uldeographic and computergraphic accessories

LONDON'S NEW FILM
AND TV MUSEUM

An exciting museum dedicated to
the past, present and future of film
and television is set to open in Lon
don in July. The £7 million Museum
of the Moving Image (MOMI) will be
housed in a striking glass and steel
building on the South Bank of the
Thames, next to the National Theatre.

it will use working exhibitsand the
latest technology to describe the
evolution of moving images, the com
ing of sound, colour and TV, and the
future in laser and hologram tech
nology. The British film industry.

Hollywood and animation are among
the other areas to be covered. A 300

square metre mezzanine will house
special exhibitions and a 135-seat
Moving Image Workshop will feature
a continuous programme of events,
including showings of classic films
drawn from the National Archive and

British Film Institute.

MOMI complements the hugely
successful National Museum of
Photography, Film and Television in
Bradford, 196 miles north of London,
which contains Britain's biggest
cinema screen, standing five storeys
high.

A recent issue of "Art West" magazine, designed
for artists and collectors of Western Art, fea
tured answers by prominent artists to questions
posed by the magazine. Perhaps "painting" and
"art" could be modified to "photography" in
these answers...

The best thing to happen in the art market...?

The collector is becoming more aware of good
design and composition, which, rather than the
subject matter, are what make a good painting.

—Melvin Warren

What should a collector do...?

Read good art books and magazines, visit good
galleries and museums in order to learn design,
color and composition.

—Melvin Warren

Buy art for art's sake. The value in art is in
the enjoyment that you get out of it.

—Bob Scriver

Your feelings in general about the art world..?

1 feel that no matter what the subject—modern,
traditional. Western or what—the basic values
must apply: color, design, drawing, mood, style,
values, texture, etc...

—Jim Reynolds

Movieland Wax Museum
7711 Beach Blvd.,
Buena Park 90620

(714)522-1154
An attraction for the entire family to enjoy.
More than 230 life-like wax figures in 112
spectacular sets immortalize favorite
motion picture and television stars.

3-D NIMSLO
GOES PRO
Affordable 3D photography
could well be on the cards again
with the recent restructuring of
3D camera firm, Nimslo.

The company name first saw
light of day five years ago when
they revealed a low cost process
that would produce 3D effect
colour prints that didn't need a
special viewer to .sec 3D cITccl.

Production problems plus a
purchase price of over £200 for
the camera made the system
extremely difficult to sell but the
company are hoping to reverse
this trend with new products and

a new marketing strategy.
Two new cameras have been

developed, a studio machine
which needs careful setting up
but is capable of high quality and
fast turn round, and a consumer
camera more akin to the ubi

quitous compact, and with the
same sort of market in mind.

UK photographer Tom Hust
ler has been evaluating both
cameras, and it is the portable
hobby camera he sees most
potential in.

'The studio camera is best

suited to fixed locations where

you can put a lot of work through.
'The smaller camera is much

more fun however. Mind you, to
get the best out of it people will
have to think in 3D'.
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INSIGHTS i MEMBERS TALK ABOUT THEIR SLIDES
Here is a set of "Insights" on slides from the May
Competition.

"GREY WHALE" by Robert Bloomberg. My "Grey Whale" was
taken during an expedition two years ago in April to
San Ignacio Lagoon in Baja to one of the major
birthing sites of the endangered Grey Whales.
Entrance into the Lagoon is by special permit from the
Mexican government and only a limited number of boats
are allowed in each year. This is the only place on
the planet where these whales have exhibited friendly
behavior, actually bringing their calves alongside
small 15* skiffs to be touched (and, on occasion,
kissed!). It is an experience of a lifetime. The
mother whales are approximately 30 to 40 feet long,
weighing as many tons, and the calves a bit larger
than the skiffs themselves. They are extremely
careful not to bump the boats and always seem to be
curious about these strange two-legged creatures
clicking away at them with their funny black boxes.
My "black box" was a f/2.8 Stereo Realist, wrapped in
a plastic bag for protection against the salt water,
with holes cut out for the lenses. I used Kodachrome
64 with no special filters (not by choice). 1 believe
the shot was taken late morning or early afternoon.
Definitely not during optimum shooting hours, but one
takes what one gets in this situation. The most
difficult thing was keeping steady in the small
rocking boat with several other crazed photographers
and up to three cow-calf pairs diving around and under
the skiff. I would have preferred a twin rig, motor
drive arrangement to better capture the fast moving
action but, again, I was thrilled to have what I had.
Since, at times, the cows are literally pushing the
calves into the boat, an even wider angle lens would
also have been nice. 1 saw many cameras bite the dust
(or the salt) on the four trips I've taken to the
Lagoon, so I thoroughly cleaned camera and lenses at
least once a day. A small styrofoam cooler was
extremely handy in the boat to keep extra lenses,
film, and to shelter my camera from the blows of the
whale (they were quite playful that way).

"OUR DARLING" by Jackie Leventhal. This slide was
made on 32 Panatomic X black and white film, and then
was reversed to positive. It was made at an old
historic cemetery in the childrens section, in Oakland
OA on an overcast day. I have become very fascinated
with the sentiments and artifacts of cemeteries, and
even recently visited a "pet" cemetery. I like to
isolate, or "abstract", images so they become surreal.
1 actually find it fun trekking through cemeteries.
Colma, a small town south of San Francisco, has a
population of 7,000, but many more have found their
final places in the local cemeteries, including Levi
Strauss, Woolworth, etc. All this is "fun" if people
take it the right way.

"JUAN'S POT" BY Jerry Walter. Juan Quesada is a
remarkable Mexican who speaks no English, but who
through his wonderful craftsmanship speaks in a more
universal language — that of fine art. He lives and
works at his home in the village of Mata Ortiz in
northern Chihuahua. He collects his clays locally and
forms lumps of it into perfectly symmetrical pieces of
pottery, without the use of a wheel. The vessel walls
are extremely thin and fragile, and many of them are
lost during the firing process. But those that make
it are truly beautiful. His painted decoration is of
very fine line, sometimes executed by using several

hairs from his daughter to apply the native paints.
This particular pot is soft blue-grey in color, and
since 1 like lots of color in ray slides I chose a
brightly embroidered shawl for a backdrop in this
tabletop arrangement. I played around with the shape,
using sharp photoflood lighting from the side. But
nothing happened that spoke of a significant picture.
Nothing happened until I rested the pot on its side
and stuck a couple dried flower stalks from its
mouth. Then it all came alive, and I made a dozen
various stereo pairs with slightly modified lighting
and exposures on Kodachrome 64 with my Canon EE and a
50mm macro lens. The interocular was about 1/30 of
the distance from the camera to the subject, and the
results come across quite satisfactorily in both the
viewer and on the screen.

Travel Tips

s

Coronado Island's famous hotel celebrates its centennial

President Grover Cleveland was ending
his first term in office, the light bulbwasa
new-fangled invention, Wyatt Earp was
running a saloon in San Diego—and not
far away the Hotel del Coronado was
being built on Coronado Island.
That was 1888. This year, the "grande
dame of the Pacific" celebrates her cen
tennial. To re-create the old days, actors
hired for the centennial will sport long,
graceful skirts, parasols, high-necked
shirts, and top hats in historical vignettes,
performed daily. To preserve the surprise,
time and place ofeachday'svignette will
go unannounced.

Self-guided audio tours lead you through
the Grand Ballroom, Crown Room,
Prince of Wales Restaurant, Palm Court.
Twenty-five years of renovation have re
stored the hotel to near-original splendor.
Pick upa headset inthelobby shop for $3

adults, $2 seniors and students.

In the History Gallery on the lobby level,
you'll find displays of early hotel office
and kitchen equipment, original electric
lamps (Thomas Edison himself helped in
stall them), photographs, architectural
drawings, and tools used in the construc
tion. A newspaper display features front
page coverage of key local events.
Enjoy tea ($4) in the Palm Court any day
between 2 and 4. While you sip, imagine
yourself sealed amidst the rich and fam
ous, sunning themselves on wicker chairs
surrounded by chattering monkeys and
parrots.

From 1-5 in San Diego, take State High
way 75 west over the Coronado toll bridge
($1.20 westbound only) to Orange Ave
nue; turn left to the hotel. For an update
on activities, call (619) 239-1888.
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PSA Asilomar

A Photographic Society of America Regional Convention
was held at the Asilomar Conference Center on the

Monterey Penensula June 1-5, 1988. It was sponsored
by the PSA Yerba Buena Chapter and the whole affair
flowed like a well-choreographed ballet, thanks to
lots of careful planning by the Committee.

The Center, a unit of the State Park System, is right
on the ocean, and a boardwalk takes you to the rolling
surf and the opportunity for miles of beach walking.
The buildings, several dating back to 1913, all
contain rustic elements, and harmonize with the
natural surroundings and wind-sculptured Monterey Pine
and Cypress forest. Deer, raccoon, and other forest
creatures are frequently seen, and the deer were more
than cooperative photo subjects during the Convention.
It's a perfect location for a true "get-together
convention".

Three full (and filling) meals are provided each day
in a magnificent dining hall. How the 450 attendees
could all be served in little more than an hour will
always remain a mystery. And what a busy time it all
was, with folks scurrying off to the tidepools at the
beach or to programs or to workshops or jumping in the
car for a spin to Pacific Grove, Monterey, Point Lobos
or Carmel. If you had something to discuss with
anyone special, it was best to complete the
conversation on the first encounter, for there was
always the chance of looking in vain for that person
again. The temperature was made to order; the sun,
fog and clouds played there own unpredictable games
every day.

Two stereo shows were on the program among the other
22 slide and print programs and workshops. The
Cordova Stereo Exhibition gave us a look at many top
slides, some familiar, but many very new and
refreshing. The show was nicely organized, taped and
projected by Byron Hindman and Phyllis and Randy
Rander. It is always a delight to view a potpourri of
fine 3—D images, and when they flow to selected music
and narration it is doubly entertaining. The second
stereo program was entitled "Something Old, Something
New , a basically new 40-minute production by the
writers of this convention synopsis. It featured the
by-now-familiar "3-D or Not 3-D", and lots of new
slides recently made in New Mexico.

Perhaps the top show at the Convention (even topping
the Kodak Wonder for excitement) was entitled "One
Step Beyond Reality". The 35mm slide show was the
joint effort of the Contemporary Slide Division of the
Sierra Camera Club from Sacramento, and produced by
Willis Price of that Club. It was a knockout, both
visually, and conceptually, with strong and ethereal
music by Vangelis and others. The slides were a
wonderful 3-projector blend of the best in
contemporary, avant-garde and surrealistic images.
Viewing such a production would certainly give rise to
the thought of our own Club stepping out within the
"special interest" format and releasing some of our
own talent.

An extremely detailed 35mm show entitled "Visions of
Monterey's Kelp Forest" bought home the wonderful
world beneath the ocean, densely populated with animal
life far beyond the imagination. This program was a
perfect prelude to a visit to the Monterey Bay
Aquarium.

And there was a wonderful print exhibit, with those
perfectly exposed and printed images inviting your
closest inspection. The subject matter is always
dazzling, and the small singular and rustic exhibit

room nestled in the pines was idyllic. A continuing
array of slide programs went on and on, too numerous
for one person to take them all in!

One thing very special about a PSA Convention is the
renewal of old friendships, especially among the
familiar faces of the stereo folks. Here we had lots
of members of the Oakland, Vista and Cordova Clubs, as
well as those two wonderful people, Isabella and Seton
Rochwite from Loveland, Colorado. The Rochwites'
brightness and enthusiasm about 3-D is as infectious
as ever, and they let everyone know they enjoy being
surrounded by 3-D enthusiasts. Seton built his
prototype of the Stereo Realist some 40 years ago, and
most shooters still use the product of his invention.
Nice social gatherings were held, of course. Cocktail
circles seem to the second name of conventions, right
along with comparing notes on successes and failures
of exhibition entries, and the latest place to make
some really nice slides. All bits and pieces to tuck
in the memory for the next visit at some future photo
gathering.

As to other things to do, there were many! Too many!
The Monterey Bay Aquarium is a "must see" for all
visitors to the area. Giant ocean-front tanks house

samples of all the local marine life. There is a
sense of being immersed in the ocean itself. One can
get as close as you might choose, and there are even
marine life petting tanks for the kids, and
adult-kids. Photography is not very promising in 3-D
for a variety of reasons, but you can at least take
pictures of the full-size whale replicas overhead in
the rotunda, and the glass, steel and concrete
architecture, with sunlight streaming in all around.

Other great side trips of the area include Monterey
and its Cannery Row with its fish packing company
setting and bold ocean-front architecture. Downtown
Monterey offers numerous historical buildings from the
mid-1800s, and the famous Fishermen's Wharf, a truly
working deep sea fishing area, with nets, boats and
gulls all seemingly photo arranged.

Farther down the coast is Carmel, an bustling art
community with densely shaded streets and flowers
everywhere. It's a lookers (and shoppers) delight.
And a couple miles farther down the road is Mission
San Carlos Borromeo, better known as Carmel Mission.
The grounds, gates, fountains, red tile, arched
hallways, bougainvillia, and cobble paving offer the
perfect foreground for the beige-colored 1793-vintage
mission structure.

To summarize, there were just too many things vying
for one attention in the four convention days. An
additional five days at least to take in the local
attractions would have been nice. But, it's all those
"wish-we-had-time-fors" that draw one back to explore
familiar things, and to discover new sights and
happenings on the Monterey Penensula. All these
things rolled into one makes for a Great Convention!

—Jerry Walter and Rick Finney
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SS & TPS England

On May 27-30, 1988 we attended the joint convention of
the Stereoscopic Society (SS) and the Third Dimension
Society (TDS) of England. The site for the convention
was a "new" town named Telford, about 2\ hours
northwest of London (near Birmingham) in the charming
county of Shropshire.

The program for the convention started on Friday
night, after registration, with a fabulous buffet
dinner of roast beef, lamb and pork with all the
fixings, including Yorkshire Pudding and English
trifle for dessert.

After dinner we retired for the projection room for a
moving tribute to Pat Whitehouse. Ms. Whitehouse's
family and friends were there to pay homage, after
which nine mini-sequences were shown to a most
appreciative audience, who fondly remembered what Pat
had brought to the stereo community.

She was known for her sensitive nature slides of

birds, flowers, insects and the details in nature.
The sequences shown were: Rain; Natural History in
3-D; Rescue; Sand; Beans,; Adelstrop; The Major
General; Nimrod; and finally (because every audience
demanded this be included) Tribute to Handel. There
were tears and heartbreak as many of us pondered the
recent loss of Pat Whitehouse.

Her shows were always projected by Pat on a Double
Hawk fade and dissolve 3-D projector. This showing
was presented by Pat Milnes Taylor, who practiced and
rehearsed the timing to present a show that Pat
Whitehouse would have been very proud of. This was a
formidable challenge, which Pat Taylor accomplished
very well.

Saturday began with an incredible English breakfast of
every breakfast food we're used to over here —
cereal, fruit, eggs, toast, etc. - plus grilled
tomatoes, mushrooms, fried bread, sausages, baked
beans, three kinds of potatoes, etc. and even blood
pudding!

Then we began the day with the Annual General Meeting
of the Third Dimension Society. This is run very
formally with three officers presiding in front of a
group of about 30 members. The meeting covered old
business, new business, programs for the year, next
year's convention, problems encountered throughout the
year, and an assortment of topics very similar to our
own Stereo Club. The formality struck me as a little
cold compared to our own informal Club Board Meetings,
but extremely efficient and worth emulating.

After the meeting time was scheduled for exploring the
area. David and I chose to join some friends and take
a long walk up and down the hills enjoying the quiet
calm, the personal contact and the serene natural
beauty of the area.

Saturday night we were treated to an unusual program
®^bitled The Ups & Downs of a Stereo Photographer" by
Hugo de Wijs. Hugo is Dutch and is a professional
stereo photographer, whose talent and work is world
renowned. His slides are both interesting and
technically perfect, combining into one of the most
charming, personal programs we've ever seen. Hugo
builds very impressive stainless steel 3-D sequential
viewers for exhibits and various uses and shared with
us the behind-the-scenes information involved in his
life's work. It was truly fascinating.

Sunday began again with that incredible breakfast

(this time we tasted the blood pudding - a local
sausage delicacy). Then the Stereoscopic Society held
their Annual General Meeting.

The rest of the day we spent on a Coach (Bus) Tour of
the Ironbridge Gorge World Heritage Site where we
dodged the intermittent rain to enjoy the historical
aspect of what we were seeing. It was here in 1709
that someone first smelted iron using coke (not
Cocaine or Coca-cola) as a fuel, paving the way for
the first iron wheels, iron rails, iron steam engine
cylinders, cast iron bridges, iron-framed buildings
and all those other uses that iron contributed to. In
an open air museum spread out over six square miles we
were awestruck with the fact that this was the

birthplace of the Industrial Revolution.

The day went by too quickly as we enjoyed the
company of the British stereo photographers and a few
others from around the world. We were the only
Americans in the group, plus Hugo de Wijs from Holland
and Jean Soulas from France. The rest of the 150 or
so attendees were British. A wonderful group of
people with a lovely, most enjoyable sense of humor,
and a most diverse assortment of 3-D cameras!

The Sunday night program consisted of the Third
Dimension Society's "25 Years of Stereo - Then and
Now . This was a compilation of slides from various
makers on the changes that have happened over the
years in the Stockton area. Afterwards was the TDS
Slide of the Year judging, and finally, a sharing of
members slides in the Realist format.

Monday began with another overwhelming breakfast and
then an enjoyable Coach Tour of the Shropshire

countryside. We lunched in Ludlow, a charming English
town complete with medieval castle (watch for pictures
in future competitions) and visited an ancient church
and cemetery and had a fabulous day.

The final program on Monday night included mini-
sequences from five stereographers - each interesting
and different. The evening concluded with the showing
of members slides in the separate 2'x2' format.

^11 in all it was a different and enjoyable experience
attending this convention. It was not the hard-core
3-D experience of a National Stereoscopic Association
convention, nor did it have the international flavor
and diversity of an International Stereoscopic Union
Congress, or the long term wisdom and experience aura
of the Photographic Society of America convention. It
was its own creation; it was fun, it was warm, it was
informative, it was worthwhile. Hope to do it again
sometime. Cheerio!

—Susan Pinsky and David Starkman
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Here We Go !

since I joined the Stereo Club almost four years ago, 1 have
participated in its mainstream activities. In my first few months
as a member, I was competing with my best snapshots and more
recently 1 have taken up table-top photography at a Club workshop.
I have "judged" two Club competitions in my first two years (giving
uncertain but consistently low scores). In each Club activity I
started with weak performances but, with the help and encouragement
of more experienced photographers, my ability and confidence have
been growing. This direct experience is a progressive form of
education!

There will be an interesting type of education in the new Board,
too. The Board I have been asked to preside over is an even balance
of Club veterans and relative newcomers. There is a combination of

both experience and potential to draw from, and to draw together.
Without the benefit of "rising through the ranks", three of us

elected officials will learn on the

job about the art and mechanics of
running the Club. We will no doubt
demonstrate that novices need a good
deal of guidance. On the other hand,
the more experienced members will
maintain an understanding of past
experiments, successes, and failures.

Several members have encouraged a
partnership between experience and
potential. I believe that relation
ship is growing and will allow many
new ideas to surface. We can look

forward to a greatet variety of stereo
activity, both picture taking and
viewing.

Your new President,

Greg Hooper

MEETINGS: The third Thursday of each month at 7:30 pm at the Los Angeles Photo Center, 412 South
Parkview St., Los Angeles. Visitors and guests always welcome. MEMBERSHIP: Annual Dues—Single/$15;
Couple/$18; Patron/any additional amount. All due July 1. New membership dues are prorated for first
partial year. Send new dues to Membership Director. SUBSCRIPTIONS: The 3-D NEWS is published
monthly and included with membership. $10 for 12 Issues for non-members; send fee to 3-D NEWS Editor.
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Stereo Activity Calendar
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THU AUG 18 Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30
The big Stereo Fair for 1988. Come see
everything that will be assembled.

MON AUG 29 Copy deadline for the September NEWS. Get
all your wonderful contributions to the
Editor and see yourself in print!

THU SEP 15 Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30
The first big Club competition for the
year. Get your slides together early!

Member & Subscriber Update

A hearty welcome to these two new members:

ERICK PURKHISER

IVY RORSCHACH

12061 N. Edgemont
Los Angeles CA 90029
H & W (213)664-9513

Good reading extended to these new NEWS subscribers:

CHARLES JASON FOSTER

721 N. Alfred Street #108

Los Angeles CA 90069
H (213)651-1024

FARHOOD HEIDARY

1630 S. 6th Street #D1403

Minneapolis MN 55454
H (612)333-2741

Stereo Exhibitions Calendar and News

THU SEP 1 Closing - Detroit International Exhibition
Forms - Loretta Williams, 1027 S. Washing
ton, Royal Oak MI 48067

And now there is one. For 1988 anyway. We're
referring to only one Stereo Exhibition in Southern
California for the year. L.A. County Fair has
collapsed completely. And there will be no exhibition
sponsored by the Southern California Council of Camera
Clubs (S4C) either this year. Meaning there was only
one opportunity to see exhibition-quality slides from
around, the world here in the area this year during
the Hollywood Exhibition last February. Which also
means that the Detroit Exhibition listed above is the

last Stereo Exhibition for 1988. Did you enter them
all? There were on 11 worldwide this year. Maybe a
few more stereo exhibitions will be back on track for
1989. Here's hoping.

Let^s Join Together...

... August 18

THE STEREO FAIR RETURNS TO LOS ANGELES

The 1988 SCSC Stereo Fair is almost upon us. This
special program will be the highlight of the August
Club meeting. We will have the Photo Center packed
full of every facet of the amazing world of stereo.
We will see everything from antique cameras to, well,
Gail Zone (sorry, no Zulu dancers this year).

The Fair itself will take the form of several tables

or booths, each displaying one or more aspect of the
world of 3-D, and each manned (or womanned?) by a Club
member. The Fair is an opportunity for the membership
to both show off and to learn more about aspects of
stereography not normally seen at Club meetings. It
is a time of interaction. It is also a time to show

those uninitiates outside the Club our wondrous hobby
in all its glory.

Some booths deserve special attention. Charlie Piper
will have his shutter-speed tester available, so bring
that questionable Kodak or Realist in and find out
what shape it's in. Larry Wyatt will have his
gorgeous rotary viewers and Argus "C-6" on display,
and maybe some lenticular prints, too. Jason Cardwell
will show us all about anaglyph drawings, and Doug
Miller will show how he makes stereo pairs from
magazine art. Also featured will be holograms, stereo
movies, computer art, homemade equipment, stereo
video, sequential viewers, stereo X-rays....

So don't be late — be the first on your block at the
1988 SCSC Stereo Fair.

Jim Murray, Program Director

Looking Backward to...

..July 21 —by David Ratliff

The Fall '87 through Summer '88 Competition Year drew
to a rousing close on Thursday, July 21. I want to
first of all tender by final "Thank You!" to all the
members, new and old, who took active part in the
competitions throughout the year, and especially to
those who re-shared your slides with us by way of the
Slide of the Year Competition. A final, parting
"Thanks!" to David Starkman, Rick Finney and Jerry
Walter, and all those who worked cables, set things
up, served as judges and in any other way helped out
with the competitions.

Regarding the Slide of the Year competition, judging
was done by members of the San Diego Club again this
year. I wish to say "Thank You!" to them for their
kindness and hospitality! The following served as
judges: Wayne Davis, President; Rob Morris, Competition
Director; and Ralph Krans, Program Director. Ralph's
wife, Norraa, called out and marked down the scores.
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And the Club's projectionist, Lee Schaffert, worked
projector and cables solo. Thanks again, y'all!

All of the slides entered for the S.O.T.Y. competition
were shown in a special presentation at the Club
meeting in July. After announcements, and the.,
swearing of loyalty and fidelity to the Club and the
Board Members by the general membership present, and
after outgoing Club President Ray Zone made the
presentation of Club hats to all the Board Members, so
aptly illustrated in the above far-out cartoon, and
the swearing in of the new Board Members by the
undoubleable and roustitious Oliver Dean replete with
cranial fructorial adornment (or is that fructorial
cranial....?), and after the presentation of award
medals to the top scorers in the year's competitions,
then the S.O.T.Y. slides were shown in a program I put
together and entitled "To Touch The Infinite". The
inspiration for the program came from the winner of
The Slide of the Year — David Hutchison's beautiful

interior photograph of St. Paul's cathedral in London.
I hope everyone enjoyed the program as much as I did
in putting it together for you.

To backtrack a sec the winners of medals for high
scores from the five competitions were as follows:

B Group Standard

1st Willis Simms

2nd Jim Atkins

3rd Dorr Kimball

A Group Standard

1st Jerry Walter
2nd David Kuntz

3rd Rick Finney

B Group Nonconventional A Group Nonconventional

1st David M. Ratliff

2nd Larry Brown
3rd Greg Hooper

1st Valeria Sardy
2nd Jim Murray
3rd Bill Carter

As soon as I can get the ribbons, I'll send out
special ribbon prizes to all who participated 100% in
either/or one or both categories; names will be
announced in the next NEWS.

The Slide of the Year awards were presented as follows:

Honorable Mentions Slides

"Half Dome #2001" Jim Murray
"Place de la Concorde" David Hutchison

"Iggy" Robert Bloomberg
"Cambridge Campus" Susan Pinsky
"Ancient Rhythms" Jerry Walter
"Plateau Panorama" Jerry Walter
"Fleeting Light" Jerry Walter
"Cambridge Hyper:Looking North".David Starkman
"Golden Goose" Jim Murray
"Swiss Morning" Jackie Leventhal
"Swiss Farmer" Robert Bloomberg
"Arcade" David Kuntz

Competition Director's Choice

"Citicorp Plaza" Satoshi Uesugi
"Cosmic Creation" Rick Finney
"Remembering Magritte" Jackie Leventhal

Best Natural Scenic

"Merrill Gorge" David Hutchison

Best Flower

"Straw Flowers" Valeria Sardy

Best Animal

"Cow Couple" Susan Pinsky

Best People

"Young Girl Smile" Valeria Sardy

Most Imaginative (a new category!)

"Crackerjack Camera #1066" Jim Murray

Most Promising New Member Robert Bloomberg

SLIDE OF THE YEAR

"ST. PAUL'S, LONDON" DAVID HUTCHISON

Final Competition Standings

A GROUP STANDARD A GROUP NON-CONVENTIONAL B GROUP STANDARD B GROUP NON-CONVENTIONAL

MAY CUM MAY CUM HAY CUM MAY CUM

62 309 Jerry Walter ! 61 324* Valeria Sardy ! 55 281 Willis Simms 1 54 278 David M, Ratliff

62 308* David W. Kuntz ! 61 318* Jim Murray I 55 272 Jim Atkins ! 56 241* Larry Brown
62 306 Rick Finney ! 62 315 Bill Carter ! 57 178 Dorr Kimball I — 183* Greg Hooper
60 304 David Hutchison 64 314 Jerry Walter — 172 Randal Summers — 88 Robert Swarthe

62 304* Jim Murray 62 311 John Sardy 56 164 Chuck Bernhardt 62 62 Robert Bloomberg
60 301* Larry Brown 59 306 Rick Finney — 127 Bill Carter 59 59 Jacqueline Leventhal
59 298* Valeria Sardy 54 279* Earl Colgan — 108* Greg Hooper 55 55 Dorr Kimball

54 286 John Sardy 33 266 Ray Zone 61 61 Robert Bloomberg 55 55 John Mayer
56 285 Nathan Wong 20 248* Susan Pinsky 59 59 Jacqueline Leventhal — 19 Willis Simms

57 283* Earl Colgan — 150* Tony Alderson 56 56- Michael Palm — 17 George Skelly
55 278* Bill Daggett — 120* David Starkman 56 56 Gail Zone

54 276 Marjorie Webster — 62 Bill Daggett — 56 Steve Mauk

57 275 Ray Zone — 58 Don F. Cast 55 55 Glenn Wheeler

51 270* Kathy LaForce — 54 Ed. Ecker

18 244* Susan Pinsky 54 54 Satoshi Uesugi
— 180* David Starkman 53 53 Kem Von Hungen

— 174* Tony Alderson 50 51 Victor Ingrassia
— 57 Don P. Cast 50 50 Ted Weiss

— 48 Dick Howe
— 39 A1 an D. Wi 11 i ams

— 37 George Skelly
— 15 Michael Weinberg

* = Persons who served as Judges during the Competition Year,
whose scores were averaged. Muchas Gracias to you all!

! ® A hearty Thank You! and Congratulations I to our First, Second and
Third Place Winners in each group and category IfI!!I!!!II!!!I!11!
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What is a SIG?

A SIG Is a Special Interest ^roup. A SIG Is a mini
club that generally draws Its members from a mother
club. It reports to the mother club on all of Its
activities.

A SIG is formed to serve the interests of people
involved (in this case) in an aspect of 3-D not
normally covered at the monthly Club meetings. A SIG
is, in effect, an ongoing seminar that discusses the
history, the current state of the art, and the future
of a given area of interest.

A SIG can be a hands-on workshop where techniques and
ideas are shared, and new techniques and ideas are
developed. It can include outings as a regular
function of its meetings. A SIG is what you want it
to be and what you make it.

A SIG group can set its own tone. It can be as formal
or informal as its members like. It can meet as

frequently or infrequently as it sees fit. There are
no rules or formats unless or until you set them.

The one things all SIGs are is an incubator for growth
and discovery. You can develop an ability or an
understanding in an area that you like or, you can
share what you've learned and discovered. You can
learn from the mistakes of others and let others know

how to avoid the ones you've made. It's a great place
to find the solutions to any obstacles that have been
holding you back.

Keep in mind that the purpose of the formation of SIGs
is simply to help people get in touch with others
sharing similar interests. Be warned, however, that
everyone may not share your interests in taking close-
up photos of pocket lint. But, it only takes two to
start a SIG.

Your SIG may be so informal that you don't feel a need
to write about it for the 3-D NEWS, but if you let
people know what you're up to, you may be surprised to
find that you are not alone!

Here are some examples and ideas for 3-D SIGs....

A SIG could be formed for collectors of a

specific item...ViewMaster reels, cardboard
stereo views, 3-D comics, lenticular postcards..

One could be formed for a specific method of
presentation anaglyphic, holographic, lentic
ular, vectographic, alternating field...

What about 3-D art?... Painting in 3-D, drawing,
photo collage, computers...

Or special subject matter...autos, animals,
historical, erotica, humor, abstract, horror,
blacklight, sports, flowers, glassware...

Or imaging methods...macrostereo, hyperstereo,
time exposure, wide angle, telephoto...

On and on the list goes. If you are interested in
forming a SIG or just want to see one get started, let
me know what your special interests are and I'll do
what I can to hook up the right people. If there are
enough people interested you may just find yourself
with a whole new club. So send me a letter, call me,
or talk to me at the Club.

—Jason Cardwell, Director of SIGs
534 North Avenue 53
Los Angeles CA 90042
(213)255-7880/24 hrs

NEW SIG FORMING - 3-D DRAWING GROUP

Announcing the formation of the 3-D Drawing Group. A
Special Interest Group of the Stereo Club of Southern
California.

If you've ever experimented with drawing in 3-D you're
a nut. But there are other nuts out there who would

like to see what you've done and maybe show you what
they've done.

The idea behind forming the 3-D
drawing group is to look at 3-D
drawings and make new drawings.
Also to explore and discover
techniques for better methods of
creating stereo illustrations.
The things we'll talk about in
the group are questions you may
have asked yourself...How exactly
do you go about making a 3-D
drawing? What pencils or pens
are good for anaglyph drawing?

What about full color 3-D drawing? What machines or
devices are available to assist in creating this kind
of imagery?

There are answers to these questions! There are
answers to other questions yet unasked. Just come up
with some and ask them at the 3-D drawing group's
first meeting.

The group hasn't had a meeting yet, but I'll be
showing off some stuff at the Stereo Fair at our
August meeting. If you've got anything that you have
done in the area of 3-D drawing, and I mean anything,
please bring it to the Stereo Fair. Others interested
in this area will no doubt be excited by the most
seemingly insignificant article. I'll have a sign-up
sheet at the Fair so that I can find those with an
interest in 3-D drawing and notify them of our meeting
dates. Everyone is welcome to attend all meetings of
the 3-D drawing group regardless of what you've done
on your own and regardless of what your drawing
ability is. All that is needed is a feeling that 3-D
drawing is exciting and fun! Sign up at the August
Stereo Fair or contact me by phone or by mail.

—Jason Cardwell

NEW SIG FORMING - GLAMOUR PHOTOGRAPHY

I would like to meet other stereographers who are
interested in this creative and expressive subject,
especially in the medium of stereo. Can we form a
group?

—Stew Lee

(818)352-0050

SIG SUMMARY TO DATE

3-D MOVIES

Leader: John Hart (818)248-1446

3-D DRAWINGS

Leader: Jaso.i Cardwell (213)255-7880

GLAMOUR

Leader: Stew Lee (818)352-0050
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CONCEPTUAL FLAWS OF NUOPTIX AND ASPEX

by
Tony Alderson

The popular media have recently been buzzing with
procamations of two allegedly new 3-D motion-picture
breakthroughs that purport to have solved the problem
of compatibility with conventional flat systems. That
is, their promoters claim that films and/or videos
shot with their respective techniques (using
conventional cameras with, at most, minor
modifications) will ordinarily display a high-quality
flat image, yet reveal an effective, even superior,
stereoscopic full-color image when viewed through
special glasses. The most publicity has fallen to
Terry Beard's Nuoptix company for a proposed 3-D
episode of the popular TV series "Moonlighting".
Aspex, Ltd., has been actively promoting its system
within the entertainment industry, featuring a short
demo film and the Gladys Knight musicvideo, "Love
Overboard".

Upon examination, these claims appear to be greatly
exaggerated. Both Aspex and Nuoptix are strikingly
similar, and not only in that they are both motion-
parallax based systems. That is, they enlist the
relative motion between two successive flattie frames
to simulate true stereo cinematography. When
successive frames are shown separately yet
simultaneously to the left and right eyes, the brain
will interpret the differences from horizontal motion
as "Parallax", and stereopsis is triggered. The
effect is fleeting and chaotic, and not at all
natural. Many naive and unscrupulous persons have
attempted to commercialize this technique over the
years without much success.

The fundamental conceptual flaw in all motion-parallax
systems is the failure to recognize that motion vectors
are not the same as depth parallaxes. To begin, such
systems require constant relative horizontal motion,
for without motion the "parallax" collapses and hence
the apparent depth. Additionally, motion in the
"wrong" direction or at the "wrong" speed will create
pseudoscopic effects and contradict whatever other
depth cues are in the scene. Finally, since there are
vertical components in most movements, vertical
misalignments and the resulting eyestrain are
virtually unavoidable. Admittedly, if the scene is
strictly limited to the lateral motion of the camera,
the effect can be striking. Once moving objects
(especially living ones) are introduced, however, it
becomes extremely difficult to orchestrate motion in a
sequence well enough to sustain any coherent scenic
depth structure.

It turns out that the Nuoptix system is merely another
application of the well-known Pulfrich illusion.
Named for Carl Pulfrich, who first described the
phenomenon in 1922, the classic demonstration of the
effect consists of holding a darkened filter in front
of only one eye, while watching a swinging pendulum.
The pendulum will appear to swing in an elliptical
path, rather than simply back and forth. Pulfrich
correctly hypothesized that the darkened filter
induced a perceptual delay, and that the time-delayed
difference in horizontal position was interpreted as
stereoscopic parallax. Interestingly, as Pulfrich had
only one eye he could not observe the illusion himself,
and had to rely on descriptions by his assistants. The
intensity of the effect varies among individuals,
perhaps in relation to eye dominance. Although
experiments have shown that the length of delay is
related to the darkness of the filter, the

physiological reasons for the delay are still not
understood.

Many clever individuals have deduced that a stereo
effect could be synthesized in flat movies by
application of a Pulfrich filter. Some of you might
remember the "miracle" specs of yesteryear, marketed
mail-order in comics and pulps, that promised to turn
any movie or TV show into "3-D". More recently,
Japanese TV ran a cartoon show featuring Pulfrich
sequences. Beard makes claims of various "enhance
ments" to the technique, including some vague video

Figure 1. Pulfrich pendulum illusion

processing and monkeying with the frame rate, but
these don't alter the essence of Nuoptix, nor do they
relieve it of any of the severe limitations of all
Pulfrich/motion-parallax systems.

Although Nuoptix was supposed to have been the first
3-D system to make it to network television, the
Writers' Strike has indefinitely, perhaps permanently,
postponed the "Moonlighting" episode. While not many
tears should be shed over this turn of events, the
Pulfrich effect does reveal an important aspect of
human visual perception, and you can have a lot of fun
with it.

Pulfrich viewers are ridiculously easy to make.
First, pull one of the filters out of a pair of
Stereovision polarized spectacles. Trim the glue off
this filter and insert it at right angles into the
filter slot for the other eye. By rotating the two
filters against one another you will be able to vary
the density of the filter pack. The darker filter,
the longer the delay and, hopefully, the stronger the
stereo effect (at least up to the point of opacity!)
The ability to adjust the darkness of the filter can
make a big difference. By flipping the glasses upside
down you can select which eye to darken.

Pulfrich's pendulum experiment is very easy to
duplicate. It helps to have a stationary comparison
object, such as a piece of wire, nearby the swinging
pendulum. You can observe marked hyper- and hypo-
stereo effects by looking perpendicular to your
direction of travel in a moving vehicle while wearing
your specs. (Please only try this experiment as a
passenger!) You can make your own "Nuoptix" videos
with your home video camera by taping while moving
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laterally. You must truck, not just pan, to change
perspective. If you move the camera from right to
left while filming, you will want to put the dark
filter over your right eye, and vice versa. It can
also be fun to wear the glasses while watching
broadcast TV. While spurious parallaxes from
disorganized motion will induce many odd perceptions,
the sensation is occasionally remarkable. Sporting
events with strong lateral movement, such as basket
ball or horse racing, are expecially interesting,
although you may find yourself flipping your glasses
over every time the ball changes hands! In any case,
the limitations of motion-parallax "3-D" should become
immediately obvious.

The other breathtaking new development in visual
imaging is the Aspex "Stereochromatic" system,
developed by English fashion photohgrapher Bill Ling.
Aspex is an extremely odd anaglyph-encoded motion-
parallax system that combines all the aforementioned
limitations with all the shortcoming of anaglyph
transmission. Even more oddly, the Aspex people take
great pains to disassociate themselves from "3-D",
while insisting that Aspex induces "stereo vision".

The Aspex gimmick basically consists of dividing the
rotating motion picture camera shutter in two with
complementary red and cyan filters. In effect, each
frame is exposed twice, once through the red filter
and once through the cyan. Since there is a time
difference between these two exposures, relative
motion will show up as red and cyan fringes. Viewed
with appropriate anaglyph glasses, these fringes may
be interpreted stereoscopically. In practice, the
effect is not impressive. At several demonstrations
in Los Angeles this spring for the entertainment

CYAN

•
RED

Figure 2. Kinemacolor camera, ca. 1908. The front
plate has been removed to show the filter wheel.
Compare to Panavision butterfly shutter with Aspex
filters, right.

industry, on both projected film and closed-circuit TV
monitors, stereoscopic effects varied from minimal to
nonexistant. According to Aspex, this was "the best
natural stereo footage in film history"(!) Curiously,
when implemented in Panavision butterfly shutters, the
order of filters changes from red-cyan to cyan-
red. Aspex claims this helps "smooth out" fringes for
non-stereo viewing; it may also be an attempt to get
around the problem of bi-directional movement.
Logically, this arrangement would appear to weaken the
stereo.

The Aspex promotional literature is filled with many
ignorant and shamelessly self-aggrandizing misstate-
ments ranging from the outrageous to the absurd. Two
other claimed image-enhancements bear some attention,
namely increased sharpness and better color saturation.
Insofar as the effective shutter speed of each
exposure has been shortened, the image is less
blurred. This sort of "sharpness" is not necessarily
an advantage for motion pictures, as the decreased
shutter angle increases the apparent strobing of the

image, to the detriment of the overall motion
illusion. This is apparent in the demo film. As for
the claims of enhanced color, it is difficult for this
writer to understand how throwing more garbage in the
optical path, and retrogressing from a 3-color system
to a 2-color system can improve the color rendition.
It is certainly not obvious from examination,
although I can't say the color is any worse either.

Inventor Ling has made the observation, quite
innocently no doubt, that the Aspex shutter is so
simple that it could have been invented 30 years ago.
In fact, Aspex bears a remarkable resemblance to the
first commercially successful color cinematography
process, patented nearly eighty years ago. As tripack
color films were still far in the future, the
Kinemacolor process exposed, and later projected,
successive frames of black-and-white film through com
plementary cyan and red filters. The filters were
mounted in a rotating disk mounted in front of the
lens. Both the camera and projector ran at twice the
normal frame rate, and color combination was achieved
via persistence of vision. While Kinemacolor could
produce quite appealing images, the problem of color
fringing on moving objects (sound familiar?) was never
resolved and the process was eventually eclipsed by
the invention of two-strip Technicolor. Perhaps if
Kinemacolor had been blessed with a more inventive
marketing staff we might have seen a "Bwana Devil" in
1916!

About the only good thing associated with Aspex are
the nifty dichroic anaglyph viewers. These "hi-
tech" glasses are quite dazzling. Predictably, they
are rather expensive. Aspex literature postulates
that consumers will be willing to buy these special
glasses and retain them for the plethora of Aspex
programmingC!) Alas, they do not work as well, even
for Aspex films, as conventional anaglyph specs.

The end products of both Nuoptix and Aspex are so
decidedly inferior and unsatisfactory, so mediocre and
utterly pointless, that one can't help but suspect the
motivations of the promoters. About the kindest thing
one can say is that these are "people unclear on the
concept". Certainly their talents lie more in the
areas of marketing and self-promotion, rather than in
visual imaging.

As for the prognosis for these imagined innovations,
one can only look to the past for a comparable
experience. A few of you might recall Visidep, an
amusing glasses-free monocular 3-D process. Touted as
the next great thing in 1983, Visidep astonished the
nation with brief clips on the evening news. Today,
the fabulous jittervision has vanished with nary a
43—Man Squamish game nor even a Yoo—Hoo commercial to
its credit. I trust the three South Carolina
professors have retained their tenure. I truly hope
that Messrs. Beard, Ling, et. al. have studied this
history and diversified their portfolios.

Complete compatibility of a true stereoscopic image
^'ith flattie displays is probably an unreasonable
goal. It does seem that every system proposed to
achieve this goal does so by trading off stereo effect
for compatibility. Ling and Beard have approached the
problem in entirely the wrong way: they have attempted
to synthesize a "3-D" image from a flat image, instead
of looking for a way to encode a binocular image
within a single channel. But in 3-D, the issue is not
how the picture looks with the glasses off, but how
the picture looks with the glasses on. Just as color
reproduction is not centered on the perceptions of the
color blind, stereography should not be limited by the
stereo blind, "3-D or not 3-D!," that is still the
question.
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COMIN' AT YA!
BY BOB ANGUS

Scientists are working to prove that 3-D video
is no longer something to laugh at.

Editor's Note: Please read the preceding article by
Tony Alderson before tackling this one. This is the
kind of media hype to which Tony refers, and it is
almost reproduced here tongue-in-cheek. It is taken
from the August 1988 issue of "Video". Tony's article
should reinforce the precept that not all that is
printed is gospel. How many errors can you find?
Shall we start with "Asphex"?!

Remember 3-D movies—and those funny
cellophane glasses you wore to see lions
jump off the screen in films like Bwana
Devil and Fort Tti Well, 3-D is making a
comeback (it's tried several), this time on
video. In May, The Coca-Cola Company
ordered millionsofpairs ofglasses so view
ers could watch part of the TV season's
closing episode of Moonlighting in 3-D,
along with an eye-popping stereoscopic
commercial for Atlanta's favorite bever
age. (Unfortunately, the strike by the
Writer's Guild killed the idea—temporari
ly. Coke is holding onto the glasses and
plans to run the commercial sometime,
somewhere, this fall.)

In addition, JVC has been selling an
electronic version of 3-D in Japan for the
last year and a half, with program fare avail
able on videodisc and videocassette. And

Do-lt-Yourself 3-D:

Toshiba's corsumer 3-D
Cam unites two lenses

and sensors in a single
housing. The goggles,
which are similar lo

Sharp s, are not
shown, ,

this October, Toshiba will launch the first
consumer 3-D camcorder in the U. S.

3-D, or stereoscopy, as it was original
lycalled, is an idea that won't go away. The
underlying principle is relatively simple.
The three-dimensional images we see are
actually mental constructs formed in the
brain from the two-dimensional views our
eyes normally see from slightly different
angles. This principle has long been
known, giving 3-D viewing for consumers a
surprisingly old pedigree. The stereo
scope, invented by Sir Charles Wheat-
stone in 1832, shows each eye a photo
graphic imitation of its own two-dimension
al view, tricking the brain into constructing
a three-dimensional image.

Its popular derivative, the stereopti-
con, was a fixture in 19th-century parlors.
With it, Matthew Brady documented the i
Civil War three-dimensionally for viewers
of the era. (His remarkable photographs

are available to home viewers today on
View-Master 3-D discs.) By the 1890s ce
real manufacturers were putting cards con
tainingstereoscopic scenes offar-offJapan
andthe peachblossomsofGeorgiaon their
packages. And as early as the 1850s col
ored glasses were used to filter out scenes
intended for the opposite eye, so several
viewers could enjoy a single three-dimen
sional picture simultaneously.

This technique was adapted by motion
pictures in the 1920s. Two images repre
senting the views from the two eyes are
shown on the screen. Filters allow each
eye to perceive only one of the two images.
In the origmal technique, one red and one
blue image were projected onto the
screen. A viewer wore glasses with one
red lens, which filtered out the red image,
and one blue lens, which filtered out the
blue. Since color was used to separate the
images, the movie itself had to be black &
white.

By the early 1950s, however, the fickle
American public was staying home to
watch two-dimensional figures flicker on
tiny screens in their living rooms. To lure
them back to the movie theaters, the studi
os turned to wide screens, color, stereo
sound—and 3-D. To achieve a color 3-D

picture, the red and blue lenses were re
placed with polarizing filters, each of which
could separate two full-color images. A po
larizing filter allows light to pass through
only if the light waves are oriented to fit
through "slots" at a given angle.

Shock flicks like Fort Ti, Bwana Devil
and House of Wax succeeded, leading such
directors as Alfred Hitchcock IDial M for
Murder), George Sidney (Kiss Me Kale)
and Edward Ludwig (Sangaree) to cover
their bets by shooting big-budget films
stereoscopically. Many of these films
didn't make it to market until after the 3-D

craze had peaked and so were never re
leased in their three-dimensional versions.

The fact is, 3-D was never that good.
The great drawback of both the polarizing
and the red-and-blue techniques is that the
filters never block all the unwanted image
from each eye, which leads to ghost images
that weaken the 3-D effect and cause eye-
strain.

3-D REDUX
In fall 1986, 3-D entered the electronic

age. In Japan, JVC's Video Home Discs
and VHS cassettes gave new hope to
3-D buffs, replacing the 130-year-old col
ored cellophane glasses with liquid crystal
diode lenses and an electronic synchroniza
tion system. Here the illusion of depth is
achieved by recording images alternately
for the left and right eye. The images for

VHD discs and cassettes are recorded at
the rate of 30 times a second for each eye,
which is half as fast as the 60 frames per
second it takes to deliver a single video
image.

When a 3-D disc or tape is played back,
a synchronizer opens the appropriate lens
shutter long enough for the viewer to see
an image while closing off the opposite
lens. However, because each eyepiece is
closed half the time, images tend to be dark
and flickery. The 3-D effect, nevertheless,
is significantly better than that in Foxy La
dies or Bwana Devil.

Another problem is cost: the movies
available in 3-D on VHD videodiscs, such
as Dial M for Murder and faws 3, cost
12,800 yen each in Japan, or about $100.
Anadapter for a non-3-D VHD player costs
about $155 and each pair of LCD glass
es—a plastic visor that can be worn over
regular eyeglasses—also costs $100. (The
glasses plug into the adapter by means of a
cord. The adapter, in turn, connects to
the video output of the videodisc player.)

Finally, although the adapter and glass
es work equally well with pre-recorded 3-
D material played on a conventional VCR,
JVC. Sharp, Panasonic, Toshiba and oth
ers who sell this system in Japan have yet
to offer it to the rest of the world as a

consumer item. The same is true of the

limited number of 3-D films.

Enter the Toshiba 3-D camcorder,
which houses two high-resolution, half-
inch, 300,000-pixel, charge-coupled-de-
vice imagers inside a normal Compact VHS
camcorder. The whole thing weighs less
than four pounds and, more important, can
double as a conventional image camcorder.
The cost: a hefty $2,850, which includes an
adapter and one pair of glasses.

To achieve a 3-D effect, the Toshiba
camcorder uses two lenses, angled to sim-

Sharp Shooters:
The cameras, adapter
and glasses lor Sharp's
3-D system. The VCR is
a standard VHS model.

ulate the position and focal activity of your
two eyes. Each lens feeds a CCD. A
switching device in each lens reveals 30
fields per second for each eye. The 3-D
color videos are produced by combining
the two images in a mirror-reverse of the

Iplayback process for recordingon conven-
' tional tape.

Watching the playback without the
adapter and glasses can provoke a head-

:ache, however, as left- and right-eye im-
ages flit back and forth across the screen.
Toshiba admits the flicker is bothersome,
particularlyto older viewers. So it has pro
duced a "flicker-free" version, in proto
type. Instead of dividing the full video
frame into two fields and flipping back and
forth 60 times a second, as the 3-D cam
corder does, the improved unit uses a ran
dom-access memory to store each field
temporarily. The fields are scanned 120
times per second and played back via a
high-speed electronic adapter and over
scan television that shows each eye an im
age 60 times per second instead of 30—
well above the ability of viewers to detect
the alternation. As demonstrated at last
winter's Consumer Electronics Show,
however, the first- and second-generation
systems are incompatible, and the flick
er-free camcorder is not suitable for use

with JVC or Sharp glasses or recordings.

.BROADCAST 3-D
According to JVC, it is now possible to

broadcast or cablecast the stereoscopic re
sults from a 3-D camcorder, VHD or cas
sette, but it's not likely to happen. That
first will probably go to Nuoptix, the
system that was to have been used to film

,the Moonlighting segment and the ad for
Coke. Developed by California inventor

.Terry Beard, Nuoptix uses a high-speed
camera with a single lens to produce an
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image that Beard claims is even sharper
than a conventional lA' picture—and that
looks good with or without 3-D glasses.

The dark purple and pale green Nuop-
tix glasses base the 3-D effect on the way
we perceive motion and depth. The darker
filter delays the processing of one image to
the eye, achieving the time delay needed to
create the 3-D illusion. It works as long as
at least one object is moving in relation to
another. The brain interprets the different
eves' views as simultaneous and thereby

creates a 3-D image. The greater the
speed differential, the greater the 3-D ef
fect. Like other systems that require
glasses, Nuoptix's approach superimposes
image components over each other. The
resulting anaglyphic effect helps create the
illusion of depth.

Asphex has developed a hardware sys
tem, which it hopes to license to manufac
turers, to produce 3-D programs for
broadcasting. Pilkington is making the
glasses, for which it expects to charge $15
each. The Asphex production camera con
tains a modified rotary shutter with two
side-by-side slots instead of the traditional
single pinhole. One opening is tinted red,
the other cyan. The film frames are ex
posed in sequence. Viewers watch the
playback through corresponding cyan and
red glasses that filter out images intended
for the opposite eye.

Although Asphex says its system is
equally acceptable to viewers with and
without glasses, some British broadcast
ers report that without glasses viewers
see red and blue halos around moving ob
jects.

Finally, there is a green-and-red cello
phane 3-D system developed for telecast
ing by Bavarian TV and the Institut fuer
Rundfunktechnik, a technical institute in
Berlin. Although highly touted by its mak
ers, 1foundsome colors peculiar and occa
sionally out of register.

The question still remains: even if the
3-D picture were perfect, and reasonably
priced, is there really the demand for 3-D
this feverish activity suggests? After all.
apart from its heyday in the 19th century,
3-Dhas been more a noveltythana viewing
experience that satisfies a real need. To
find out how people feel about it. Video
Magazine recently borrowed an adapter
and goggles from Sharp, which also, with
JVC,supplied some3-Dprogramming. We
viewed taped excerpts fromJaws, a trave
logue, a visit to Marine World, and an in-
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Hollywood 3-0 Color-

discriminatory anaglyphic
anaglyphic

Red/green $1-5 No Movie Colors not always
natural, images
lose sharpness.

projection, TV
broadcast.

3-D TV (JVC,
Toshiba, Sharp)

Polarization Polarized & $105
plane synchronized
discriminatory LCD

No TV broadcast,
videocassette,
videodisc

Good colors,
excellent spatial
effects, marred by
dimness & flicker;
best overall.

Needs motion
within image for 3-
D effect. Halo

appears around
images seen
without glasses.

Needs foreground
motion to achieve
3-D effect.

Good 3-D, unnatu
ral colors: 2 cam
eras record 2 video
signals for simulta
neous display on
TV screen.

Nuoptix Color- Dark purple/ $1-5 Yes
discriminatory pale green'
anaglyphic with
Pulfrich Effect*

TV broadcast,
videocassette

Asphex Color- Red/cyan
discriminatory
anaglyphic

$14-45 Yes TV broadcast,
videocassette

Institut fuer 2-channel Bicircularly — No
Rundfunktechnik polarized plane polarized
(IRT) discriminatory

TV broadcast,
videocassette

'Objects moving at different speeds create an illusionof depth, which increases as the contrast between them Increases.

structlonal tape about eye surgery called
Phacoemulsification in 3-D. Four VHD
videodisc samples included Dial M for
Murder, Comin'At Ya(a spaghetti West-
em) and Nude 66. a sample of Japanese
softcore pornography. We lived with the
system and invited neighbors and friends
togive theiropinions. Theverdict: accept
ance and enjoyment were inversely pro
portional to age.

The gray heads in the audience found
the system's inherent flicker moreannoy
ingthanthe kids, complaining it gave them
headaches. Those over 30 also found
wearing the goggles a nuisance, although
they vastly preferred them to the cello
phane glasses of the '50s. Teens and pre-

teens didn't mind the glasses at all. Every
one said they could see easily, although
adults complained of dim images, especial
ly during the first minutes of viewing.

The generation gap highlightedanother
phenomenon: the youngsters found that
the things the movies thrust at them—the
shark 'mjaws, octopus tentacles, a mime's
balloons, the gunplay in Comin' At Ya—
were the most satisfying part of the 3-D
experience. Adults preferred vistas that
hearkened back to 3-D scenes from long
ago—foliage in the foreground with a wa
terfall in the distance, or objects receding
into the background. Of all the programs,
adults preferred Dial M for Murder, in
which Hitchcock seems to have ignored

the presence of the 3-D camera almost
entirely, and the scenic segment of the
demonstration tape.

Did anyone say they liked the system
enough to have one at home? The kids
unanimously voted "Yes." Their elders
took a more negative view, althoughmost
agreed that if the flicker could be eliminat
ed and if the programming were better
they might reconsider. Some 30-year-
olds saw merit in their seniors' sugges
tions, but they, too, enjoyed the car
toon-like3-Deffects inJaws and Comin'At
Ya. None was sure the effects and in
conveniences of3-Dwereworththe price,
but they all asked to be invited back when
we got some new programs. •

BODIE, CALIFORNIA'S
Fitting memorial
by Jean E. Andrew

William S. Bodey would be proud Ifhe could
know that his name lives on as the founder of
Bodle, Calif. Yet, hewould have justcausetobe
upset with the former citizens of Bodie if he
could seethemagnificent monument they erec
ted to the memory of PresidentJames Garfleld.

To the casual visitor, the monument stands as
a shrine to a beloved president, but to those
who know the story, It is more of a shrine to
the fickleness of human nature.

The town was namedafter Bodey, a miner

who discovered gold there in 1859.
Thatsamewinter hewascaughtina raging

blizzard, and wasn't found until the next
spring after the meltingsnows uncoveredhis
body. Bodey's partner burled his remains
where he foundthem, marking the spot with
a large boulder.

By 1879,Bodie, which now hada newspel
ling to make it easier to pronounce, was a
thriving boom town of10,000 people. Suddenly
the citizens began to take an interest in the
founder of their town. They wanted to move
Bodey's remains to the local cemetery, but no
one was sure where he was burled, until one
man remembered stumbling across the grave
several years earlier.

The pioneer's bones were exhumed in 1879
and brought Into town and reverently put on
displayin the IVIasonic Hall. A grand funeral
was plannedand allwork was suspended for
the day so that members of the H/llners Union
could take part in the procession.

The remains were duly reinterred, and The
Honorable R.D. Ferguson gave an elegant

speech at the grave. Hefinished his remarks
by describing what he considered a fitting
memorial tothe memory ofWilliam S. Bodey. He
envisioned a majestic shaftchiseledfrom native
granite which would risetothesky,topped bya
sculptured urnengraved withthe nameBodey.

Thecitizens, grateful to the manresponsible
fortheir prosperity, could hardly waitto con
tribute to the $500 fund for the monument.
Asculptor was brought to Bodie, and by the
summer of 1881, the long awaited monument
wasfinished and needed only the inscription.

In September, news came that Garfleld had
been assassinated. Bodie's citizens felt a need
to honor their fallen leader, so they decided
the impressive shaft meantfor Bodey would
be a fitting memorial for a president.

The monument still stands in the IVIasonic
Cemetery InBodle with the epitaph, "EREC
TED TO THE MEMORY OF JAMES A. GAR-
FIELD." Not far away Is the grave of William
Bodey. It remained forgotten andneglected by
thecitizens ofBodie, until 1957, when a large
granite block was placed on the grave.
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Where Do We Start ?

What a fantastic Stereo Falre. One needed to have both his eyes wide open
to take it all in. My sincere thanks and congratulations to all who
participated! I heard so many comments from spectators, like "How does it
work?" and "How can I get involved in that?"

There are various ways for someone to learn and develop techniques in
photography: books, magazines, trial-and-error, classes, and solicited
hints from friends.

The WORKSHOP is the cornerstone for developing new talent within the
Stereo Club. The WORKSHOP not only starts someone in the world of picture
taking, but broadens his/her scope for the variety of subjects possible.

There are several ways to categorize WORKSHOPS. Let's start with
"beginner and advanced". Or "standard slides, nonconventional slides, and
other media". Perhaps "technical vs. artistic".

We must first address the mainstream Realist-format slide photography,
because that is the most common and probably easiest format to use for
presentation. We need to address shooting and locating interesting
subject matter, projection, and other basic topics.

Second, we would like to see more advanced techniques being utilized in
real picture-taking situations. This can be done one-on-one, or within
groups. (So many new members like me need guidance in composition,
lighting, filters, etc.)

There are countless other special categories for accomplished
stereographers, e.g. tabletop, glamour, derivations, sequences, etc.
There is no reason that an eager new stereo photographer cannot take
competent photographs and even compete in these areas within a year of
joining the Club.

WORKSHOPS, classes, and expert advice are everywhere. If you wish to
branch out, we can even use 2-D organizations such as membership in the
Photo Center, home of SCSC. But we have valuable resources within the
Stereo Club, and I would like to see more cooperation between all members.

At the next general meeting on September 15th, between competition
segments, I will be soliciting discussion and/or feedback of subjects on
which we can dwell this year. In order to fit this in, I will "bang the
gavel" at 7:30 PM! Bring your competition slides, and good shooting 'til
then.

MEETINGS: The third Thursday of each month at 7:30 pm at the Los Angeles Photo Center, 412 South
Parkview St., Los Angeles. Visitors and guests always welcome. MEMBERSHIP: Annual Dues-Slngle/$1 5;
Couple/$18; Patron/any additional amount. Ail due July 1. New membership dues are prorated for first
partial year. Send new dues to Membership Director. SUBSCRIPTIONS: The 3-D NEWS is published
monthly and included with membership. $10 for 12 issues for non-members; send fee to 3-D NEWS Editor.
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Stereo Activity Calendar
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30 31

THU SEP 15 Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30
The first Club competition of the new year
and the TOTM Is "reflective". Bring your
slides and join In the fun evening.

MON SEP 19 Workshop at Tony Alderson and the subject
Is Mounting. Call for reservations.

FRI SEP 30 Copy deadline for the October NEWS. Send
favorite article or thought to the Editor
and share with your fellow Club members.

THU OCT 20 Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30
Program to be announced

Member & Subscriber Update

A hearty welcome to these eight new Club members;

CHRIS BERRY

ELAINE BERRY

9121 Five Harbors Drive

Huntlngton Beach CA 92646
H (714)963-0220

RICHARD C. DAVIS

MARIANNE DAVIS

3680 Boise Avenue

Los Angeles CA 90066
H (213)397-7904
W (213)824-4395

BRUCE GOREN

5811 Tujunga Avenue //207
North Hollywood CA 91601
H (818)769-4986

- LEE JENSEN

PC Box 1766

Thousand Oaks CA 91360

H (805)492-4270

G. STEWART LEE

6845 Elmo Street

Tujunga CA 91042
H (818)352-0050

RICHARD A. REEK

10757 Hortense St. #105

Toluca Lake CA 91602

H (818)761-6192

Classified

Classified ads are free. They will run only once unless specifically
requested to be run again. Send a notice of your sales and wants to
the Editor who will usually have room in the next issue of the NEWS.

FOR SALE: A TDC 716

Stereo Projector.
Estudlante, San Pedro CA 90732 (213)514-0805.

Workshop News

Stereo Projector and a TDC 116
George Skelly, 1850 Avenue

Here's the line up of the first workshop of the year.
Let's start with the basics...mounting. Here's
something we can all benefit from. Tony Alderson will
host this workshop on...

Monday, September 19
7:30 PM

5102 Willow Crest Avenue

North Hollywood

Because of the personal attention needed In a workshop
of this sort, Tony can accommodate only two or three
members. So reservations are a definite MUST! If you
are Interested, call Tony now at (818)985-0476. From
the calls received we'll measure the Interest In this

particular workshop subject.

—Dave Hansen, Workshop Director
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Looking Backward to...

... August 18

STEREO FAIR ROCKS SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

Sometimes I just don't understand our Stereo Club. At
most of the meetings I see the same group of people —
the 40 or 50 continually active members of the Club.
Then something like the Stereo Fair comes around, and
I discover a whole new aspect of the Club membership.-
I met a bunch of new people at the Fair, including
some that I have never seen at a Club function EVER.

What was it about the Fair that brings people out?
What can we do in the future to keep these seldom-
seen members coming back?

Regardless, I was happy to see such enthusiasm for the
Fair. The turnout of both people and hardware surely
surprised me — we barely had enough table space to
hold all those goodies. And I think we managed to
introduce a few new people to WW-3D (the Wonderful
World of 3-D), maybe even getting a few new members in
the process.

Many thanks to Oliver Dean, Charlie Piper, George
Skelly, Ward Clark, Maudie Stergis, Greg Hooper, John
Hart, Bill Shepard, Alan Williams, Larry Brown, Glenn
Wheeler, Tony Alderson, Gail and Ray Zone, Jason
Cardwell, Sam Gillad, Bill Daggett, and Larry Wyatt
for making the Fair such a success. Also a special
thanks to Mari at the Photo Center for her help with
the equipment and her patience as 10:00 and closing
time came around.

—Jim Murray

— Board Meeting Notes

A really great Club Board Meeting was held on August
10 at the home of Marjorie Webster. The house was all
decked out for the many visitors, and the food was
varied and delightful. Many subjects were discussed,
and lots of enthusiasm was shown to kick off the Club
year in fine style. A number of new Board positions
were assigned, and everyone was looking forward to
fulfilling their tasks. Marjorie's hospitality lasted
well into the night as everyone wanted to view, and
have explained, the many items in her Studio City
Home.

Let's Join Together...

... September 15

NEW TOTMs ANNOUNCED, COMPETITION DIRECTOR FIRED

The new Club competition year is fast upon us. As in
past years, we will have five monthly competitions
throughout the Club year, which culminate with the
Slide of the Year program in July. The competition
rules are unchanged from last year, and are printed in
detail in this NEWS. I hope to see a large turnout
for the competitions this year. In particular, I hope
to see more material from the newer members of the

Club. I also hope to see the competition nights
become a little more relaxed; after all, this 3-D
stuff is supposed to be fun!

To lighten up the competition scene, we have
previously held the so-called Godzilla's Choice Theme
event after each month's regular competition. This
year we will continue this popular event, recasting it
slightly as the Theme of the Month, or TOTM. The TOTM
is really quite simple and fun. I have selected a
theme for each month; among the slides you enter in
that month's competition, try to have one standard and
one nonconventional slide relating to the selected
TOTM theme. After the competition judging is
finished, we will re-project and re-judge all the TOTM
slides, judging them on thematic interpretation as
well as slide quality. The winner each month will
receive a special prize.

Remember that the TOTM results have no bearing on
year-end results.

I have selected five new themes for the upcoming
competition year. Some are easy, some are not-so-
easy. For some you will have slides already, some you
will have to work on a bit. All are designed to
stimulate your creative spirit. Look them over and
keep them in mind as you create wondrous, exciting
images throughout the year. The themes are:

September — Reflective
November — Double

January — Alien
March — Brown

May — Night

So you can see I'm all fired up — now how about you.
Come on in and join the fun!

—Jim Murray, Competition Director

A Little History

For the most recent competition year with the Club for
1987-88, there were 43 different members who
participated in at least one competition. How does
this compare with the past? Well, ten years ago,
there were 47 different members who competed during
the 1977-78 competition year. Of course, many of the
names were different from today. Top names then
included Ursula Sylvan, Tim Cardinale, Hugh Stilley,
Don Cast, Stergis Stergis, Elmer Weidknecht, and Ward
Clark. Slide of the Year was entitled "Repairs" and
was created by Tim Cardinale.

"... a dash ofartificial flavor and
a pinch ofchemicalpreservatives.'
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A Mystery--

A few days ago, I was re-viewing some of my more
recent stereo sldies. I was chagrined to find that a
Kodachrome slide I had taken last March was seriously
damaged; the film was blistered and eaten through in
several spots. However, the most amazing thing was
that the damaged areas were exactly the same on both
chips! This particular slide was mounted in a
cardboard slip-in mount for convenience. It had never
been projected, but had only been viewed in a battery
powered viewer and a Modal SVl hold-to-the-light
plastic viewer. What could have happened to cause
identical damage to both chips?

The answer came to me after 1 remembered the

circumstances in which 1 had used the slide. When 1

go out taking pictures with ray stereo camera, 1 always
bring along a small plastic viewer and a few sample
slides to show in case someone expresses interest in
3-D photography. On this particular occasion (last
Memorial Day weekend), 1 had gone up to Big Bear Lake
for an amateur telescope maker's conference. 1 had
brought along about two dozen slides of various
telescopes, including the slide in question, which
shows a beautiful antique brass refractor, made by the
Clarks. 1 remember showing the slide to several
interested people. At the time, the sun was quite
high in the clearest of blue skies. That is what
caused the damage! In showing it around, the lenses
of the viewer must have been inadvertently pointed at
the sun for enough time to burn holes in the film
chips. Because the two lenses are identical in focal
length, the same burned areas appeared on both chips.
I've proved this theory by putting a worthless slide
in the viewer and pointing the lenses at the sun. The
same type of damage starts to appear, although it
seems to take longer, near sea level, than it would
have at the 7,700' elevation of the Big Bear site.

Admittedly, this was a freakish occurrence, but the
lesson to be learned is clear: if you're viewing an
unprotected slide outdoors with such a viewer, keep
those lenses away from the sun!

—Larry Brown

Stereo Exhibitions Calendar and News

Have you written your card or letter? Which one? The
one protesting the dropping of the Stereo Photography
Exhibition from the Los Angeles County Fair. In prior
years, thousands upon thousands of fairgoers stood in
line to view the very best slides coming out of that
Exhibition. And this year there is none! All brought
about by the whim of the Fair Association to totally
change the format of the photography display. But
what a loss not to have really great 3-D represented.
The Stereo Club of Southern California was willing and
able to conduct the judging as it had in many past
years, set up the display, and even provide personnel
for the booth as much as possible. But nothing this
year. So write! Let the management know we would
like to have it back, and how "empty" the Fair seems
to be this year (it runs September 15 to October 2)
because there is no 3-D. You don't have to attend to

say this — you know it will be empty. The person to
write to is:

Ardon Alder, Photo Coordinator
Los Angeles County Fair
PC Box 2250

Pomona CA 91769

If enough stereographers write, perhaps we'll have the
Fair Stereo Exhibition back in 1989.

Free View!

Try eyeball-to-eyeball freeviewing

...but only with very close friends!

(tijiiiiiiiijiiiiiiiimiiiiiiuiuiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiHlti' '»ti)iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiniiinimiiinmt.

HvFusionx^

These Fusion Spots, made by the late Earl E. Krause, FPSA, will help
if you still have difficulty seeing stereo in free vision. Practice
holding it straight in front of you at arm's length, looking at it
"dreamily" while slowly drawing it toward you. At some point, the two
images should fuse, and as Earl always said, "Pop. Stereo."

THE KODAK STORY

1988 marks the 100th anniversary of the snap
shot. George Eastman's Kodak camera, announced
In 1888, launched not only the snapshot but the
photo finishing industry as well. George
Eastman was a high school dropout judged not
especially gifted. He began his career as a
14-year-old office boy, left to clerk in a
local bank and eventually founded the world
renowned Eastman Kodak Company — one of the 25
largest companies in the United States.
Eastman started in the photographic business by
manufacturing dry plates for professional pho
tographers. He didn't do too well until he
came up with the idea of catering to amateurs
instead and in 1885 introduced the first roll

film, and the first Kodak camera in 1888. Then
with the slogan "You push the button, we do
the rest" the business took off like a rocket.

Eastman had his finger in every aspect of the
company and even invented the word "Kodak" — a
name which has no meaning. George simply liked
the letter "K" and wanted a trademark that

would start and end with it. The most popular
amateur color film, Kodachrome, was introduced
in 1936, first for 16mm motion pictures, then
35mm slides, and finally for 8ram home movies.
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Competition Rules

There will be 2 competition categories: (1) stand
ard stereo, and (2) nonconventional stereo. Stand
ard stereo is defined as all those slides made with
a standard 35mm stereo camera (Realist, Kodak
Stereo, Verascope, Nimslo, etc.) at normal inter-
ocular. Cropping, sandwiching, multiple exposures,
filtration, and color manipulation are permitted
as long as the original chips were made with a
standard stereo camera. Nonconventional stereo is

defined as all those slides made with Exakta-

Kindar- Hyponars, Realist Macro Stereo, regular
35mm camera with the aid of a slide bar, or slides
with modified interocular (hyper or hypo stereo)
regardless of camera used. The Competition
Director shall decide the appropriate category of
a slide in event of dispute.

Members will be allowed to enter up to three
slides in each of the two competition categories
at each competition.

There will be two competition groups within each
category: an "A" group and a "B" group. A member
may be grouped in the "A" group in one category
and the "B" group in the other category. Member's
group shall be assigned at the discretion of the
Competition Director.

Cumulative scores will be computed for each member
in each category. Members entering both cate
gories. will have two cumulative scores. These
scores are not combined.

End-of-year awards will be made to top scores in
each group of each category. It is possible for
the same member to earn the awards for both cate

gories .

The two groups within each category shall be
judged as one complete group. Each category shall
be judged separately. Following each competition
the judges will comment on selected slides as time
permits.

There will be five competitions during the year
for each category. Both categories shall be
judged on the same evening.

9. The top scoring slides of each group of each cate
gory shall be given Award and Honorable Mention
ribbons. Number and distribution of ribbons to be

awarded shall be determined by the Competition
Director.

10. The same slide may not be entered in Club compe
tition more than once during the same fiscal Club
year. Slides that have won an Award or Honorable
Mention in any previous Club competition in any
year, or similar slides, whether titled the same
or different, may not be entered again.

11. There shall be three stereo judges for each
competition. A member who is judging shall not
enter slides in that competition. Judges will re
ceive a prorated score based on their scores for
all other competitions entered during the fiscal
year.

12. All slides should be mounted in glass. However,
to encourage beginners and less experienced to
enter, this requirement may be waived in the "B"
group. Slides should be spotted in the lower
left-hand corner as viewed in a hand viewer.

13. Make-up slides for missed competitions will be
allowed, only at the discretion of the Competition
Director. Make-up slides will not be eligible for
Awards of Honorable Mentions.

14. Members may not submit more than one set of make
up slides per competition.

15. Theme of the Month (TOTM) competitions shall
follow regular competitions at the discretion of
Competition Director. The theme for each TOTM
competition shall be announced in the 3-D NEWS
prior to the competition. Members will be allowed
to enter one TOTM slide in each of the two compe
tition categories. Judging for the TOTM
competition shall be based on slide quality and on
interpretation of the selected theme. The Compe
tition Director shall select the method for

judging the TOTM competition. TOTM scores are not
used toward cumulative scores or end-of-year
awards.

8. Scoring shall be from five to nine points.

The Rich History
of Mission San

Juan Capistrano
By Ann Gallagher White

in 1775, a group of scantily clad American
Indians watched while a cross was erected

for the ground dedication ceremony at San
Juan Capistrano. Atfirst, things looked pret
ty good tor the mission. It had a rich valley
location, healthy livestock, friendly relations
with Native Americans, and best of all, it
shelteredthe annually returning swallows. Pro
bably nooneImagined thatdisasterwasawait
ing the mission from the start.

Afew months after the founding, rumors of

an Indian uprising nearby halted further work.
Immediately the bells were buried for safe
keeping, and the mission's founders fled.

A year later, with a promise of peaceful
coexistence, Father Serra came to San Juan
and was delighted to find the mission's cross
was still there. The bells were dug up and a
small church was built. San Juan began to
prosper. WIdescale development took flight:
storehouses, shops, and soldiers' barracks
were erected around a large, oddly shaped
patio. An expert stonemason was brought in
from Mexico to direct the building of a grand
cathedral. For nine years, faithful natives haul
ed stones from a quarry six miles away.

The result has been called the most mag
nificent mission in California. Four bells were

housed inside the grand cathedral which could
be heard for miles. Pillarsand gracefularches,
formed of cut stone and hard-burned brick,
still remain on the grounds. The dedication
in 1806 brought all the dignitaries California
could muster. Daysof feasting and ceremony
followed.

The grandeur and magnificence did not
last. On December 12 in 1812, after early mor
ning Mass, an earthquake shook the
cathedral, dumping the massive concrete ceil
ing on the congregation. Aminute later, nine
yearsofdedication and hard work cameto rest
in a heap of rubble. The remaining mis
sionaries were too downhearted to rebuild.
Deterioration quickly set in.

Only recently restored fromthe catastrophe,
San Juan Capistranowitnesses the richness
of California history. The mission has been
rebuilt in the likeness and magnificenceof the
original stone cathedral, including such
features as a stone facade, seven domes span
ning the ceiling, and a 90-foot dome in the
center, above the altar. The mission gardens
offeresthetic beauty for any traveler, boasting
ivy-covered walls, colorful cascades ofbougain-
villea flowers, and reflective fountains. The
mission's history of disaster is still present;
an original bell wall remains, protecting the
past like a faithfulguardian. Anddon't forget,
the swallows, the carriers of the spring,
visiting Capistrano until October.
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Touch The Infinite

The following is the text of the words spoken by David
Ratliff to introduce the Slide of the Year Show at the
July Club meeting.

THE STORY OF MAN ON EARTH

Has been and still is being told in many ways
A tapestry of events, acts, relationships
Woven in the images and dreams
Of myth, religion, science and art.

When we behold the mysteries of life.
Of Life's infinite varieties of expression and form.
At times we may feel confronted or confounded
By the awesome enormity of the universe
And by what appears to be the seeming insignificance
Of that expression of life called "Human".

We feel confused by how we fit into
The great "Scheme of Things".

And so, as we have done
In so many ways throughout our time on earth.
We immerse ourselves, often unconsciously.
Into an age-old quest:

We seek to find ourselves.
And we seek to know ourselves.

We seek to fully and creatively express
Who and what we are

And who and what we want to become.

We seek to relink ourselves with a knowledge
Of our unity with all things

With animals and flowers.
With the majestic grandeur of mountains.
The lush beauty of fertile valleys.
The sweeping expanses and surging energies
of sea and ocean;

We seek to regain our sense of unity
With all things
And with one another.

This is the human quest
To re-discover the unchanging within the ephemeral
The infinite within, and beyond, the finite.

This quest has become for us
Perhaps one of the most universal of archetypes.

As such we can find the evidence of this quest
Even in the works, acts and productivity

Of Women and Men

Which on the surface may seem to have
No particular connection.

For example, we may be able
To find ourselves and this our common quest
In even the seemingly disparate, disconnected works
Of creative art and expression
Brought into being by the twenty-one persons
Whose unique and individual perceptions of life
We share and honor tonight.

As we view the following 98 engravings of light
Captured in dimensional depth
By those twenty-one persons.
We can perhaps see at least subtly illustrated

How man continues to seek

The roots of our unity with nature;
How man continues to seek

Ever greater expressions and perfection
In our abilities to create and produce
Works of science and art and technology.
By the imagination of our minds
And the skills of our hands;

We can perhaps see illustrated
How man continues to regain a sense of unity
With the incomprehensible power and force
Of creative life

Which brings the multitudes of nature's forms
Into existence.

It was with an admittedly personal understanding
And belief in this archetypal perception of human life
That I assembled and ordered the following slides
And created this program.

There are three basic groupings of the slides
As they will be presented

I have titled the three groups thus:

First, "The World of Creation",
Followed by "The Faces of Man" which
Could be considered as just
A part of the first group
Then concluding with "The Works of Man",

Which will include a special small group of slides
Representing the more imaginative aspects
Of Human creativity.

After re-showing the five category winners.
The program will culminate and conclude with
The Slide of the Year,
Which is an image of but one of man's expressions
Of our quest

Our quest to reach out to the heavens
Once more to discover

And TOUCH THE INFINITE.

r
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DO-IT-YOURSELF
Here's how to make your own b&w stereo
viewcards and viewer.

This article was taken

from a recent issue of

"Darkroom" Magazine.

I am possessed of apeculiar passion
that was kindled years ago in the
back room of a long-vanished cam

era shop. Myfather had stopped at the
store to pick up some film, and the
owner invited us into the bock room for
0 demonstration of thevery latest thing.
We were each handed a pair of what
looked like sunglasses and told to put
them on.

The room lights went out, and the first
slide popped right out of the screen: a
close-up three-dimensional photo
graph of an iris blossom in full bloom. It
was an enormous sculptural image that
seemed only a few inches away and
large enough to crawl into for a nop! I
wonted dear old Dad to buy the stereo
projector and the brand new Stereo
Realist 3-Dcamera right then and there.
1figured ifhe ran true to form, he would
use it for 0 couple of rolls, then stuff it
away in the closet with all the other
equipment he bought and never used.
Then I planned to con him out of it.

Alas, he didn't bite. So, at the tender
age of 12, Istarted reading everything I
could about 3-D photography. When
my grandmother handed me down her
old Brownie box camera, I immediately
rigged it up; my very first pictures taken
with it were in 3-D. And, my first
stereoviewer was a simple affair made
out of cardboard and a couple of sim
ple war-surplus lenses.

Now here I am years later, and my
passion for 3-D has not subsided. In
fact, the sheer cost of creating special
3-D cameras and sophisticated optical
effectsprinting setups reached the point
where I hod to go commercial to sup-
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port the habit. Today, along with my
other photographic endeavors, I pro
duce 3-D multi-image slide shows and
provide production services for other
multi-media producers. In just this last
year, I have shot everything from an
underwater missile launch off Cope
Canaveral to the fine microscopic de
tails of the human brain, all in 3-D.

Stereophotogrophy has always
seemed formidable to most people,
and when you ore knocking out multi
ple copies of programmed slide shows
with hundreds of stereo pairs that have
to be projected with perfect registra
tion, I must odmit itdoes get a bit high
tech. Nevertheless, with a few very sim
ple techniques, and the equipment you
already have on hand, you con cer
tainly begin to explore the fascinating
world of 3-D photography.

INSIDE 3-D
First off, let's understand how 3-D

works. Most of us have two working
eyes; each sees the world from a
slightly different point of view. Hold
one finger up about a foot in front of
your nose and concentrate your eyes on
it. Notice that your finger is surrounded
by a double image of the background
behind it. If you continue holding the
finger up and shift your gaze to the
background scene behind the finger, it
will come into focus as a single scene
while your finger becomes slightly-
out-of-focus twins in the foreground. Of
course, we don't normally notice this
because our brains automatically ex
amine the data from each of our eyes,
and process the slight differences be
tween the two images to generate the
impression of full stereoscopic space.

Stereophotography, then, boils down
to shooting two pictures, each from a
slightly different point of view; then si
multaneously showing each picture to
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its own eye. You don't hove to use a
special multi-lens stereo camera to do
this. As long as nothing is moving in the
scene, you con simply take one expo
sure; then shift the camera sideways a
couple inches and make the second
view. I even knowsome photographers
who hand-hold their cameras and
make two successive views by slouch
ing their bodies slightlyfrom one side to
the other. This casual approach does
have its drawbacks. You might twist or
rotate the camera too much between
exposures. Since our eyes hove limits as
to how for they con turn out from each
other, and one eye can't look down
while the other looks up, you could eas
ily produce eyestroin with this ap
proach.

''It was an enormous
sculptural Image that
seemed only a few
Inches away and large
enough to crawl Into for
a nap!"

The very first stereo Daguerreotypes
were mode with a single camera that
rested in a wooden troy that sat on top
of 0 tripod. The troy was just wide
enough to allow sliding the camera 2V2
inches sideways along the bock lip of
the troy between exposures, which kept
the two taking positions parallel and
level with each other. This technique is
just as volid today ond you could easily
rig up something similar with a piece of
scrap plywood and a bit of wood mold
ing. Another (and o bit more elegant)
solution is to mount your camera side
ways on a close-up focusing roil; then
attach this setup to your tripod (see
photo). By marking a simple scale
along one of the roils, a quick turn of
the knob gives you a quick, easy, and
level camera shift. A focusing roil is
very compact and lightweight so you
can carry it in your gadget bag for
spur-of-the-moment 3-D shots.

CAMERA SHIFTS
The next question is, how for should

you move the camera between expo
sures? For scenes where the subject is 8
or 9 feet away, a shift of the camera of
2% inches is justfine and willgive you a
very natural look. If your main subject is
closer than this, the old "Rule of 40"
works well for normal lenses. (Other
lenses can make stereoviews but the
rule doesn't apply to them.) Just esti
mate the distance to your main fore-
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ground subject and divide it by 40. Soy
the distance to your subject is 5 feet: 5
feet equals 60 inches; 60 inches divided
by 40 gives you 172 inches. This will
give you a natural, rounded view of
your subject without doing violence to
the eyes. You can also follow this rule
for close-ups as well. With a subject-
to-filmplane distance of 10 inches, a
Tt-inch shift will create a flower blos
som just like the one that turned me on
to 3-D years ago.

"With a few very simple
techniques and the
equipment you already
have on hand, you can
begin to explore 3-D."

Ifyou're just starting out with3-D, I'd
suggest not placing your main subject
much beyond 10 feet, where it's a whole
new ballgome to get a natural look.
Another good idea is to "bracket" sep
aration shifts by taking pairs with
movements slightly greater and slightly
less than the one calculated, then pick
ing the pair with the best feel to the
eyes.

The next step in the 3-D process is to
moke up stereo viewcords just like the
ones Granny used to look at. The stan
dard format hod two 3-inch-square
prints butt-mounted next to each other
in the center of a 7x3W6-inch
cardboard mount.So when you get into
the darkroom to process and print, you
will find that it's a bit difficult to dodge
and burn such small prints to match.
Therefore, watch out for contrasty
scenes. If you really want the shot, use
some fill lightor give a little extra expo
sure to open up the shadows a bit; then
moke 0 soft print.

Of course, there's the perennial ques
tion, which is the right-eye picture, and
which is the left-eye picture? Getting
them mixed up can produce some
bizarre results as the stereoview tries to
turn itself inside out. To avoid this, I al
ways shoot the right-eye picture first,
then shift the camera left for the second
exposure. And, if I am bracketing the
separation shifts between views, I also
cop the lens to expose a blank between
similar pairs. Then, when the film is dry,
it can be cut in pairs for printing. 1use a
gloss 2Vix3Vi negative carrier and
mask around the edges of the pair with
block paper. This way the pairs print
out side-by-side on the same piece of
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MAT BOARD STEREOVIEWER

paper with the left image on the left,
and the right on the right. Finally, I trim
both images top and bottom at the
some time so they will have a common
edge for orientation in mounting.
There's no need to cut the two images
apart. This keeps one from being ro
tated relative to the other, which could
ruin the effect and cause eyestrain to
boot.

TAKE A PEEK
After mounting the print pairs on the

7x3Yi6-inch cords (leftover mot board is
great for viewcords) the only problem
that remains is how to view them. If
you're lucky, you already have an old
stereoviewer in a trunk in the attic.
Otherwise, you con make your own
with two simple plano-convex or
double-convex lenses in the 125mm-
150mm focal length range. Good luck
in finding them locally, but they can be
ordered from Edmund Scientific for
around $3-$4 each, depending on the
focal length. (You con call toll free
800/257-6173 or send for their entire
catalog of goodies: 101 E. Gloucester
Pike, Barrington, NJ 08007.)

Here's how to moke the viewer: Cut
up some more scrap mat board to
make a simple topless box such as the
one in the occomponying drawing. The
inside width should be justa hair over 7
inches so it will hold the viewcords
snugly. The side dimensions should be

equal to the focal length of the lenses
you use (in millimeters). Before taping
or gluing the box together, cut two
round holes slightly smaller than your
lenses about 2% inches opart (on cen
ter) in one end of the box. Also, cut out
openings between the eyeholes and in
the bottom of the box to clear your
nose. Now you simply super-glue the
lenses over the eyeholes on the inside
and you're ready to go. You may also
want to cut one more mot scrap and
add a glare shield over the lenses.

Of course, the other route is merely to
go out to on antique store or auction
and get one of the real old-time
stereoviewers. Most common designs in
good condition go for around $40-$50.
in the post few years, there have been,
on occasion, some modern copies of
fered in various merchandise catalogs.
They moke good Christmas presents,
especially if you include several of your
own views. My wife and I did just that a
couple of years ago. After making a
trip to Virginia to visit her family and
relatives, I recorded it all in black-
and-white stereo. When Christmas
come, we bundled up a complete set of
views of the gathering of the clan and
sent it to her mother. They're still raving
about it back there, and we haven't fig
ured out how to top it, yet! •

(PMIKBOOMl
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Socially Yours

The Stereo Club Is also a social club.

Although the picture taking is usually done
by the individual, the showing or viewing is
usually done in a group. There seems to be
a strong desire for more verbal interaction
at the general meeting; perhaps a new format
is needed. In other words, people want to
talk stereo as well as see it.

The Club promotes three types of meetings
right now: the General Meeting of all the
membership once a month; small group
meetings such as outings and SIGs; and
workshops where only two or three people work in a learner/teacher
relationship.

The large group is sustained by the regular meetings which are planned by
the Board; the members join in the activities from the setup to cleanup,
from competing to viewing. On the other hand, the interested individual
will pursue his own interests through experimentation or the workshop as
he/she feels the need.

In between the two extremes are numerous possibilities for exchange of
ideas. Consider this; during a break in the General Meeting there are
lots of questions if we only know who to ask. This could be stimulated in
a short open forum of questions (or controversy — we had a taste of that
after the last competition, all in fun).

The "Coffee and Conversations" social following the meeting offers a
chance to speak. Some members will be inclined to have an open house for
the sake of a small showing. A party or pot luck can bring people and
ideas together. Special-interest groups, too. Sub-Club meetings.
Outings. A mini-competition. A shoot disguised as a workshop.

I am looking for more interaction outside of the Monthly General Meeting,
whether for viewing or taking stereo. A few enthusiastic members will be
starting new activities, and most will be announced in the 3-D NEWS.
There is so much going on in Stereo, and so many people to share it with.

The next General Meeting is the annual auction, and timing will not be
exact. Sellers stand a better chance if you present your "wares" early.
All you newer members should come early and "peruse the paraphernalia" at
leisure, and take time to ask questions or just listen in on the random
dialogue. This should prove to be a valuable exchange, in more ways than
one. See you then.

MEETINGS: The third Thursday of each month at 7:30 pm at the Los Angeles Photo Center, 412 South
Parkview St., Los Angeies. Visitors and guests always weicome. MEMBERSHIP: Annual Dues-Single/$15;
Coupie/$18; Patron/any additional amount. All due July 1. New membership dues are prorated for first
partial year. Send new dues to Membership Director. SUBSCRIPTIONS: The 3-D NEWS Is published
monthly and included with membership. $10 for 12 Issuesfor non-members; send fee to 3-D NEWS Editor.
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Stereo Activity Calendar
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THU OCT 20 Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30
The annual auction of 3-D equipment, and
everyone is invited to bring things to sell
and also money to buy the equipment they
have always wanted in their dreams

MON OCT 31 Closing deadline for articles for the NOV
3-D NEWS. Send your contributions to the
Editor.

THU NOV 17 Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30
Second competition and the theme of the
month is "double"

Member & Subscriber Update

A hearty welcome to this new Club member:

Andre Giacomelli

2937 West Hellman Avenue

Alhambra CA 91803
H (818)281-6639
W (213)742-7627

Let's Join Together...

...October 20

October is our traditional Auction Month for the Club.
It gives us all a chance to pick up great 3-D
equipment and benefit the Stereo Club. Come early to
display your wares and fill out your sales
information sheet. David Starkman has once again
consented to serve as Stereo Auctioneer. It will be
a lot of fun, and I hope to see you there.

—Ray Zone, Program Director

Christmas Banquet

HELP!

The Christmas Banquet is coming up in a few months.
We need some enthusiastic volunteers to plan this
event. This is a very rewarding activity, and a
chance to work with other Club members and plan the
party you have always wanted. Please call me and say
"Merry Stereo". Thank you.

—Greg Hooper, Temporary Banquet Director

Capturing Events
Before Shutter Snaps

To take pictures of what occurs im
mediately Ixfore random events, such
as a lighming bolt, a government phys
icist has developed a system of mirrors
that, when used along with a high-speed
camera, can photograph these precursor
events that occur before the shutter of
the camera is opened. The "image-pre
serving optical delay" system is de
signed to capture images of events that
last only a few hundred billionths of a
second.

"This was built for photographing
aspects of events that we are unable to
know when they are going to happen.
This may help us learn what is creating
the phenomena," says Edward Kelley of
the Commerce Department's National
Institute of Standards and Technology.

Using the unpredictable occurrence
of a lightning bolt as an example, Kel
ley says that the lightning triggers the
electronic camera shutter. Because the
images have been delayed by the mir
rors, the camera can capture a series of
high-speed photographs of the images
just prior to the lightningbolt, revealing
events that led up to its formation.

He says the device allows photo
graphs tobetaken oftheprocesses lead
ing up to the lightning with less optical
distortion than with traditional equip
ment. Ordinarily, Kelley says, a camera
is pointed toward a storm, the shutter is
opened, and the photographer hopes
that a lightning flash will occur in a
specific location when the shutter is
triggered.

INSIGHT / OCTOBER 3, 1988
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A Group Standard
Name Sept.

Jerry Walter 66
HM: Shining Sierra

HM: Fall Special

HM: Most Reflective

Jim Murray 65
HM: Murray's

HM: Another Dumb Monument

Valley Scenic

3-D NEWS

SCSC Competition Standings

B Group Standard
Cum. Name Sept. Cum.

66 Randy Summers 60 60
A: Old Hatchery Building
HM: Bodie Pickup

Dorr Kimball 58 58

65 HM: Caltech Cannon
Satoshi Uesugi 58 58

HM: Flower Cart

HM: Cascade of Light

Larry Brown 62 62 Steve Mauk 57 57

HM: Say Cheese HM: Sierra Peak

Sylvia Sikes 62 62 Bruce Elliott 56 56

Rick Finney 61 61 John Konrad 53 53

Earl Colgan 60 60 HM: An Ancient One

Bill Daggett 58 58 Chuck Bernhardt 50 50

Willis Simms 55 55

Kathy LaForce 54 54

Ray Zone 19 19

Judges: Jason Cardwell, Tony Alderson, Charlie Piper

Theme of the Month (Reflective):

— From the Editor...

First: Jerry Walter (Most Reflective)
Second: Bruce Goren (Orbiting Spheres)

PAGE THREE

A Group Nonconventional
Name Sept. Cum.

Jim Murray 65 65
A: Whitney Sunrise

Jerry Walter 63 63
A: Backward Glance

Rick Finney 62 62
HM: Early Morning Ski

Earl Colgan 57 57
Sylvia Sikes 21 21

B Group Nonconventional
Name Sept. Cum.

Dorr Kimball 64

A: Turkoman

HM: Lioness

HM: Orangutan

Willis Simms 55

Bruce Goren 22

A: Orbiting Spheres

Alan Williams 21

HM: Blown Away

64

55

22

21

THROUGH THE WINDOW

A good rousing discussion ensued during the September
meeting concerning certain slide mounting techniques,
mostly about "through the window". A number of good
arguements were presented on both sides, pro and con

purist approaches, high-impact proponents, the
picture is the message endorsers, etc. For those not
in tune with this, "through the window" refers to
those slides in which some or all of the subject
matter appears to protrude beyond (in front of) the
imaginary frame, or window, produced by the black, side
edges of the mask.

The one aspect of this technique that was not
mentioned was that of viewer comfort, and this is the
overriding consideration for keeping the subjects
behind the window 99+% of the time. Let's face it:

one of the reasons 3-D, and specifically 3-D
projection, is not the most popular photographic
medium in the world is eye strain. Poor projection
techniques can cause headaches, blood-shot eyes, and a
host of other ailments, including "I'ra-not-ever-going-
to-come-back-itus". If we want to see 3-D hold its

own as a worthwhile medium, we're going to have to
take slides, mount slides, and project slides
decently! We have the knowledge in the Club to do
this, and there is no reason our Club shouldn't be the
standard bearer, the quintessence, the paragon, the
shining example, of how to do 3-D right. You get the
idea.

The problem with a wide range of through-the-window

slides, the likes of which we saw at the September
competition, is that the folks on the projector
controls are by necessity screwing around with the
controls endlessly, in order to bring the picture into
some type of convergence on the screen. In addition,
these through-the-window slides often exhibit a
greater-than-normal stereo depth — distance from
front-to-rear subject matter — which in themselves
are difficult to adjust, both on the screen and within
the viewer's visual mechanism. Throwing in an
assortment of other irregularly mounted slides gave
everyone's eyes the ultimate workout for the evening,
because the eyes are trying to accommodate all the
image movement while the slide is being adjusted on
the screen. (Don't forget now, we are comparing this
screen-juggling experience with what the purest
contends: all the slides should be so well and

consistently mounted that no projector adjustment is
necessary, except for perhaps occasional focus
tweeking, thereby yielding a show with no eyestrain
whatsoever.)

And it ^ a show. Any set of slides projected back to
back produce a continuum of images, and it should be
comfortable to view them as such. Even though it is a
competition, we're not viewing the slides
individually.

So, obviously, this is a plea for a minimum of
through-the-window images in the future, in the
interest of overall visual comfort. 3-D creativity is
noteworthy, but let's be creative within the image,
and within the window.
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Workshop News

MORE HELP NEEDED!

Two workshops were held In September — one on
mounting and one on 3-D drawings. They were well
attended and we're happy to have had them.

Now, the appeal is out for members who want to conduct
other workshops. I would like to have the more
experienced members of the Club ask themselves "What
are we doing for the Club? Are we willing to share?
Are we going to do something to better this whole 3-D
scene?" This is a serious appeal, because there are
lots of new members out here who want to know more,
and have only the veteran members to fall back on.
Come on, give it some serious thought, and then give
me a call.

Tell me very specifically what you'd like to share.
Propose a time and a place. How many can you handle
at once? A phone number for contact? We'll set
something up and announce it at Club and get it in the
NEWS. And I promise you you'll feel good about
helping others.

I'm sitting here by the phone waiting!

—Dave Hansen, Workshop Director
(714)545-3437

Classified

Classified ads are free. They will run only once unless specifically
requested to be run again. Send a notice of your sales and wants to
the Editor who will usually have room in the next issue of the NEWS,

STOLEN: Attention Miami-area NEWS readers, and all
others...If you purchased a Kodak Stereo camera and
case after August 11 (possibly included in a large
leather camera bag containing a tripod, light meter
and exposed films and video tapes) please contact
James R. Jensen, 18816 Kenya Street, Northridge CA
91326. I would certainly like to recover several
special things that were stolen from my motorhome
while visiting Miami Beach in August. Thanks.

Stereo Exhibitions Calendar and News

If you haven't yet written the Los Angeles County Fair
and pleaded for the return of the PSA International
Exhibition, including the Stereo Exhibition, you
should do it right now. The photo show this year at
the Fair was a disaster, pure and simple. It

consisted of a few meaningless contemporary prints,
you know the kind. This was a far cry from the
outstanding prints and slides of the past which
attracted thousands of fairgoers who studied the
images in detail, and stood in line to see the great
3-D slides. It would sure be nice to get this all
back. Direct your letters to:

Fine Arts Exhibition Coordinator

Los Angeles County Fair
P.03OX 2250

Pomona CA 91769

There are no more International Stereo Exhibitions

scheduled for 1988. But they will start again in
January with both Oakland and Hollywood closing
January 25. If you want to get on the Master Mailing
List for all the entry forms for all the stereo
exhibitions, please contact Jerry Walter, 1098
Montecito Drive., Los Angeles CA 90031, who is the
Master Mailing List Director for the Stereo Division
of the Photographic Society of America.

Our local members did quite well in the 1988 PSA
Exhibition in association with the Convention in

Innisbrook, Tarpon Springs, Florida in September.
Derek Cowie won the Paul J. Wolfe Memorial Award for

Best Portrait or Figure Study with his "Angela".
Valeria Sardy won the Best Flower Award with "Nature's
Bonus"; and Valeria also won the granddaddy of all
awards for the year, the Kinsley Memorial Award for
the Best Three Accepted Entries Showing
Diversification with "Angel Can Fly", "Frozen Yogurt",
and "Resting". Congratulations!

Bulletin Contest

Every year the Photographic Society of America
sponsors a "Bulletin Contest" in which camera clubs
submit issues of their club newsletter for evaluation.

This year 247 clubs submitted entries, and the
newsletters of many stereo clubs within the group did
quite well. Honor Awards were won by the Vista Camera
Club (San Francisco), the Sydney Stereo Camera Club,
and our own Stereo Club of Southern California. An

Honorable Mention was won by the Stereoscopic Society
of England. The Potomac Society of Stereo
Photographers won a Creative Award for front page, and
the Chicago Stereo Camera Club and the Oakland Camera
Club won a Creative Award for layout. This is a
really good showing among our sister clubs.

BET YOU CAN'T EAT JUST ONE!
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INSIGHTS: MEMBERS TALK ABOUT THEIR SLIDES

A very big "Thank You" Is extended to the three
competitors who responded to the Editor's request for
a few words about their high-scoring slides at the
September Club competition. Remember that you don't
have to be Invited to write about your slide after a
competition — just send something along after the
meeting If you have something special to say about the
way your slide appeared on the screen or about
anything special about a slide you created.

"BLOWN AWAY" by Alan D. Williams. This slide was
basically a table top setup — although the table was
made of glass. The subjects (a dandelion and two of
Its seeds) were positioned on a clear glass shelf
about 11 Inches above a piece of blue construction
paper. The camera (a 35mm single lens reflex and 55mm
lens with plus 4 and plus 1 closeup lenses) was
mounted on a slide bar about 10 Inches directly above
the subjcts. Lighting was provided by two small
electronic flash units at either side, angled to
Illuminate only the blue background. The Interaxlal
(lateral lens displacement between the two views of
the stereo pair) was approximately 1/3 Inch. The two
transparencies were cut to 7 perfs and Inserted In an
EMDE "Lunar" mask. The stereo Image was then cropped
top and bottom for a tighter composition and mounted
In glass.

"LIONESS" by Dorr Klmball. I got Interested In taking
stereo photos of animals a few months ago after taking
my five-year-old granddaughter to the Los Angeles Zoo.
At that time I took some standard stereo pictures with
my Realist, but found that It was difficult to get
close enough to the animals for an effective Image
size. The animals were lost In the background. It
was apparent that telephoto lenses were needed. I had
seen examples of dual 35mm camera 3-D at the Stereo
Club, and decided to see what I could do with the 35mm.
cameras that I already had.

The result was an odd combination of two entirely
different cameras and lenses — an old Miranda with a
135mm f/3.5 telephoto lens and a Canon A-1 with an
80-200mm f/4.5 Sollgor one-touch zoom. These two
cameras were mounted horizontally on a plywood base
as close together as possible. This resulted In a
lens separation of 152mm (6"). The zoom lens was
adjusted to give the same Image size as the 135mm
Miranda lens. This adjustment was maintained by a
small plastic spacer. A dual cable release was used
to trip the shutters. It was found that with the best
adjustment synchronization could only be obtained to
about l/20th of a second.

Thus, while a fast shutter speed can stop the action
on each Individual frame, the stereo sync. Is only
good to about l/20th of a second. The result of this
Is that animal photography with this rig Is more of a
sport than a science and depends to a large extent on
luck. The trick Is to catch the animal when It Is
still for the 1/20 of a second. With some slow moving
animals such as the rhinoceros, this Is easy, but with
the more energetic animals It Is difficult. Some,
animals seem to be constantly moving their tails, ears
or heads. The sync, problem could be solved by using
a pair of modern cameras with electrical remote'
terminals. Someday I may go this route, but at
present I am trying to beat the odds with the
equipment I have. So far I am averaging about one out

of three animal shots that are In acceptable stereo
sync. However, the other two thirds are still
satisfactory for 2-D slides.

The main problem In photographing the lions In the zoo
Is that they spend most of their time sleeping In the
shade. Occasionally they get up and move around In
the sunlight where a good picture Is possible. The
"Lioness" was taken In the LA Zoo on 9/8/88 using the
equipment just described with an exposure of 1/125
second, hand-held, at f/8 on Ektachrome 200. The near
distance was about 40', the lioness at about 50', and
the far distance about 100'. With the 135mm lenses

and the 152mm base It Is necessary to limit the depth
In the picture to keep the parallax within the 1.2mm
limit for good stereo projection. I calculated that
the following depth limitations would apply when using
this rig; 15'-20'; 20'-30'; 30'-60'; 40'-127';
50'-360'; or 60'-lnflnlty. This picture was In the
40'-127' range. Seven exposures were made In a
period of about two minutes, after which the lioness
walked back Into the shade for another nap. Of these
seven, four had movement of the head or tall between
the left and right Images because of lack of perfect
sync. The slide shown at the Stereo Club was the best
of the three good ones.

The two 35ram chips were mounted In glass using an EMDE
European mask with 24x28mm openings. This allows lots
of room for horizontal adjustment, but practically
none for vertical adjustment. My vertical alignment
was off by about 0.4mm so I had to mask down the
vertical dimensions of the mask so that the vertical

alignment could be corrected. I plan to shim one of
the cameras on the bar to correct this In the future.

Both vertical and horizontal alignment were checked
and adjusted using a Reel 3-D 7-perf. alignment gauge.
The total parallax was measured with the gauge and
found to be just about 1.2mm.

I have had a lot of fun and learned a great deal In my
first attempts at two-camera stereo. I hope to
Improve my techniques and do more non-standard stereo
In the future.

"ORBITING SPHERES" by Bruce Goren. Thank you for
asking me to say a few words about my slide for the
Insights column. As a new Club member I had a great
time looking at all the wonderful 3-D slides projected
Thursday night. I was hoping that there would be
other computer generated submissions or even a special
category for this type of Image. It made me feel a
bit uneasy to compete with traditional landscapes,
people, animals, flowers, etc., and I heard some
grumbling from other entrants when I briefly described
my equipment array. Hey everybody, relax! I will
only submit one computer slide per competition night.
It Is my Intent to share these unique Images with you
while' I learn about your craft, and not try to steal
prizes away from the more traditional stereo
photographers whose work I so admire.

The stereo pair I showed Thursday was a modified frame
from a six second animation I did recently to
demonstrate motion hierarchy. Intersection of solids,
and reflection mapping to potential clients. The
video animation Is non-stereo but the models are 3-D

databases In that they move about on the X, Y, and Z
axis. In the animation the colored daughter spheres
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orbit the mother metallic sphere at various angles and
speeds, occasionally even colliding with or passing
through the reflective mother as she makes a single
orbital transit, dragging the kids along. The video
is mastered on the new S-VHS format, and each frame
took about 21 minutes of computer time to render and
record, so the machines were clicking along for about
two and a half days to create the original 180 frame
sequence.

The background of the mountains is a video stock shot
provided to me by the people at AT&Ts Graphics
Software Laboratory, the vendors of my animation
program, Topas. From the size of the data file it was
apparently grabbed using the Targa 16 color graphics
graphics card; my system uses the Targa 32. My
computing platform is a slightly modified IBM PC/AT;,
it was a stock 6 MHZ machine which 1 crystal swapped
up to 8 MHZ. The Math co-processor runs on a separate
10 MHZ accessory sub-board. The system currently has
4.5 Meg of RAM, but if chip prices ever come down 1
will expand that to 8 Meg.

The judges noted Thursday that had the background
image been in better focus the slide might have
attained an even better score. 1 understand their
critique completely but would like to point out that
the fuzziness they were observing was more a function
of the resolving power of NTSC video and the limited
color resolution of the frame buffer used to freeze
the cam-corder image, rather than an actual lack of
good focusing technique. 1 will try to avoid fuzzy
video backgrounds in future submissions; they seem
disturbing in 3-D.

The reflection mapping technique used in this program
works partly by texture mapping the environment buffer
onto the selected object — in this case taking the
picture of the background mountains, and painting it
onto the metal sphere as if you were taking a photo
and somehow perfectly heatshrink wrapping it onto a
rubber ball. A second and similar wrapping is done to
a warped image of any neighboring objects, in this
case, distorted views of the orbiting colored spheres.
This, plus lighting technique, color and surface
characteristics creates the illusion of reflection.
Three light sources were used: two points in space and
one ambient.

To create stereo views, 1 position the imaginary
computer camera or viewpoint for artistic composition
and stereo in the same way you would plan any stereo
photo using a rail mounted camera to take two separate
35mm shots. 1 follow the general guidelines Lenny
Lipton explains in his book on the Stereoscopic
Cinema, experimenting with separation distances and
toe-in angles to create a comfortable view using the
crossed lens technique.

The images are captured on a Matrix 3000 film
recorder. This unit is basically a box with a high
resolution (1400 lines) black and white television
screen inside, with a 35mm camera (Konica FS-1)
mounted looking at the TV screen through a filter
wheel. The Matrix 3000 can be calibrated for 8
different film types but so far 1 have only used Kodak
Ektachrome 64 daylight. GP Color on Oxford does my
processing and 1 mount the film myself.

Each frame is exposed three times, once through each
of the red, blue, and green filters to create a color
image from computer video without the scan-lines which
normally result from photographing television screens.
The aspect ratio of the resulting images led me to

mount the chips using the 7-sprocket Busch-European
Emde masks from Reel 3-D Enterprises.

Thursday was the first time 1 had ever seen my slide
projected. Previously 1 had only observed it with a
capture the light type viewer. 1 was pleasantly
surprised by how much more depth it took on, but
disappointed that projection pointed out the slide's
lack of finely resolved detail from the limits of
video and at how washed out the originally vibrant
colors had become. 1 am looking forward to meeting
others doing similar experimentation.

"MOST REFLECTIVE" by Jerry Walter. After reading all
the above commentary on slides that are "noncon-
ventional" slides, to say the least, it is time to
put in a good word for a straight-forward Realist
shot. A few years ago 1 had the opportunity to attend
the annual New England Camera Club Council Conference
which is held the weekend after July 4th in Amherst,
Massachusetts on the University of Massachusetts
campus. It's a wonderful affair, with nigh on to 2000
people attending! Educational and entertaining photo
programs in all mediums go on from dawn to midnight
throughout the campus — a true explosion of amateur
photography. The campus is beautiful, with all sorts
of photo opportunities. One morning at sunrise 1 went
out to walk along a pond. Warm sunlight was striking
the opposite bank, with its bending willow trees and
campus church in the background. The air was
exceptionally still, and a perfect reflection was
formed in the water. 1 snapped a half dozen shots
with my Realist on Kodachrome 64 film. Great 3-D
material. And when Jim Murray chose "reflective" as
the theme of the month 1 thought of this slide and dug
into my files. There was only one problem upon
mounting this seemingly pristine scene — there was a
large pile of freshly excavated dirt near the
shoreline which detracted greatly from the pleasant
vista. 1 also noted that because of the angle of
view, the pile of dirt did not appear in the
reflection. Which brings me to tell you that it was
not accidental that the slide was projected upside
down at Club. For when 1 fliped the slide in the
viewer, with the reflection on top and the real scene
on the bottom, 1 discovered that the pile of dirt
disappeared, and became virtually undetectable. The
reason for this apparent disappearance could go
something like this: When the reflection, which was
now on top, was perceived in the mind to be the real
scene, the mind would never expect to see something
foreign or different, such as a pile of dirt, in the
supposed reflection, which was now the real scene on
the bottom. The reversed reflection played a trick on
the mind. And if 1 try to explain this any further,
even 1 won't be able to move back to reality.
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— A Search

by Carole G. Honigsfeld, FPSA

reprinted from Western Photographer

During a photo class I once attended, a beginning
student dropped in to beg the instructor for some
private sessions so that he might teach her "how to

•• take great pictures." She complained of disappoint
ment that out of hundreds of photographs she had taken
less than half a dozen were anything but "awful." He
had no immediate reply to give her; no shining gem of

" wisdom that might suddenly enrich her photographic
skills and allow her to take those remarkable pictures
she hoped to produce.

I thought a lot about this problem and how I might
respond were this query directed to me. What advice
would I give? Taking "great" pictures involves much
more than -^knowledge of operating a camera, and has
little to do with the amount of money you can afford
to spend on equipment. The craftsmanship can be
learned, but the quality of your photographs lies
deeper, and getting there can be a slow process. It is
intermingled with your seeing, thinking and feeling,

"" and how you express these attributes through good
compositional arrangements, sensitivity to lighting
conditions, along with proper selection of camera
controls such as speed and aperture to best portray or

"" interpret what you find through the lens.

A beginner should study books on composition to learn
what makes a picture effective, strong and dynamic.
He/she must learn what to include — better yet, what
to omit — in the viewfinder before releasing the
shutter. Most novices make the mistake of trying to
include too much, ending up with such a busy and

^ distracting array of objects that the original picture
idea is lost in the jumble.

It is a debatable question whether or not good
cooraposition can be learned, or whether it derives
from instinct, some inborn talent not gifted to
everyone. Books are available to help you with a
basic understanding of its principles. "Designing a

Photograph" by Bill Smith; "On Photographic
Composition" by Otto Litzel; "Photo Design" by Harland
Mante; "The Art of Photography" in the Life Library,
are a few of the best I've found. Study — learn —
apply the techniques to your own work. Composition
creates the framework with which to construct a good
photograph, and understanding it is essential.

The next step is to view the work of those who are
considered successful photographers: those who have
mastered the art to the point of being asked to
exhibit in galleries, or whose prints have been
selected by a jury for an International Exhibition or
even just a local contest. You'll discover
photographs that are inspiring to you and may help you
find your own direction. Even if only as reproductions
in books, study the photographs of such masters as
Ansel Adams, Andre Kertesz, Edward Weston, W. Eugene
Smith, Margaret Bourke-White, Cartier Bresson, etc.
New talent is discovered monthly and published in the
pages of the many photo magazines and photo
collections on the market.

Decide what aspects of picture-taking Interests you
most. Advice given to writers is to write about the
familiar, and the same holds true for photographers.
If you're comfortable with people, portraiture might
be your thing, but if you prefer the four-legged
variety you may decide in favor of zoo or wildlife
photography. Like kids? They're natural lens
subjects. If you're a sports fan, concentrate on
that. A nature buff might enjoy close-up work with
flowers or insects. Love to travel? Scenics may
become your special endeavor. Stuck at home? Still
live arrangements can provide a challenge, or
"abstracts" found around your house, yard and
neighborhood. City dwellers have endless subjects
waiting just down the street. Begin with an idea and
explore it thoroughly rather than running off in all
directions.

Adult education classes can offer critiques and
evaluation of your work and give you the opportunity
to share ideas, as would joining a camera club.

Finally, you must accept the fact that there may be no
such thing as a "great picture", as that concept
rests in the mind of the individual viewer. The

fascination in photography lies in its challenge to
produce good work. If all our pictures were instant
masterpieces we'd soon become bored and turn elsewhere
for a creative medium of expression.

J. Paul Getty Museum
17985 Pacific Coast Highway
Malibu 90265

(213)458-2003
The J. Paul Getty Museum houses an ex
tensive permanent collection of Greek
and Roman antiquities, illuminated manu
scripts, decorative arts and 19th and 20th
century American and European photo
graphs. The building itself is a re-creation
of a first-century A.D. Roman Villa, with
Interior and exterior gardens.
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Apple Harvest
by Karen E. Debate

When most of us think ofapples, we usually
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think ofWashington state. But applesare also
grown right here in Southern California, just
85 mileseast of Los Angelesin OakGlen—a
picturesque area that also offers other in
teresting attractions.

Apple growing got its start in Oak Glen in
the late 1880s, when Enoch Parrish bought
160acres of land and planted apple trees on
oneacre. By the turnofthe century, appleor
chards filled the area and the growers were
prospering.

A centu^ later, the Parrish Ranch still
operates. Like the other eightorchards in the
area, the ranch is open daily 9 to 5 during
the September through Oecember apple
harvest. Visitors can buy both apple products
andfresh apples direct from thegrowers. The
moreadventuresome can grab a bucket and
ladder and pick their own.

To reach Oak Glen, take the Yucaipa
Boulevard exit from the San Bernardino
Freeway (interstate 10). Then just follow the
signs, winding along a country road past
groves of sycamore, oak and pine—and hill
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sides dotted with rowafter rowof apple trees.
Entrances to the orchards are clearly marked,
often by well-stocked roadside stands.

Near the summit of Oak Glen Road is Oak

Tree Village, where shops and restaurants offer
ail sorts of apple goodies. Also here is the
MountainTown Petting Zoo, with deer, goats,
ostriches, peacocks and animals nativeto the
area. Otherattractions include a small fishing
pond and Mountaintown, where mounted
animals from around the world can be viewed.

Just three miles further is the Oak Glen
School House, now restored as a museum
dedicated to the preservation of Oak Glen's
history. Volunteers (who worked on the
restoration for 10 years) offer a variety of
special programs forvisitors, including guided
nature walks.

Continuing along the 16-miie loop drive
back to the freeway, visitorspass the Edward-
Dean Museum of Decorative Arts. Exhibits in
clude pricelessantiquefurniture from Europe
and the Orient, plus European and Asianart
from the 17th to 19th centuries.
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November Thoughts

The next Board meeting is coming within a week and it promises to be
a good one. I want to discuss the activities of other clubs "in the
neighborhood" such as the L.A. Photo Center (SCSC's home port).
Perhaps one-man-judgings-with-commentaries. All Stereo Club members
are welcome; see the announcement inside for details.

November is competition month. During the post-judging pre-awards
break, there will be an opportunity for discussion on a stereo topic
yet to be announced. This semi-controlled interaction will be open
to the members so they may share methods, questions, discoveries,
etc.

I am still the "Interim Banquet Director", and am planning a December
meeting potluck-style with the traditional slide exchange program.
The type of "Banquet" has varied over many years, but fun and
celebration have always been the result. Plans will be finalized at
the Board Meeting and details published in the December NEWS.

Who writes the 3-D NEWS? We all do. The

Board Members do a good Job of making regular
contributions. But all the readers —

members and subscribers alike — are invited

to contribute. Our 3-D world is a

continually changing scene, and quite
specialized in nature. The only way to get
the word out is through limited circulation
publications such as this one. There is no
syndicated 3-D news service to which the
Editor can subscribe. Instead, this is a
grass roots organization. We all depend on
each other — and the Editor very definitely
depends on you. So when you see something
printed about 3-D, send it along to the
Editor. Or when you get inspired to write,
jot it down. Or when you get happy or
irritated about 3-D, use the 3-D NEWS as a
sounding board. I will appreciate it as
Editor, because I know that the readers
appreciate varied content and format.
Thanks.

MEETINGS: The third Thursday of each month at 7:30 pm at the Los Angeles Photo Center, 412 South
Parkview St., Los Angeles. Visitors and guests always welcome. MEMBERSHIP: Annual Dues-Single/$1 5;
Coupie/$18; Patron/any additional amount. All due July 1. New membership dues are prorated for first
partial year. Send new dues to Membership Director. SUBSCRIPTIONS: The 3-D NEWS is published
monthly and included with membership. $10 for 12 issues for non-members; send fee to 3-D NEWS Editor.

RECEIVED NOV - 8 1988
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Stereo Activity Calendar

NOVEMBER
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11 12 13 14 (15) 18 17

18 19 20 21 22 23 24
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WED NOV 9 Club Board Meeting - Bill Shepard's Home,
7:30. All Club members are invited;
agendas will be mailed to the Board.

THU NOV 17 Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30
Second Club Competition, plus 3 mini-
programs for your enjoyment

SAT NOV 26 Workshop on Slide Evaluation at the
Thousand Oaks Library, 3 - 9 PM, conducted
by Sylvia Sikes, FPSA

WED NOV 30 Copy Deadline for the November 3-D NEWS.
Get all that good info to the Editor.

SAT DEC 3 Movie Division Meeting - Bill Shepard's
Call for directions

THU DEC 15 Club Christmas Party, details to be
announced

Classified

FOR SALE: ViewMaster Stereo Camera, personal model,
with filters, viewers. Don Lavallee, Costa Mesa,
(714)751-8744

FOR SALE: "Stereo Realist" heat sealer in Realist box.

$25 or best offer. Lew Edler (213)465-1237

Member & Subscriber Update

A hearty welcome to these four new Club members:

W. T. BOARDMAN

PO Box 3235

Redondo Beach OA 90277

H (213)376-2138

ANDRE GIACOMELLI

2937 W. Hellman Avenue

Alhambra CA 91803

H (818)281-6639
W (213)742-7627

PADRIC MCLAUGHLIN

10565 National Blvd. #5
Los Angeles CA 90034
H (213)839-8024

STAN WHITE

473 Grand Blvd.

Oakville, Ontario, Canada L6H 1P2

Good reading extended to this new NEWS subscriber:

Marshall Rubin

3-D Club of Central Jersey
74 Chelsea Way
Bridgewater NJ 08807

News Release

FOR YOUR REVIEW:

"Reel 3-D Enterprises Guide to the Nimslo 3D Camera"
by David Starkman & Susan Pinsky
former title: "The Nimslo 3D Book"

Revised and expanded Second Printing - September 1988
Published by Reel 3-D Enterprises, Inc. 8'/4" x 11", 64 pages, Softcover.

In 1982 the controversial four-lensed Nimslo 3D Camera was introduced as the first new
3-D camera to be marketed since the late 1950's. Although the camera was intended
strictly to yield lenticular plastic covered 3-D prints, which required special factory
processing, hobbyists immediately started to consider alternative possibilities. Recent low
selling prices of the camera are making these alternatives even more attractive.

The revised and expanded second edition of "Reel 3-D Enterprises Guide to the Nimslo
3D Camera" by David Starkman & Susan Pinsky gives tips on using the Nimslo camera to
shoot the originally intended lenticular 3-D prints, but goes beyond that to explain in
simple terms how to use it for other 3-Dformats. Topic covered include3-D slidemaking,
making classic style 3-D print pairs, shooting Nimslo 3D close-ups, using alternate film
speeds, possible camera modifications, and non-3-D uses for the Nimslo. A completely
new section in this edition covers technical and service information, with exploded
drawings of the internal workings of the camera, parts diagrams, and other useful
information.

The authors are both active 3-D photographers and writers on this subject. Pinsky is the
former Stereo Division Features Editor for the Photographic Society of America's "PSA
JOURNAL", and Starkman is the Contemporary Stereo Editor for the National Stereo
scopic Association's publication "STEREO WORLD".

The book is available directly from the publisher: Reel 3-D Enterprises, Inc.. P.O. Box
2368, Culver City, CA 90231 USA. Priceis$11.95 plus$2.00 shipping and handling. CA
residentspleaseadd 6.5%SalesTax. TEL (213) 837-2368
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Let's Join Together...

^ ...November 17

After a fun and productive Stereo Auction at the
October meeting, we return in November to the second
monthly competition of the 88-89 Club year. I hope

^ and expect to see a larger number of entries this
month than in September. At the auction, I saw a lot
of people stocking up on mounting supplies. Also, I
met and talked to a few new people at the auction, and

^ I got all sorts of promises about slide entries from
them. So let's see those slides, folks!

By now you should know that the special Theme of the
Month (TOTM) for November is "Double". Bring one
standard and one nonconventional slide depicting this
theme and maybe you'll walk off with a special double
prize.

Some things go unmentioned in the competition rules
(see September issue of the 3-D NEWS) that should be
explained. You can always mail your competition
slides to me (or any other member who will be at the

^ meeting) if you can't make the meeting. Also, you can
enter makeup slides at the next monthly competition if
you missed one competition for some reason. We prefer
glass-mounted slides for the competitions, but that's

^ just because they project the best. Cardboard and
metal mounts are fine, too. And if you're unsure of
your mounting skill, just ask for help — there are
plenty of people who can help out (maybe even someone
near you), and the basics are pretty simple. So now
you'll have to think up some brand new excuses for not
entering the November competition.

—Jim Murray, Competition Director

And now let me take over from Jim. I realized that
some people are really taking this TOTM business to
heart when I heard from Susan Pinsky that Jackie
Leventhal and Robert Bloomberg are preparing a

"• special slide program for the November meeting with
exactly the theme in mind. You see, they recently
attended and stereo-documented a special convention
for twins (as in fraternal and identical); this mini-

— program fits right in with the current TOTM.

Club member Doug Miller is also bringing slides from
his recent trip to Australia. Even though these shots
were made in the land "down under", they will be
projected right side up.

And finally I will be presenting highlights of a
recent 3-D slide presentation professionally produced

^ by myself, using Club member Stu Weisbuch as 3-D
photographer, for a Los Angeles manufacturer of
jewelry. The show, titled "The Stone Age, Then and
Now", was recently projected for an annual meeting of
managers of the Kay Jewelry Stores. Look forward to
seeing you in stereo in Novenber. Don't miss it!

—Ray Zone, Program Director

... December 15

We will have a Christmas meeting/banquet on Thursday,
December 15 at 7:30, which is the normal Club
date/time. Location is to be determined, but it will
probably be at the Photo Center.

—Greg Hooper

Workshop News

SLIDE EVALUATION

I have the pleasure of announcing a really big and
important workshop on slide evaluation. This workshop
will be conducted by Sylvia Sikes, who is a Fellow in
the Photographic Soceity of America. Everyone
attending should bring a group of their own slides for
projection and discussion. This workshop is designed
for attendees to have the opportunity to discuss their
work with someone who really knows her stuff and can
help refine our techniques. Sylvia is a real pro who
is a Master Stereographers I in PSA, and will lead a
detailed discussion concerning composition, 3-D
effects, light and shadow, and some elements of
competitions and judging.

The specifics:

Date : Saturday, November 26
Time: 3 PM to 9 PM
Place: Thousand Oaks Library

1401 East Janss Road

Thousand Oaks

We will have an hour break for dinner at a local
restaurant.

The workshop location is a beautiful room with high
ceilings, and there is room for 70 participants. Take
the Highway 23 exit north from the 101 Freeway in
Thousand Oaks, then the Janss Road exit east. The
Library is located just north of Janss Road, which is
the first exit off Highway 23.

Thanks to Lee Jensen for setting up this unique
workshop. For additonal information call either me,
or Lee at (805)492-4270.

—David Hansen, Workshop Director
(714)545-3437

Stereo Exhibitions Calendar and News

The season is slow for exhibitions, but they will be
picking up in January with these two:

WED JAN 25

WED JAN 25

Closing - Oakland Stereo Exhibition
Forms - Maurice Dean, 3568 Badding Road,
Castro Valley CA 94546
Closing - Hollywood Stereo Exhibition
Forms - Rick Finney, 1098 Montecito Drive,
Los Angeles CA 90031

Now is the time to sort through all your exhibition-
quality slides and get them ready for the flurry of
activity ahead. Wichita, Rochester, Cordova and
Southern Cross are all coming along in the spring.
And the Potomac Society of Stereo Photographers may be
trying something radically new — a circuit exhibition
— late in 1989. Stay tuned.
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Auction Sales

Realist f/2.8 #15511, case $180
Colorist case, new 9
Kodak flash gun 5
Nlmslo flash unit never used 10

Kodak camera clamp 5
Lens hood for Kodak stereo, series V 25
Stereo Realist filter kit 20

Tiffen Filter Safe, w/ 2 lens hoods 15
Tiffen Lens shades, series V 15
Close up rig for standard stereo camera 14
Sunshades for realist, press on 10
Skylight filters series V 6
Sunshade adapters for realist, series V 5
Series V retainer rings 1
Polamatic 3-D Projector, as is 21
DaLite screen, 60" 23
DaLite Screen 48" 10

DaLite Screen on stand 13

Box of plastic frame polarized glasses 8
Bag of 3-D glasses 5
Polaroid Stereo glasses 2
Realist viewer, battery or transformer 80
Realist Hand Viewer, battery 40
Realist Hand Viewer, cracked 27
Realist Hand Viewer 21

Realist slide viewers 15

Modified Realist Handi-viewer, strange 10
Hand viewer. Guild 8
True view, Hanell viewers 4
Realist slide & viewer case 20

Stereo Slide Files 20

Stereo Slide File 20

20 notebook pages for stereo slides 14
Slide files, wood 11
Lutes film cutter 30

Ilica cutter & jig 13
Realist mounting jig 10
Slide film cutter 1

500 Genuine Realist masks 36

250 stereo glass & cleaning kit 35
Masks & frames 21

45 Emde frames & glass 16
200 pieces recycled stereo glass 8
250 Emde closeup masks, new 5
400 cardboard slip-ins 15
Slip-ins 13
Realist folders 4

Plastic mounts, 19 1
Stereo Realist Manual 32

Stereo Realist Guide 14

Photo Books 6
Reading Maps 5
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Custom Realist manual 3

Photo Book 3

Gowland, Photographing Women 4

Monster Anaglyph Brochure 13

Monster coloring book 6

95 stereo cards. world-wide 45

95 stereo cards. Holyland 45

27 stereo cards. people 32

50 Stereo cards. assorted 27

19 stereo cards. scenics 20

22 stereo cards. Japan 17

25 stereo cards, b&w 10

Westphahl 3-D TV glasses 10

Spiratone Duplivar 5

Laser experimenter's kit 25

Argus projector 4

Assorted slides in glass 7

Acces bag w/ goodies 3

Realist bag with flash, meter., book 15

3-D grab bag, w/ T-shirt 11

Genuine Realist Hat! 16

Total Sales $1278

Total to Club $ 162

Lots and lots of little things were sold at this
auction, as compared to previous auctions in which
many high-ticket items were sold. Left on the table
this year were numerous class-A reconditioned Realist
cameras in the $150 price range, only because the
opening bid could not be met. It was the night to buy
top quality cameras, but the buyers weren't there.
Numerous projectors also went unsold. Every year is
different; who knows what will be in store for 1989?

At The Photo Center

An extensive article appeared in "Western Photogra
pher" in October called "The State of the Los Aneeles
Photo Center". If you would like your own copy contact
this NEWS Editor. The final plea calls for much
self-help in the form of a group that is being
assembled called "Friends of the Los Angeles Photo
Center" that plans to hold events and raise money for
improvements. Call the Photo Center at (213)383-7342
for information. As an example, our own SCSC
President Greg Hooper recently assisted in putting the
microphone system back in working order. The article
concludes with: "The Photo Center stands, at the most,
just a few thousand dollars away from being one of the
finest photographic resources in the city — perhaps
the finest city-sponsored photographic facility in the
nation. With your help, we can turn it around and
restore it to glory. Without us it may be lost
forever."

Movie Division News

The next quarterly meeting of this group will be:
Saturday, December 3
Bill Shepard's Home
17350 East Temple Ave. #399
La Puente

Please give me a call for directions. Newcomers are
always welcome. A variety of items are on the 3-D
menu, including "cinemascope" movies.

—Bill Shepard, Division Publicity
H (818)810-1203
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Dear Editor:

X saw the phrase, which X hid in the freeview letter
below, on a T-shirt, and X thought it was kind of
funny. X think that if X were really losing it, X
would probably be the last to know anyway.

Also, 1 was kind of thinking that it might be fun to
share the free-viewing stuff with others. (Word
processors are fun.) So 1 was thinking that you might
want to put it in the 3-D NEWS Letters to the Editor
Department. Even though I labeled a couple of my ol'
buddies "grouch" and "cantankerous" I'm pretty sure
that they would just laugh it off; 1 don't think they
would take me seriously.

But then again, if you think it would be
inappropriate, all I have to say to that would be
"Don't be such a putz."

Regards,

Tim Cardinale

Ed. Note: Tim was a super-active (hyper-active) Club
member in the early 80s, who taught us all about
creativity, and packed up his bags in 1983 and
disappeared to Orcas Island, Washington.

Dear Jerry,
There's a good reason that

some of us "old time" SCSC
members who move away still
refuse to go into a non-member
status, even though all of our
participation has fiazled out.
I think that some of us are'nt

ready for the subscriber list
for the same reason you never
really divorce yourself from
your brothers and sisters.
There are many things that my
family would do that I am no
longer a part of. And it's not
only because I've moved away,
it's just that we each go our
separate ways sometimes when
distance is not even a factor.

I have not lost my interest in
stereography . but as you might
remember I always had this love
hate thing about competitions.
So even though I am no longer
with my family, I would never
want to be a "non-member".

I really miss you Jerry,
along with a bunch of other
very dear friends that SCSC has
given me. I guess my only
regret about moving away is
that I do mind being away from
my friends. So the next time
you see Oliver, or Susan or
David, or Tony the grouch, or
Charlie the cantankerous, or
Steve the shotsburger, tell 'em
I says "Hi". And most of all,
Jerry, keep cranking out those
incredible shots !

Regards,

Tim <
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The people who make the best portrait subjects
are the ones who give you a bit of their soul:
a mannerism, a twinkle of the eye, an arrogant
arch of brow. Landscapes, by contrast, won't
pose, won't reveal, and don't care. About all
they will do for you is sit still until a
cloud passes. Perhaps that is why most
landscape photographs have so little presence
on film: no personality. It has to be
supplied. And it has to be interesting. The
best landscape photography reflects an
informed personal vision: the photographer's
eye for light and form and pattern; for
elements of composition that may, in some
cases, not even be there. The very best
landscape photographs tell even more — a
story of a photographer's intimacy with a
place.

"Happy birthday. Dad. Wecouldn't afford a present,
so wegot up early andpainted your car for you."
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David Starkman's 3-D Diary

The following articles will soon appear in "Stereo
World", the publication of the National Stereoscopic
Association.

REAL-TIME, TRDE 3-D DISPLAY, FROM T1

The September 1988 issue of "Advanced Imaging"
reported that Texas Instruments Corporation recently
displayed the prototype of a "real-time autostereo-
scopic multiplanar 3-D display system". The proto
type system synchronizes very low-power lasers and a
rotating, angled display disk; their synchronization
yields the 3-D image.

Viewers, without the aid of viewing glasses, can see
above, below and all around the 3-D images, which move
in space. T1 sees one likely application of the
system in air traffic control, where real-time images
of the planes in the area could be viewed in their
actual 3-D configurations. Numerous other
applications are being considered. "Advanced Imaging"
promises more details in the next issue, which will
then be reported in the 3-D NEWS.

NASA HAD A 3-D CAMERA?

David Burder of London, England recently purchased a
most unique stereo camera. Obviously a piece of U.S.
Government surplus, a bit of research has turned up
the following information:

In the early 1970s NASA had been working on the
development of a true stereoscopic camera to use in
place of a single Hasselblad, shifted sideways to
create a stereo pair. Designated the Lunar Geologic
Exploration Camera (LEGO), it was designed to expose 3
photos simultaneously on 35mm film. A matched pair of
35mm focal length lenses, with a stereo base of 150mm,
recorded a stereo pair, each with the dimensions of
24mm x 40mm. A 100mm telephoto lens located between
the stereo lenses recorded the background in
finer detail at the same time.

Apparently this project was abandoned before NASA
could get a camera that was fully qualified to be safe
and reliable for use on the lunar surface. The
example acquired by Mr. Burder has the following
information on the Identification Plate: Contract No.
NAS 9-8748, Part No. 0002, Serial No. 1 Date 9/30/70,
Goerz Optical Company, Inc., Systems Division, 301
Alpha Drive, Pittsburgh PA USA. Controls are provided
for Focus, Aperture, and 4 different built-in filter
selections. The camera is powered by a built-in
rechargeable battery of unknown voltage, and is
currently in a non-working state.

ANOTHER LAB DOES STEREO

The following lab has reported that they will do
stereo slide mounting, and developing and mounting of

E-6 processed films (no Kodachromes): Prange
Photographic Laboratory, 5202 Patterson St.,
Indianapolis IN 46208. Write for price and details.
In the L.A. area the best bet still seems to be

Thrifty Drug Stores and Drewry Photocolor in Burbank.

NEW 3-D MOVIE ATTACHMENT

Scoptimax of West Germany has announced a new 3-D
attachment that will work for still or movie cameras

from Super 8 up to 6x6cm (2x2") formats. Because of
the large size of the unit Scoptimax claims that it
will also work in front of anamorphic lenses which
they sell. From the description and photos this
appears to be a (possibly) improved version of the
standatd beam-splitter, with side-by-side vertical
format images. Used in conjunction with an anamorphic
lens for movies should result in a more normal "TV

Frame" ratio image.

The unit uses a standard Cokin adapter for attaching
to the camera lens, and includes a projection stand, 2
cardboard and 2 deluxe pairs of 3-D glasses. Price is
listed at DM 550.0 (approximately US$298.00). For
more information write to: Dietrich Kempski,
SCOPTIMAX, Ottostrasse 11, D-3008 Garbsen 4, West
Germany. Phone 051 31/60 24.

3-D ARTIST HIGHLIGHTED

The September 19 issue of Photographic Video Trade
News dedicated a full page and a cover photo to New
York 3-D photographer and artist Steve Aubrey. Aubrey
recently worked on what is probably the world's
largest (really) 3-D photograph, in the form of a 10
foot by 15 foot rear-illuminated duratrans anaglyph of
the Philadelphia skyline in hyperstereo. This same
photo (and others he as done of New York and
Pittsburgh) have also been reproduced as anaglyphic
posters that are available through Reel 3-D
Enterprises. Articles like this are significant in
that they bring 3-D before the eyes of the photo
dealers and distributers. Enough of this and perhaps
someday it will finally strike a hit with the camera
manufacturers!

3-D Graphics Return
To Life on Computers

The idea of three-dimen
sional pictures usually con
jures up images of flimsy

cardboard sunglasses with red
and blue lenses and hokey horror
movies from the 1950s-in other
words, of things long gone.

But on the powerful worksta
tion computers used by engineers,
3-D graphics are very much alive.
And while early 3-D systems had
undeniable drawbacks-they cost
tens of thousands of dollars, pro
duced flickery images and re
quired users to wear bulky gog-
gles-those problems have now
been worked out.

Consider the 3Display graphics
system from Stereographies
Corp.. a San Rafael, Calif., com
puter company. It consists of a
transparent screen that fits over a

workstation monitor, an elec
tronic device to create the stereo
scopic images and polarized
glasses that look and feel like sun
glasses, The three components
work together to produce steady,
lifelike 3-D images. The cost of
the system is $7,200.

According to Stereographies,
the 3Display system can be used
on a number of workstation com
puters, including those made by
Silicon Graphics Inc. and Sun Mi
crosystems Inc., both of Mountain
View, Calif., and the ones made
by Apollo Computer Inc. of
Cheimsford, Mass. (Tektronix
Inc., a Beaverton, Ore., computer
company, makes a similar 3-D
system. It lists for $12,000 and can
only be used on the company's
owi: workstation computers.)

From the Wall Street

Journal, September 12
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Perspective

by DAVID W. KUNTZ

I just passed my 10th anniversary as a stereographer.
In that time I've taken literally thousands of
pictures. A favorite pastime of mine is looking back
through my old slides, reviving old memories and
tracing my development as a photographer over the last
ten years. We all have favorite slides that we've
taken, but sometimes during these reexaminations, 1
find that my old favorites don't stand up to the test
of time. Alternately, sometimes 1 find gems 1 never
really appreciated before. Of course, as time goes
by, 1 am able to view my earlier work with greater
objectivity. Furthermore, as 1 mature as an artist,
my artistic sensibilities develop and refine.

In stereography, the 3-D effect is only part of the
equation; lighting and composition are equally
important. The novelty and impact of a slide with
extremely emphasized 3-D which engaged me as a novice
is less interesting to me as an experienced
stereographer. 1 find that the slides 1 have taken
which stand the test of time, the slides that 1
continually return to, are those which composition,
lighting and stereo effect are all operating to
maximum effect.

At a recent Club competition, one of the newer members
protested that the judges were too arbitrary in their
criteria for selecting slides. While it was mentioned
in an earlier article that slides with excessive depth
can be uncomfortable to look as for an extended
period, this is really not the point. Ultimately, the
judges are rating slides on their overall artistic

merit. Did the slides that were downgraded because of
poor mounting have superb lighting and composition, or
did they rely primarily on an exaggerated stereo
effect to achieve their impact? If this is the case,
will these slides still be interesting to the maker
(or anyone else) after they have viewed them 100
times? Novelty wears off fast, folks.

As a novice, 1 was often disappointed when my slides
were downgraded at competition. Now 1 can look back
at those slides and see their flaws. However, I'm
just now getting to the point where 1 can look at the
slides I've taken recently and see their flaws. It's
not just developing objectivity about one's own work,
but developing artistic sensibilities as well. Even
if 1 cannot yet consistently take great photographs, 1
can now consistently recognize great pictures. To
take great photographs you must have technical
excellence — this includes composition, lighting, 3-D
effect and mounting — and also be able to treat the
subject in a way which connects you to others and
communicates your intent. As artists, it is our
responsibility to expand the awareness of our viewers,
but there must be some point of congruence, some
common stepping off point, for this to occur.

There are many examples of great works of art that
have stood the test of time; works of art that are
still as immediate as they were 100, 500 or 1000 years
ago. These are works which connect with the viewer,
which convey human emotion, and which transcend the
barriers of time and culture which superficially
separate us. We are all the same inside, and great
works of art are those which play on this connection.
Furthermore, these "classic" works have defined the
artistic parameters by which we judge new art. These
parameters serve as guidelines for judgement because
we know they have been employed successfully in the
past. While, ultimately, artistic rules are made to
be broken, they can only be broken by those who fully
understand them and can work successfully within their
context. They are broken when the artist needs to say
something completely new; something which cannot be
contained within the boundaries of the old.

As we progress as photographers, we will all
experience both success and failure. Learning from
our mistakes and from more accomplished artists is the
key to improving our art. The response of our ego to
the reaction that others have about our work is

unimportant; we should design our work to long outlast
ourselves. Finally, we must master the basics and the
technical aspects of our craft before we can hope to
expand the boundaries of the medium. 1 have come to
the conclusion that to take great 3-D photographs you
not only need perspective in your pictures, but
perspective about them as well.

South Coast Botanic Garden

26300 Crenshaw Blvd.,
Palos Verdes Peninsula 90274
(213)377-0468

California natives, ground covers, flowering
fruit trees and manmade lake represent
a remarkable 87-acre environmental
transformation.
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Dear 3-D NEWS-ers:

This is the Season of good cheer, wreaths of holly, chestnuts roasting, warm
fires and warm hearts. And all of the color and shimmer of the seasonal
decorations will invite innumerable pictures. We can find pictures in candles
and candies, in the tree, under the tree. New Year's Eve parties, parades, and
family get-togethers. For most of us, it is when loved ones gather to pray,
feast, and commune together.

The picture-taking urge is strong at this time of year, and for a short while
we can let official Club business take a rest. 1 am looking forward to the
December party/meeting at the Photo Center on December 15 at 7:30 PM, and some
weeks of anticipation as everybody gets into the Holiday Spirit. Then some
last-minute shopping, a reunion with the family, a lot of family snapshots,
and happy memories of this year's gatherings.

Speaking of the Club's December meeting/party, Ray Zone our forward-looking
Program Director reports that he has several activities planned. First,
we'll have a

DESSERT POTLUCK

where everyone is invited to bring desserts, party or vegetable trays, finger
foods, and the like. We plan to devour these. Then we'll have a feast for
the eyes in:

"1988 PROGRAMETTES"

which will highlight the recent Club year for 1988.
by:

"SOMETHING OLD, SOMETHING NEW"

which is the latest 3-D slide show by Rick Finney and Jerry Walter. They say
this is a type of variety show, starting with four short sequences entitled
The Four Cs, 3—D or Not 3—D, The Time of Fleeting Light, and Tomorrow,
followed by the main program of the show called Northern New Mexico: Land of
Enchantment. Sounds interesting, huh? None of us here have seen it. Bet
they did something interesting with that quality of light of New Mexico we all
hear about.

Claire and 1 are looking forward to having a good time at the Club's December
affair. From both of us, a very Merry Christmas and aa]|appy Holiday Season.

This is to be followed

MEETINGS: The third Thursday of each month at 7:30 pm at the Los Angeles Photo Center, 412 South
Parkview St., Los Angeles. Visitors and guests always welcome. MEMBERSHIP: Annual Dues-Single/$15;
Coupie/$18; Patron/any additional amount. All due July 1. New membership dues are prorated for first
partial year. Send new dues to Membership Director. SUBSCRIPTIONS: The 3-D NEWS is published
monthly and included with membership. $10 for 12 issues for non-members;send fee to 3-D NEWS Editor.

RECEIVED DEC - 7
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Stereo Activity Calendar

December a n u a r y

S M T W T F S S M T W T F S

1 2 3 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

11 12 13 14 (g) 16 @ 15 16 17 18 @) 20 21
18 19 20 21 22 23 24 22 23 24 25 26 27 28
25 26 27 28 29 30 31 29 30 31

THU DEC 15 Club Christmas Party/Meeting, Photo Center
7:30. Dessert potluck and slides!

SAT DEC 17 Workshop/Outing in Hollywood. Meet at the
corner of Hollywood and Vine at 2:00 for a
great photo walk

THU DEC 29 Copy Deadline - January NEWS - Surprise the
Editor with some really good stuff!

THU JAN 19 Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30
Third competition and the TOTM is "alien"

Looking Backward to...

...November 17

I was quite pleased with the turnout of people and
slides at the November competition. Maybe this is
just a taste of things to come; I would LOVE to see
more and more slides each competition! I went a
little crazy trying to tag and properly route all
those A and B Group, Standard and Nonconventional,
Make-up and TOTM slides for the competition in
November. With this in mind, I encourage everyone
entering slides in the competition to arrive with
slides well before 7:30. I will try to be there (the
Hollywood Freeway willing) to accept entries at 7:00.
In anticipation, thanks.

Thanks, too, to Jackie Leventhal and Bob Bloomberg for
presenting a wonderful and very appropriate "Twins"
show prior to the competition. After seeing some of
their slides, it was pretty apparent that one of them
was gonna walk off with the TOTM prize for the theme
Double; Bob won with "1983 Sets of Twins". Don't
forget that the TOTM for January is Alien. It's a
tough theme, so you better start planning now.

—Jim Murray, Competition Director

Let's Join Together...

Outing News

As a December bonus to the Club, I will be conducting
a combination workshop/outing on December 17th that
will feature a walk through Movieland history in the
heart of Hollywood. The workshop is focussing on
architectural photography and the rock and roll
technique of stereophotography. All interested
parties are to meet me at the Northwest corner of
Hollywood and Vine at 2:00 PM Saturday afternoon on
December 17th. We will depart promptly at 2:15 for a
walk in the Hollywood hills that will include views of
some of the most fanciful architecture in Los Angeles
with the Vedanta Temple, numerous oriental style
buildings and homes of legendary Hollywood stars such
as Jeanette McDonald, Mae Murray, Hopalong Cassidy,
Charlie Chaplin and Mary Astor. The walk covers some
hills and a good 2\ miles distance, so be sure to
bring your walking shoes and eat your Wheaties that
morning. Many sites featured in the Nathanael West
novel "Day of the Locust" will be seen along with
locations featured in films such as "Sunset

Boulevard". It is a nostalgia-fraught perambulation
of the most movie-intense kind and I look forward to

you joining me. If you have a "flattie" 35mm camera
(particularly with a winder) you can use it on the
walk to take full-frame stereo images. The time of
day will provide some magic lighting and the walk will
conclude where it begins back at Hollywood and Vine.
If it rains that day the walk will be cancelled and
rescheduled at a later date. Feel free to call me at

(213)662-3831 if you're in doubt on that day. See you
there!

—Ray Zone
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B Group Standard
Name Nov.

Padric McLaughlin 61
Randy Summers 60

Lee Jensen 56

Dorr Kimball 60

Steve Mauk J
Mildred Hamilton 58

John Konrad 57
Chuck Bernhardt 58

Satoshi Uesugi 40
HM: Hindu Temple

Bob Bloomberg 66
A: Onion Field

Jackie Leventhal 61

HM: Radiant Angel
Bruce Elliott

Cum.
123

120

119

118

114

113

110

108

66

61

56

SCSC Competition Standings

Cumulative Results as of 12/1/88.

A Group Standard
Name Nov. Cum.

Jerry Walter 63 129
HM: Moonrise Over

Red Rock Crossing
HM: Along the Fence

Sylvia Sikes 63 125
HM: Colorful Monument

Valley

Jim Murray 59 124
Larry Brown 61 123

David Hutchison 61 121
Susan Pinsky 60 121
Earl Colgan 59 119

HM: Cow Bells

Nathan Wong 60 118
Willis Simms 61 116
David Ratliff 57 115

Marjorie Webster 54 113
Kathy LaForce 57 111

Rick Finney 61
John Sardy 60 60

HM: Ghost Town

Valeria Sardy 60 60
Bill Daggett 58

Ray Zone 39 58

A Group Nonconventional
Name Nov. Cum.

Jim Murray 61 126
HM: Weekend Flyer

Susan Pinsky 64 126
A: Define Bird

Jerry Walter 62 125
Earl Colgan 61 118

HM: Snail

David Ratliff 59 117

John Sardy 63 63
A: San Xavier Mission

Rick Finney 62
Valeria Sardy 62 62

Ray Zone 39 39
Sylvia Sikes 21

B Group Nonconventional
Name Nov. Cum.

Dorr Kimball 60 124

Willis Simms 19 74

Bob Bloomberg 67 67
A: 185S Sets of Twins

HM: Tying the Knot
Bruce Goren 19 41

Alan Williams 21

Judges: Gail Zone, Steve Mauk, David Starkman Theme of the Month (Double): First: Bob Bloomberg (1853 Sets ofTwins)
Second: ValeriaSardy (Krissy's Goats)

J indicates member judged and score is averaged.

Los Angeles may not exactly
be one of those pistol-

packing cowboy towns with a
Boot Hill and a hangman's tree,
but the city has definitely done its
share of promulgating the legend
of the Old West right here in
Hollywood. And now on
November 22, the S34-million
Gene Autry Western Heritage
Museum, located on a 13-acre
site in Griffith Park just opposite
the L.A. Zoo, will swingopen its
doors. The tri-level modern-

southwestern-style structure—
funded through a trust set up by
Autry's late wife, Ina Mae—will
feature seventheme galleries, two
exhibition halls, a 250-seat
theater, an education center,
research facilities and a
restaurant.

Altogether, it will house more
than 16,000 artifacts on

The Old West Moves West

permanent display, ranging from
19th-century art and toys to
clothing and firearms. Highlights
include classic paintings by
Charles Russell, Frederic
Remington and Albert Bierstadt;
a "Colt" room filled with 140
historic firearms, including some
belonging to former presidents; a
saddle used by "Buffalo Bill"
Cody, which dates back to 1882;
and an authentic 189S saloon bar.

And what true western

collection would be complete
without "Home on the Range"?
There will be gold records and
movie memorabilia from a slew

of silver-screenpistol packers,
including Tom Mix, William F.
Hart, Roy Rogers and Dale
Evans, John Wayne, and—you
guessed it—Autry himself. In
fact, a third of the museum's

artifacts are from Autry's
personal collection.

Thanks to Walt Disney
Imagineering, which designed the
51,000 square feet of exhibition
space, the museum is much more
than a museum. Seven galleries
will showcase an array of
sophisticated interactive displays,
including a 3-D slide show in
which the screen vanishes from
sight and places viewerain the
middle of a western scene that
chronicles a long trip by covered
wagon; a stand-up theater that
uses six projectors and 70-mm
sound to create 3-D western

images throughout the room;
push-button video units that will
depict such topics as the history
of the western film and the roles
of minorities and women, with
background recordings providing

ambient sounds of the era; and a
special "screen test" that inserts
museumgoers into one of several
fictional western films.

The museum's theater will also
present special film festivals and
screenings. For the serious-
minded there's an 8,500-square-
foot library.

Fittingly, the museum will be
launched with a week of special
events, including a VIP party,
music and entertainment—with
Autry riding herd over the entire
affair. Boasts the museum's
executive director, Joanne D.
Hale, "We expect the museum to
become the most popular western
collection in the world."

—StMfl Crccagard

LOS ANGELES

NOVEMBER I98(
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I believe that photography, both as an
experience and as a result, can create a spot
or corner of beauty in our lives. A
photograph can quiet and uplift an otherwise
impossible day. It can return the maker and
the viewer to a more balanced existence that

is so elusive in our modern world.

—David S. Gray

WE GET LETTERS...

and notes, which are fun, and we share...

Dear Editor:

Enclosed is my subscription renewal. I have thoroughly
enjoyed the 3-D NEWS over the years. I am 74 years
old and don't take many 3-D pictures but I'm trying to
get my grandson interested. We both enjoy free
viewing the pictures you put into the NEWS, and he
shows them to his friends. Thanks for the NEWS.

— Ruth Pizzanelli

Orlando FL

Dear Editor:

Sid, an avid reader of your NEWS and a stereo
photographer in our Club (Vista Camera Club, San
Francisco), was over here the day I was doing our own
Club's newsletter. The Vista Reporter. He asked me if
I had seen the letter from Tim Cardinale in the 3-D
NEWS, and said he thought I should try it for our
paper, with no explanation, just to see the reaction.
(Some, but not all, of our members can free view a
printed stereo image.) I did, and I got some positive
comments at the Club when our paper was handed out!

Now that another member will be doing The Vista
Reporter for awhile, I hope I can use the free time to
experiment with stereo images on my computer. I could
use input from other stereo computer people.

—Erlys Jedlicka
1907 23rd Ave.

San Francisco

94116

Dear Editor:

I was informed that you edit the Stereo Club of
Southern California's newsletter 3-D NEWS. I would
like to subscribe to the newsletter, or even become a
member of SCSC.

But first of all I want to introduce myself: recently
I became 19 years old and I'm living in Stuttgart, the
capital of the German "State" Baden-Wurttemberg.
Baden-Wurttemberg is situated in the southwestern part
of the Federal Republic of Germany. Stuttgart is at
approximately 200 km south of Frankfurt and 200 km

west of Munich. The region around Stuttgart is the
richest area in Germany. Our area is highly
industrialized but there are also many forests (e.g.
the Black Forest) and vineyards. The automobile was
invented in the part of Stuttgart where I live (in Bad
Cannstatt, founded by the Romans) in 1886 by Gottlieb
Daimler. So the car plays an important role here in
Stuttgart. There are two famous car factories in
Stuttgart: Mercedes-Benz and Porsche. But also car
supply firms are situated here, e.g. Bosch and Mahle.

Stuttgart had approximately 560,000 inhabitants.
There is an old castle directly in the town center and
there are also some famous museums.

I have practiced 3-D since 1982 and I am a member of
three different stereoscopic associations: The
"Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Stereoskopie" (Germany),
since 1987, the "NSA" since 1988, and the
"Stereoscopic Society", also since 1988.

Last year I built my own stereo camera made from two
Chinese "Seagull KJ-1" cameras.

At the moment I'm working at a 3-D Data Base, the
"International Stereoscopic Data Base", called "ISDB".

Could you please send me a copy of your NEWS? I would
be pleased about a quick answer. Thanks a lot and all
the best wishes to sunny California, (at least I hope
so; at the moment we have about 0 C).

—Alexander Klein

Tannenbergstrasse 36
D-7000 Stuttgart 50
West Germany
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Summer Convention Happenings

It was an interestingly different Convention on
several counts. The setting was in the condo resort
of Innesbrook (near Tarpon Springs FL) rather than a
"convention" hotel. It was early September. The
weather was something unexpected in sunny Florida:
rains ranging from standard to torrential the whole
week. And attendance was considerably lighter than
expected overall from the world of the Photographic
Society of America. There were less than fifty (I'd
guess)fellow stereo enthusiasts in the group. But all
that worked to create a special bonding among those
who made the journey.

Without being planned that way, the line-up of
programs was something of a tribute to the 150th
anniversary of the invention of photography in 1839.
A lecture on "French Tissues" covered the beginning
days of stereo imaging on into the early days of
stereo photography. The presentation of initial
accessions to the Stereo Hall of Fame took us back to
the very beginning of the modern era, with masterworks
of stereo notables of that time. And a 3-D A-V "New
Guinea - 7 essays" looked backward to a social
watershed between the ancient and modern era in the
lives of its peoples. The best of today's stereo was
on show in the PSA International (two showings), the
Slide-of-the-Year selection, the Sequence Exhibition,
and a beautifully presented showing of "Flowers".

Tomorrow was on screen in a how—to lecture on stereo
with a single-lens camera. It is of special interest
that upward of two—thirds of those involved in
producing and presenting those events and running the
Stereo Center in Innesbrook can be found in the SCSC
Membership Directory.

That light attendance of stereo enthusiasts is
attributable in good part to stereo demographics. The
whole of the southern USA east of the Sierra Nevada is
something of a stereo desert, with a relatively few
stereo clubs and loners here and there. The 1989 PSA
Convention is set for a geographic desert area —
eastward across the hills in Scottsdale AZ. The
agenda of events is not yet formally announced, but
word has it that it may include two world—class stereo
programs worth traveling half way around the world to
experience. Block off September 11-16 on your
calendars and start feeding your piggy-banks.

—Mel Lawson

The Critic

Good photography can be in the eye of the beholder.
Pictures some people find captivating will leave
others cold. If you believe there are subjects
everyone will agree on, think again. I ran into a
fellow who wanted to know what sort of pictures I
took. When I mentioned nature photography as one of
my interests, he sneered, "Oh, you mean little
waterfalls, light streaming through trees, flowers,
junk like that."

As it turned out the man had a twisted view of nature

photography because he had a twisted view of nature.
The point is, whatever subject you choose to photo
graph there will be someone wondering why you are
interested. One day you will meet your critic.

The worst moment is when you are in the process of
creating. As you concentrate on your subject — best
angle, lighting, depth of field — a voice cries out
incredulously: "What are you taking a picture of that
for?" The voice destroys your train of thought and
you are angry. You whirl around to find Mr.
Know-it-all staring at you. "That's a stupid thing to
take a picture of," he says smugly. The subject can
be anything from rocks, an old door, smoke stacks,
traffic at night — things the critic wouldn't take
pictures of if he ever planned to buy a camera.

You can try to Ignore him, only to be frustrated by
his presence. Or you can explain why your subject
will make a good shot. This puts you in the awkward
position of defending a photograph that hasn't been
taken. It's true the most unlikely subjects have
produced fascinating images, yet some things we are
attracted to don't pan out on film. We pick up the
disappointing results and wonder why we chose this
subject matter. The critic plays on your doubts.
After all, it is only a pile of rocks, an old door, or
smoke stack which isn't important subject matter. You
worry that if the images don't turn out, you've wasted
your time.

Often, the finished photo doesn't match our mental
image because we've made mistakes in exposure,
composition, or we were there at the wrong time of
day. There is nothing on this planet that can't be
turned into a good photograph by someone. Keep
returning to the place until you get the shot you
want.

"What do you see?" I ask the critic while pointing at
my subject. He tells me it's nothing. I reply that
it's his problem because I see something fascinating.
Don't let the negative attitude of others put a damper
on YOUR enthusiasm.

—Patricia Miller

Camera Canada
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David Starkman's 3-D Diary

DFO SHOT WITH NIMSLO!

The September 1988 Issue of "UFO Universe" (sent in by
Tony Alderson) contained an article on the March 25/26
UFO Conference which took place in Eureka Springs,
Arkansas. The story is so strange I have to quote
verbatim from the article:

"Although many ufologists remain skeptical regarding
the sensational photos of clear and bulky,
metallic-looking spacecraft taken by a local
businessman-turned UFO contactee - nicknamed "Mr. Ed",
Andrus and the upper echelon of MUFON (Mutual UFO
Network), as well as Dr. Bruce Maccabee of the Fund
for UFO Research and the abduction author Budd
Hopkins, believe the case and photos are real. The
latest news on the case, said Andrus, were a series of
10 shots of "a long cigar-shaped object with many
lights" taken by Mr. Ed with a Nimslo 3-D camera,
sealed with wax, supplied by MUFON.

Walt Andrus opened the sealed 3-D camera and handed
the ASA 400 color print film to a photo laboratory at
a press conference in Pensacola. Andrus stated that
this could develop into one of the most significant

cases in UFO history." Readers who want to know
further details should contact MUFON in Seguin, Texas,
where the results of the ongoing investigation are
currently being published in their monthly journal."
Reported by Antonio Huneeus.

Your Contributing Editor is a bit sceptical, too, but
assumes the significance of the 3-D camera is the old
theory about the difficulty in faking a 3-D photo.
Flaws become immediately obvious upon stereo viewing.
Still I'd love to see the Nimslo prints...

NEW 3-D MOVIE

You won't see it at your local theater, but I recently
attended a screening of a new 3-D film called "XEN".
It isn't your normal 3-D film (are any of them?) in
that it is actually intended to be shown as a
background to a live music concert performance. XEN
combines stereoscopic film, 2-D film and video, and
stereoscopic computer generated imagery.

The idea is interesting, and the 3-D quality was quite
good, although often a bit too arty and abstract.
Seeing it in a screen room, like a normal film,
instead of as its intended background location, made
one a bit more critical as well. After a few minutes
it became a bit boring and repetitious. Still, it is
fun to see new ideas and experimentation in 3-D. The
^•^itial performances of this "3—D Movie Concert" are
all scheduled in Europe. For information about
pososible future USA performances contact: Cathy
Monnier, 8957 Keith Ave., West Hollywood OA 90069.

LIMITED EDITION VECTOGRAPH NOW AVAILABLE

Although they were developed in the 1940s by Polaroid
Corporation, Vectographs are one of the rarest forms
of 3-D images. To the naked eye a vectograph looks
like a plastic laminated "fuzzy" or double-exposed
print on silver paper. When standard polarized 3-D
glasses are worn the print suddenly becomes fully
three dimensional - equivalent to looking at a black
and white stereo print pair in a stereo viewer! The
image is actually made from varying densities of
polarization, polarized at different angles for the
right and left views!

Vectographs were used extensively during World War II
as a superior means of presenting stereo views of
topography or equipment assembly to the troops. The
high cost of production, limit to black and white
(color is possible but even more expensive and
difficult), and difficulty of production all combined
to keep the Vectograph from becoming commercially
popular. In fact, just about all of the vectographs
produced since World War II have been made for use in
eye testing.

Susan Pinsky of Reel 3-D Enterprises has been a
collector of Vectographs for several years, and found
that many others shared her enjoyment of vectographs,
but could not find any of their own. By special
arrangement with the only commercial producer of
vectographs (for eye test charts) she arranged for one
of her favorite images by Steve Aubrey to be produced
in a limited edition of 175 vectographs.

The image, titled "City Escape", depicts a series of
spheres, containing images of the buttes of the
southwest, floating over a hyperstereo of New York
City with a hyperstereo cloud filled sky. The
vectograph measures 4" x 6", and comes framed in a
presentation folder with a signed and numbered
certificate of authenticity and a pair of plastic 3-D
glasses. Price is $64.95 plus $3.00 shipping and
handling (OA residents add 6.5% Sales Tax). To order
or for more information write to Reel 3-D Enterprises,
PO Box 2368, Culver City OA 90231, or call
(213)837-2368.

There is no fascination for me in the exterior
appearance of people. In many situations we
are the intruders upon a natural scene. But
nature has more time to wait, and in the end,
will win out. Without constant attention she
creeps back in to retake what was wrestled
from her grasp.

We change so many things merely for the sake
of change. Nature does not. We seek to
change the environment to meet our own needs,
whereas nature changes the needs to meet the
environment. When man was part of nature, his
ways were adapted to the environment. I
prefer to approach photography in this manner,
as part of my surroundings; a reaction to it,
not upon it.

Beauty does not fade; it only changes form.
In the passage of the seasons, we see a
substitution of one form for another. It is
in this natural rhythm that things take on a
different appearance. It is this process of
maturing that modern man finds unacceptable.
He does not concede the true beauty of a
mature scene.

—David S. Cray
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PROBLEMS SET BY STEREOTELEVISiON

Marc Chauvierre
Consulting Engineer

France

IEEE Transactions on Consumer Electronics, Vol. 34, No. 2, MAY 1988

INTRODUCTION

At the 1978 Fall conference
of the IEEE in Chicago, the
author described a process for
obtaining three-dimensional TV
pictures that could be watched
directly without glasses. The
system was based on the use of
matricial emission and reception
scanning (Figs. 1 and 2) with
vision through a lenticular
network. '•

Since then the system has
been used by different
laboratories with positive
results, in particular by the
CNET (National Center for
Telecom Studies) in France,
particularly by Jacques
Guichard^. In this regard, the
work of Matsushita in Japan
should also be noted. However,
the results obtained by Jacques
Guichard were in black and
white only, while Matsushita's
solution was very complicated
and expensive, requiring five
cameras and five synchronized
video tape recorders. It was
therefore not practical for
general use.

FROM BLACK AND WHITE TO COLOR

Two possible solutions should
be considered: flat screen or
projection. Flan screen

Fig. 1

Fig.

Use of • ientiaiUr sAcei for itertoscopicreccp*
(ion in lelevision. b) etbocular meet, b) viewinc
throu|h a lenticularibe'et:thv picture b divideo
in vertical stripsI and 2. IFar eachdioptre, each

consists in placing on each
diopter of the network two REV
triple lenses, one for the
picture on the right and one for
the picture on the left (Fig.
3) .

However attractive this
solution may appear to be, it
is extremely difficult in
practice, particularly with
regard to the necessary
connections for the electronic

switchover. Each pixel would
have to be on the same plane
for each color, which would be
difficult to realize. That is
why the most realistic solution
lies in using the projection of
three independent RBV pictures
onto one lenticular screen,
using matricial scanning with
variable transparency and a
constant light source.'' This
system is currently the easiest
to produce at the industrial
level.

Besides, matricial scanning
insures the exact geometric.al
position of each pixel,
allowing each of the three RBV
pictures to rest perfectly upon
the other, which is not the
case in using a cathode ray
tube. Industrial optics,
moreover, have succeeded in
producing serial high
performance lenses.

The projections also permit
the realization of large format
pictures which are more and

strip conesDonds to one eye. c) frouping of a
ienticuiai tneet wiib matricial scanning. Strips
of right and left picture (RP and LP) are
Bppbed to each aioptrc.

LP
RP

Matricial tcinnini applied to 3 DTV. At (he
emiiiioB. a left piael(LP)anda rightpiael(RP)
ere formed on two sensible surfictt «ith an
idrniical miiriciel scanning At the fcccption,
both pixels ate located tide byside in front of a
kniicular sheet thanks to an electronic tmitch.

H one of the ways is suppressed, we get a bi-
dimensional picture.So. the systemb compa
tible elecitonkaily.
LP. Left picture — RP. riihi picture
MP. monoscopic pieiure. TP. iridimeniional
picture.

Fig. 3

Fig. t

n

Fig. 5

Fig. 6

EM

more in keeping with the tastes
of television viewers. It would
be irrational to consider 50
inch diagonal cathode ray
tubes.

Several positions can be
envisaged to realize the
proposed system — for instance
using, as in Fig. 4, the
"Trimescoper" solution in which
we obtain the superposition of
three RBV pictures with the
classical arrangement of two
semi-transparent mirrors Ml and
M2 placed scale-wise. The

resultant color picture is
projected onto the screen with
the lenticular network using
the lens "O". At "S" three

independent light sources are
shown.

We have the same principle
of projection, but to gain room
the semi-transparent mirrors are
crossed mirrors (Fig. 5).
Modern optics permit mirror
couples in which the crossing
line does not appear.

A more sophisticated solution
is shown in Fig. 6. A single
light source combined with a P
prism, 0 lens and two crossed
mirrors is employed.*

In this case, the three
matricial screens cause the
picture source to work by
reflection, not by transparency.
In Figures 2, 3 and 4, we
imagine that the spectator
stands in front of the

lenticular network. In the
opposite case, the diopters of
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the network

spectator.
are facing the

POSITION OF THE VIEWER IN

RELATION TO THE LENTICULAR
NETWORK

We have neglected so far the
position of the viewer with
regard to the network when a
lenticular network is being
used. Indeed, if we just use
two elementary bands of pictures
by diopter, it can be shown
that to obtain the cerebral
coincidence of two pictures, the
viewer must have a certain
position with respect to the
network. The right position is
in approximately a 30 degree
angle. This is a constraint
which is not prohibitive, but it
is one objection to the system.

In the article cited (1), it
was indicated that a concavely
curved lenticular network (Fig.
7) much improved the angle of
vision. If we proceed by
projection, the realization of
such a screen is not

impossible.
In the present state of

affairs, it seems that the best
solution consists in the use of
several cameras. Matsushita's
process proposes five cameras,
but as in the photoprocess
NIMSLO, four lenses may be
sufficient^ (Fig. 8).

Such a process may be
extrapolated to the use of a

A1 ei Of A3 B3 C3 03

Application of matricial acanning
to 4 lantlcuiar screen with four pictures.

pixas -

LINE

Ouincuncial arrangement doubles
the number of connexions.

3-D NEWS

lenticular network in
television, by the combination
of matricial scanning and
numeric analysis in order to
place four picture elements by
diopter, each one corresponding
to one of the shooting lenses.

In this field, we must take into

account the research and the

results achieved at the
Heinrich Hertz Institute in

Berlin (West Germany) by
Reinhard Borner, who uses four
(or six) projectors with slides
(Fig. 8).

Consequently, it is possible
to extend the system to
television, as Borner suggests,^
but only if we use matricial
scanning, which alone allows the
exact geometrical positioning
of each pixel in relation to the
optical system (Fig. 9).

But in the case of four

cameras, each matricial screen
must restore four pieces of
information for each pixel,
which causes connection

problems. Positioning the
pixels in alternate rows allows
for a better use of the surface

of the screen and makes the

mounting, in particular,
easier.

THE PROBLEM OF THE PASSING BAND

Studies of the broadcasting
of tri-dimensional pictures
reveal another electronic

difficulty -- the unavoidable
increase of the passing band.
At first sight, we have to
double it for the conventional

stereoscopic solution and make
it four times larger in the
case of a process using four
lenses. This is not

necessarily accurate for
several reasons. On the other

hand, the picture elements lost
in bi-dimensional definition

reappear in the impressions of
distance in the background.
This is obvious in systems
where the two pictures of a
stereoscopic couple are placed
side by side (or one upon the
other) on a television (as in
the Delbord process in 1948).

But to go further, it should
be noted that the system of
band compression based on the
redundancy of the identical

J
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pixels in regular television
can be applied to three-
dimensional television.

Indeed, if we compare two
pictures of a stereoscopic
couple (or several pictures of
a more complicated system), we
observe that there are a lot of

identical pixels, particularly
in the background. It is then
useless to transmit them if we

memorize them. We go back in
this case to the basics of
transmission in the "Delta PCM",
which is so much easier to
apply. In matricial scanning
and in two alternate pictures,
each pixel has a determinate
location. Another way to reduce
the passing band is by using
frame memories at the receptor,
which permits lowering the
picture frequency at emission--
consequently reducing the
passing band and avoiding the
problem of flickering at the
reception end.

Finally, we must not forget
that forty years ago the
transmission of color required a
band three times larger than for
a similar picture in black and
white; the NISC solved the
problem. Let us hope it will be
the same for 3D TV."*

1. Chauvl«rrt, M*rc, "Metrical Scanniag for Thr«a*OlB«nsiooal
Talavialon," Chicago Fall Confaranca, 1978.

2. Jacqnaa Guichard, "Tranaalaalon of 3D Moving Picturaa." SPIB
Incarnatlonal Tachnlcai Confaranca, Ganava, April 1983.

3. J. Robart, "Liquid cryatal Coaplax Matrix Displays," Laboratoira
d'SlactroDlqua at da Tachnologia da 1'Inforaatlqua" (L.E.I.I.),
dranobla. Franca.

4. J. Donjon, R. La Papa, G. Maria, and B. Monod
Acta Blactronlca. 1975, 18, 103-16.

5. Kasays of HXMSLO,
Dacaabar 1982, No. 19.
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6. Ralnhard Bomar,
1987.

'30 TV Projaction," ilactronlcs and Powar, Juna
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Dear 3-D NEWS-ers:

When I wrote my first letter to the 3-D NEWS with the title "Here We Go" I
was partly speaking for myself. I was one of the many "picture-takers"
who did not know the finer points of photography. But I DID know that
those finer points exist — like composition, color saturation, S-curve,
etc. 1 have collected 43 books on photography, 4 of which are about
stereo or stereo cameras. 1 have perused these over the last two years
and picked up some ideas, but I have not arrived at a specific plan for my
education.

By taking the latest Club Outing 1 have learned of some interesting
subjects. Some places 1 would like to go back to for more serious study.
Particularly, 1 would like to re-visit the Vendanta Temple — sunlight
coming through the windows and a single worshipper would make a
contemplative scene. Thanks to Ray Zone and seven others, it was a fun
little walk; 1 learned that 1 look at the neighborhood differently when 1
am walking and have a camera available.

Claire and 1 have been interested in the California

Missions and are determined to visit each and to take

stereo pictures of each. The purpose will be to satisfy
our own personal urge, but 1 hope to make a historical
photo essay with them. So ^ar we have recorded 7 of the 21
missions and will probably take another three years to
complete the project.

1 was visiting the San Diego Mission recently and
encountered a couple who were alternately taking pictures
of each other; they had been too timid to ask anyone to
help them. She was taking a picture of him sitting on a
bench in front of a fountain when 1 offered to assist. She

gladly accepted, gave me the camera and ran to sit next to him in the
middle of the bench; they were very cozy and excited, but my limited
book-reading told me to position them to one side of the scene and to
place important elements of the fountain at thirds in the frame. The
picture will remain a record shot, but 1 believe it was improved by those
minor considerations.

These are the discoveries that turn a novice into an enthusiast. Some

people are gifted with an inherent "feel" for the elements of good
photography. Others who are not so gifted (like me) must learn those
elements from books, discussions, from friends, and from practice. Not
all pictures are intended for competition; those that are not may still
fall in the category of "good pictures" and should be encouraged. The
pleasure of viewing good pictures follows.

MEETINGS: The ihiid Thursday of each monlh at 7:30 pm at the Los Angeles Photo Center, 412 South
Parkview St., Los Angeles. Visitors and guests always welcome. MEMBERSHIP: Annual Oues-Single/$ 15;
C.ouplc/$18: Patron/any additional amount. All due July 1. New membeiship dues aie prorated tor tii>i
partial year. Send new dues to Membeiship Director. SUBSCRIPTIONS: The 3-D NEWS Is published
rnonihly and iniluded with membership. $10 for 12 issues for non-meinbeis; send fee to l-D NEWS Pditt»

RECEIVED J.AN 1 0 1389
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Stereo Activity Calendar

1989
January February

S M T W T F S S M T W T F S

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 12 3 4

8 9 10 @ 12 13 14 5 6 10 11

15 16 17 18 @20 21 12 13 14 15 @ 17 18
22 23 24 25 26 27 @ 19 20 21 22 23 24 25
29 30 31 26 27 28

WED JAN 11 Meeting of the Pasadena Stereo Club at
Victors Restaurant In San Gabriel

THU JAN 19 Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30
Third Club Competition for the year, and
the TOTM Is "Allen"

SAT JAN 28 Judging of the Hollywood Stereo Exhibition
In Glendale — all welcome

TUE JAN 31 Copy deadline - February 3-D NEWS

TOE FEB 7 Showing of the Hollywood Stereo Exhibition
at the Jewel City Camera Club, First
United Methodist Church, 134 No. Kenwood,
Glendale, 7:30

WED FEB 8 Showing of the Hollywood Stereo Exhibition
at the Pasadena Stereo Club, Victors Rest
aurant, 900 West Santa Anita, San Gabriel
7:00 dinner, 8:00 show

THU FEB 9 Club Board Meeting. Contact Greg If you
would like to volunteer your house as the
meeting place

THU FEB 16 Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30

Member & Subscriber Update

Good reading Is extended to these new NEWS subscribers

YOSHIHIDE BANDO

1805 Crandon Lane

Schaumbury XL 60193

RALPH V. DANIELS

445 So. Ridge Lane
Payson UT 84651

S. R. SLATER

PO Box 72935

Fairbanks AK 99707

Christmas Footnotes

Stan White from Oakville, Ontario, Canada, sent along
the following bits. The 3-D cartridges and the 3-D
glasses are available from Consumers Distributing,
which has outlets throughout the Toronto area.

With respect to having your picture taken with Santa
at Simpsons, Stan noted that they were using a box
like camera with the expected 4 lenses on the front.
The camera seemed to be equipped for bulk 35mm film,
and the label on the camera read "Image Technology
Inc., 3D Imaging System, 3731 Northcrest Rd., Suite 13,
Doravllle GA 30340." Prints offered appeared to be 5x7
Nlmslo.

Missile
Defense
3-D*
#803-692
Reg. 59.99

*3-0 glasses required

\e.V

Zaxxon
3-D*
#803-718

Reg 59.99

3-D Glasses
Use with 3-D cartndges to
get adventure that jumps
right off your T.V.screen.
« 803-700 Reg. 79.99

Save $10

SIMPSONS, THE
STORE FOR

YOUR EVENTS!

SANTA CLAUS HAS
ARRIVED AT
SIMPSONS!

Simpsons Qowfitown
and

Simpsons Scarborough
Town Centre

Simpsons would
like to help you cap
ture Christmas '88
in 2-Dimenslon,
Video, and A World
First 3-Dimension,
photography. Ex
clusive to Simpsons
this Christmas have
your child photo
graphed with SANTA on the Trh Floorin3-Dat
.Simpsons Downtovm. Until Christmas Santa
wiM tie here at Simpsons Downtown and Scar
borough Town Centre to help you make your
child's wish come true.

Please Join Us!
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"I think you're looking for 3-D."

Looking Backward to...

... December 15

It was heavy rains, high water, and stalled freeway
time, but still the Club had a great Christmas Party
at the Photo Center on December 15. The crowd was a

little thin, but most everyone brought some goodies to
eat and the social mixing made up for the light
attendance. No one went away hungry, that's for sure.

One of the highlights of the evening was viewing a set
of slides by Larry Brown done to the theme of "Red".
Larry has a real knack for spotting red objects —
fire engines, cars, pretty girls In red outfits — and
capturing the full saturation of the red on film. It
Is always Interesting to see what red objects Larry
will come up with next.

By the end of the evening, the rains had tapered off,
but everyone was way too calorled-up to adjourn to IHOP
as usual for a late night snack.

Pasadena in San Gabriel

The Pasadena Stereo Club will be meeting on Wednesday,
January 11, 1989 for 7:00 Dinner and Stereo Show at
Victors Restaurant In San Gabriel (near the Mission).
The Dinner Is $10. Call Audrey Herron 24 hours In
advance for reservations (818)573-2686. For other
questions, call Oliver Dean, President (213)635-2400,
or Gregory Hooper.

Let's Join Together...

...January 19

CALLING ALL ENTRIES

This Is a reminder that the January 19th Club meeting
will feature our Third Monthly Competition. I
encourage all newcomers to make a very special effort
to enter their work at this competition, because these
events are the major opportunity to showcase your best
efforts at creativity and experimentation with the
medium of 3-D. Lest we risk stagnation, we need a new
and envlgorated turnout, and that means new people
bringing fresh new slides, and going home amazed and
delighted at how they looked on the screen.

The Theme of the Month (TOTM) for January Is "Allen".
It's a tough subject, but you've already had a few
months to think and plan your entry. Remember to mark
your entry card with an asterisk (*) to Indicate which
slide (one In each category) you are entering In the
TOTM competition.

—Jim Murray, Competition Director

Movie Division News

The Movie S.I.G. (Special Interest Group) hand Its 4th
Quarter Meeting at Bill Shepard's home on December 3,
with twelve members In attendance: Larry Brown, Doris
Chu, Earl Colgan, John Hart, Jody Kravltz, Jim Miller,
John Rupkalvls, Bill Shepard, Alan Williams, and Wes,
Erin, and Gregory Western.

The theme for the meeting was movies In wldescreen or
"scope". We screened films almost continuously until
midnight on an eight by three-foot screen. Using Wes
Western's new Elmo GS-1200 super-8 projector and Kowa
anamorphlc lens, the films were bright and sharp
throughout. The program Included a ride on the
Goodyear blimp and a descent Into the Grand Canyon.
Also shown were several professionally produced
Cinemascope films Including cartoons, trailers, and
newsreels. A condensed version of the horror movie,
"The Fog", made everyone fearful about having to go
home In the dark of the night.

Our next meeting will by on Saturday, March 4, with
details to follow In the NEWS. Call Bill Shepard or
John Hart for more Information.

—Bill Shepard, Group Reporter

Workshop News

A very special "Thank You" Is extended to Sylvia
Slkes, FPSA, for the workshop she conducted on
November 26. Sylvia was ready, willing and able to
offer as much advice on all-around good 3-D
photography as the attendees requested. Unfortun
ately, attendance wasn't very great, with all sorts of
things getting In the way like the Holiday weekend,
broken water pipes (mine!), etc. It was a magical
opportunity, and we're all a little sorry that It
didn't work out better. Sylvia's vital Interest In
the Club and stereo photography showed through In her
willingness to conduct this affair. Thanks again,
Sylvia!

— David Hansen, Workshop Director
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If the average photographer could divert his
interest in types of camera, lenses, light,
etc., to what he photographs and why he
photographs it, the world would he filled with
good photographers.

—Edward Steichen

INSIGHTS:
MEMBERS TALK ABOUT THEIR SLIDES

The following two write-ups were received as requested
by the Editor. It is always interesting to read about
the hows and whys of other folks' photography, and a
big "Thank You" is extended from all the readers to
these to competitors whose slides scored so high in
the November competition.

"DEFINE BIRD" by Susan Pinsky. This is a macro shot
of a baby bird (which was, unfortunately, dead) on top
of a Funk & Wagnall definition of a bird. The shot
was inspired by the bird, which was found on our
driveway one day. When 1 saw that this haby bird must
have fallen from a nest and couldn't be saved 1

decided to put it to some use. 1 brought it in the
house and tryed all kinds of shots with it. 1 layed
it over a calendar with baby chicks and took some
pictures. 1 surrounded it with tiny stereo equipment
and added a pair of very tiny 3-D glasses to its tiny
face and documented it every which way. But the most
successful was the combination of baby bird naked skin
and flat white paper with black text defining what a
bird is. 1 shot this with my Realist Macro camera,
using Kodachrome 25 with a strobe. Macro shots are
fun to take, because the camera has no viewfinder, so
you have to compose an area approximately 23/4 inches
square. Most of ray shots are nothing special, but
occasionally one turns into something quite
interesting. The contrast of textures and "life" are
the elements that seem to me to give "Define Bird"
impact and elicit audience reaction. Next time maybe
you'd like to see some more of my cadaver shots?

"HINDU TEMPLE" by Satoshi Uesugi. Thank you for
asking me to write something about this slide. 1 took
it at a temple that is located in Malibu Canyon. It
was a very beautiful day with blue skies and plenty of
natural light. 1 used my friend's Revere camera, and
the film was Kodachrome 64. 1 always use a hand-held
light meter to take a light reading, but 1 don't
recall what the reading was for this shot. This
temple and all the buildings connected to it are very
beautiful. Everything is white, and makes a great
colorful contrast with the blue skies (when they are,
blue, that is) and the surrounding greens and browns
of the forest. It is also a good place for stereo
photography, as the buildings have so many angles and
a great number of carved Hindu deities on them. Also,
it is a very nice place spiritually — a sense of
peace and harmony is there, and after one is fed by
this, you can go downstairs and purchase a very
delicious vegetarian meal to also feed the body.

Dear Editor:

1 enjoyed the latest issue of the 3-D NEWS. 1 like to
read everything lean on 3-D.

The NEWS readers might like to know that stereo cards
are now being made in Great Britain and you may choose
from sixteen different designs. It is hoped that
further new designs will be available early in 1989.

The cards are anaglyphs (not lenticular prints) of
excellent quality, cell-wrapped and supplied complete
with envelope and cardboard-framed 3-D glasses. Four
of the cards carry messages: "Best Wishes", "With
Love", "Congratulations", and, last but not least,
"Happy Birthday". The modern designs were created by
director Olive Ross of the publishers. Stuffed Cards,
and were photographed by David Burder. Four cards
are reproductions of antique views; others are
interior views of factories, including a canteen with
many rows of chairs at different levels; and some are
of girls trying on clothes — old advertising shots
for the Spirella Company which made foundation
garments.

If someone is not aware what 3-D really is, show him
or her cards numbers 8, 9, 10 or 11. The rest are
also excellent — 1 can really recommend them — but
these four have outstanding relief. Single cards are
available at greeting card shops in London at £1.50
each. You may get them also directly from: Stuffed
Cards, 23 Beak Street, London W1 3LB, Telephone
01-439 7311.

In a few weeks 1 will have to write my final exams. 1
will have finished school early in May, 1989. So 1
hope to be able to visit the ISU Congress which will
be held here in Germany. 1 hope to meet some of your
Club members there.

Sincerely,

Alexander Klein

Tannenbergstrasse 36
D-7000 Stuttgart 50
West Germany

Computer generated l"
Richard Ogle
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Stereo Exhibitions Calendar and News

Closing - Oakland Stereo Exhibition
Closing - Hollywood Stereo Exhibition
Closing - Rochester International Exhib.
Forms - James Nonneraacher, PC Box 12778,
Rochester NY 14612

Closing - Wichita Stereo Exhibition
Forms - Dee Moss, PC Box 8012 Munger Sta.,
Wichita KS 67208

WED MAR 15 Closing - Chicago Lighthouse Exhibition
Forms - Carl Koerber, Jr., 3608 Wenonah,
Berwyn IL 60402

FRl MAR 17 Closing - Southern Cross Exhibition
Forms - Valeria Sardy, PC Box 9655,
Canyon Lake CA 92380

There is lots of exhibition activity coming up, and
everyone is invited to participate. Write for the
forms# and if you haven't ever entered before you will
find the forms quite self-explanatory. Contact some
of the more active Club members for assistance if you
need it.

Things are also looking up this year with the number of
stereo exhibitions to be held. S4C here in Southern

California is gearing up for a 1989 exhibition, with a
closing date in mid-July. And it looks as though
there will be a "First Rocky Mountain Stereo Exhibition"
with a closing in November, conducted by Dave Morison.

Remember that we have an exhibition judging right here
in Southern California on January 28. This is for the
Hollywood Stereo exhibition and it will start at 9:00
AM in Clendale at Carlson Hall, First United Methodist
Church, 134 No. Kenwood. Everyone is invited, and
this is the only showing of all the slides submitted.
No further invitation is required — come on by to see
the slides.

WED JAN 25

WED JAN 25

SAT FEB 18

WED MAR 8

3Dmt is on its way I

The International Conference on Three-Dimensional Media Technology will
be held at Montreal's Grand Hotel, May 30, 31st an^ June 1st. .1989,

3D media researchers from countries including Canada, Japan, Sweden,
Great Britain, USSR, France, Germany, Czechoslovakia, China and the USA
will present the most timely information and demonstrations on the state
of the art.

Technologies continue to be challenged as researchers forge ahead in their
search for a more real view of the world through the use of
communication media. The 30mt agenda is divided into six thematic
categories which will cover 3D film, television , holography and sound.

This innovative meeting of media minds will include screenings of classic
and contemporary 3D films. There will be live demonstrations of
three-dimensional television systems and conference participants will be
able to register for practical holography workshops, where they can
create their own holograms.

3Dmt will run in parallel with PRODUCTION '89.

For more information and registration details, please contact;

30mt Organizing Committee
Bryan Building, Rm. 315,
7141 Shorbrooke St. W..

Montreal, Quebec.
H4B1R6

Holograms now accurately represent dimension
and color for real objects and computer images

Holochrome
New techniques create the best
full-color holographic images

For decades the stereoscopic Im
ages called holograms have Im
parted a remarkable impression

of depth, but the color has been either
monochromatic or distorted. Now in

vestigators at the University of Oxford
and the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology have created the first hol
ograms that faithfully reproduce the
colors of real objects or computer
images. The coloring techniques will
greatly enhance the artistry and accu
racy of holograms and should lead to
Improvements in medical imaging and
computer-aided design.

At Oxford, Paul M. Hubel and An
drew A, Ward combined advanced la
ser technologies and film materials
to create full-color holograms of real
objects. Their strategy, first reported
in the British Journal New Scientist,
was to create three holograms with
three different colors of laser light and
then combine the images into one full-
color hologram.

To create a hologram of a coffee
mug containing colored pencils, for
example, the Oxford investigators be
gan with red laser light at a wave
length of 647 nanometers (bilUonths
of a meter) and a film that was sensi
tive to red light. As in any hologram,
the laser light was split into an object
beam and a reference beam. The ob
ject beam was aimed at the mug and
pencils so that red areas reflected the
red light. The reference beam was di
rected so that it emerged from behind
the plane of the film. The light waves
from the reference beam and the
waves from the reflected beam creat
ed an interference pattern, which was
recorded in the film. A second expo
sure was made with green laser light
at 528 nanometers and a third one on
the same film with blue light at 458
nanometers. The two films were devel
oped. When the films were glued to
gether in the proper register and illu

minated with white light, the holo
gram re-created all the original colors.

At M.I.T., Stephen A. Benton, Julie
L. Walker, Wendy J. Plesniak and Mi
chael A. Klug transform objects stored
in computers into three-dimensional
color images known as stereograms.
The stereogram consists of many ver
tical holographic strips representing
successive perspectives of an object;
seeing two different perspectives, a
viewer perceives depth.

To produce a stereogram of a car,
for instance, the MXT. team first gen
erated a three-dimensional image of
the car on a computer screen and
made a photographic slide of the im
age. The slide was inserted into a de
vice that controls a film holder and a
laser. The unexposed film was masked
to expose a strip about a millimeter

wide. The laser projected the slide
onto the film, creating interference
patterns like those that would be cre
ated if light were reflected from a real
car instead of from a computer image.
After the first exposure, the computer
determined a second perspective of
the car, the film was advanced to the
next strip and the laser projected onto
the film a second slide showing the
second perspective. The process con
tinued until the desired number of
perspectives were recorded.

To create a color stereogram the
computer separated the image of the
car into basic color components: red,
green and blue. A stereogram for the
red component was made on the film.
Stereograms for the green and then
the blue components were made on
the same piece of film with red laser
light, but the film was chemically al
tered during the exposures to produce
the colors. After the film was devel
oped it revealed a full-color stereo
gram of the car. The M.I.T. team has
applied its technique to create color
holographic images of the heart from
magnetic-resonance imaging and of
bismuth atoms from a scanning tun
neling microscope. —Russell Ruthen

SoENTinc American Nctvember 1988

First time on skis?
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Super Bowl gets anadded dimension: 3-D Los Angeles Herald Examiner

Tuesday, December 20,1988

NEW YORK — NBC will
broadcast a three-dimensional
Super Bowl halflime show in
January, and Coca-Cola Co. will
distribute 20 million pairs of
special glasses so viewers can
soak up the full effect, it was
announced yesterday.

Network executives said the
program would be the first live
3-D broadcast on network televi
sion and potentially the highest-
rated Super Bowl halftime show
ever.

The annual game for the NFL
championship traditionally at
tracts one of television's biggest
audiences, but the ratings
usually dip between halves. NBC
expects 54 million households to
tune in to the Super Bowl.

NBC Sports executive pro
ducer Michael Weisman said the
3-D presentation was the latest
in a series of innovations the
network has tried in connection
with football broadcasts.

During its 1986 pre-Super
Bowl show, NBC broadcast a
"silent minute" to give exhausted
viewers a break from commer
cials, and a few years earlier, it
broadcast an entire regular sea
son game with no announcers.

Although viewers will need
the glasses to get the 3-D effect of
the 12-minute halflime show and
a special 45-second Diet Coke
commercial that follows it, the
picture will appear normal for
viewers without glasses.

The special effect is the prod
uct of a new technology called
Nuoptix 3-D, developed by Terry
Beard, founder and head of the,
Los Angeles-based Nuoptix As-l
sociates Inc.

The patented process avoids
distortion or double-imaging of
the picture for those who do not
have the special glasses.

Coca-Cola said local bottlers-
will distribute the special glasses
with purchases of Diet Coke for
about two weeks in advance of
the Jan. 22 contest.

Not content to let a volley

HE CIVHJZED
THE WEST

by Josephine M. Pelican
As three gun-slinging cowboys on horse-,

back rode intohis Santa Fe Railroad diner, the
manager, diminutive grey-bearded Fred Harvey,
stoodhis ground. Refusing to serve them, he
calmly ordered them to leave.

Theastonished patronswatchedthe triowith
draw. Ashort time later they walked back in,
put on jackets and sat down at a table. When
asked why they left instead of fighting, their
leader replied, "Heck, that darned food smeil-
ed so good, we decided we'd rather eat than
kick up a fuss."

sound in the cola wars without
responding, Pepsi-Cola Co. an
nounced separately Monday that
its Diet Pepsi brand has agreed to
be the official sponsor of NBC's
NFL player talent show to be
broadcast before the game. The
talent show will match NFL play
ers in competition as singers,
dancers and comedians.

Calling the announcement "a
surprise move," Pepsi's executive
vice president of marketing and
sales, Michael Lorelli, said "Diet
Pepsi's end-run on Diet Coke just
signaled the start of an intense
ofT-the-field battle."

Asked about Pepsi's announce
ment at the news conference
where he announced the deal
with Coca-Cola, NBC's Weisman
said the network had not settled
on sponsorship of the pre-game
talent show.

But a Pepsi spokesman. Tod
MacKenize, insisted that Pepsi-
Cola had returned a signed con

tract to NBC last week and that
the deal was done.

Coca-Cola, based in Atlanta,
and Pepsi-Cola, base.d in Somers,
N.Y,, dominate the $43.2 billion
U.S. soft drink business.

Diet Coke is the best-selling
diet soft drink and the third
biggest seller overall with about
8.2 percent of the overall soft
drink market, while Diet Pepsi
ranks second in the category and
fourth overall at 5.2 percent.

The two soft drink giants are
always on the lookout for splashy
new ways to boost anticipation of
their commercials and get big
audiences for them.

Pepsi-Cola, for instance, sent a
film crew to the Soviet Union
earlier this month to shoot an ad
that will feature an all-Soviet
cast. The company announced its

,• plans as Soviet leader Mikhail
Gorbachev was visiting New
York.

Coca-Cola has been looking for

a way to get wide attention for its
planned 3-D commercial. It had
planned to run a 3-D commercial
on the final show of the television
series "Moonlighting" last spring,
but the show was canceled be
cause of the strike by the writers'
union and the ad was never made.

Michael Beindorff, vice presi
dent for advertising at Coca-Cola,
said at the time it became evident
there would be no 3-D episode of
"Moonlighting," the company

halted production of the 3-D
glasses after 20 million were
made.

He said he had been ap
proached with dozens of oppor
tunities to showcase a 3-D
commercial, but rejected them
until the Super Bowl opportunity
came along.

"This is not just a few minutes
"or a couple of special effrects,"
Beindorff said. "It's not just pre-
game fluff or a post-game throwa-
way."

Ihree don glasses: Nuoptix president Terry Beard, left, Coca-Cola ad executive Mike Beindorff and
NFL executive vice president Don Weiss try on "Nuoptix 3-D" specs at New York press conference.

It was stories likethese about Fred Harvey
that earned him a title, "Civilizer of the West."
Theopening of Fred Harvey's dinerin1876in
the Santa Fe Railroad depot at Topeka, Kansas
ushered in an era of refinement and gracious
dining in the West.

Before then, good food and decent places
to eat were seldom found west of the Missi
ssippi. Although the railroads helped settlethe
West, they hadn't bothered to offer any food
or fresh water for their passengers.

Passengersusually had to grab a biteat a
crowded depot dinerwhereservicewasterrible
and the food worse. The trains made only
15-minule stops, and before a hungry
customer had tasted his dish, the whistle
blew, and he had to leave his food to make

a mad scramble to reboard the train.

FredHarvey's Topeka diner, however, rapidly
acquiredareputation forgoodfood, fast service
andcleanliness. Not onlypassengers, butevery-
one in town flocked to the railway eatingplace.

"Weals by Fred Harvey" became so pop
ular that the railroad put Fred in charge ofall

j their depot diners. He Insisted, however, that
lunch and dinner stops be lengthened to 30

j. minutes so the passengers could sit andenjoy
their meals. He told the. conductors to take

I orders Vi hour before the train's arrival and
telegraph them ahead, so when the customers
entered the diner their sizzling steaks and
succulent chops were ready to be served.

The shrewd restauranteur also decided that

a littlefeminine attractiveness may be good for

business. Advertising in Eastern newspapers
for ladies "18-30, ofgood character, attractive

•and intelligent," he hired the popular Harvey
Girl waitresses. But so many of the girls ran
off to marry eligibleWesterners that Fred had
the girls sign statements, promisingto return

•halftheir wages if theydid notfinishthe year.
Emily Post would have approved of Fred's

spanking-cleandining roomswithcrisp, white
tablecloths, shining cutlery and dinnerware. if
he founda tablecloth hanging unevenly, how
ever, he tore off the cloth and fired the help.
Healso hada strict customer dress code, keep
ing a fewalpaca jackets for coatless clientele.

By1901,Fred Harvey and the Santa Fe Rail
road owned 15 hotels, 47 first-class restau
rants and 30 dining cars. Thanks to Fred Har
vey, civilization had finallyarrived in the West.
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photomathods I November 1988

BY WILLIAM G. HYZER

From the very beginning of hu
man civilization, man has yearn
ed for better ways to realistically

depict the world around him. Ancient
cave drawings portraying strobo-
scopic-like views of running animals
were creative attempts by primitive
artists to incorporate a sense of mo
tion into their pictographs. Later,
painters added color to their work,
and artistic craftsmanship gradual
ly improved over the centuries. In
spite of these advances, the aim of
naturalistically depicting a three-
dimensional world on a two-dimen
sional canvas or photographic print
remains even today a stimulating
challenge to some and a total mys
tery to others.

It is interesting to note that geo
metric perspective in paintings is a
relatively modern artistic invention.
During the Middle Ages, perspective
was ignored entirely. Artists in the
14th Century realized that familiar
objects appear smaller at greater dis
tances from the observer. They be
gan to apply this idea to their work
without really understanding the
geometric principles involved. The
Italian architect Filippo Brunelleschi
(1377-1446) is credited with discov
ering the concept of vanishing points
in perspective and the physical laws
by which objects are foreshortened in
breadth, height, and depth as they
recede into the distance. Italian art-

Many
imagemakers...are
totally unfamiliar

with the workings of
the eyes...

ists were quick to apply these the
ories to the art of the day. resulting
in a surge of realism in artistic ex
pression. It was then left up to Al-
brecht Diirer (1471-1528). the Ger
man painter and printmaker. to cod
ify and document the scientific prin
ciples of perspective as we now un
derstand them.

Monocular 3-D. In spite of these ad
vances. painters continued to be per
plexed by the problems of depicting
a three-dimensional scene on a two-

dimensional canvas. It was Leonardo
da Vinci (1452-1519) who suggested
that a sense of three-dimensionality
in viewing a painting is vastly im
proved by observing it with only one
eye. Readers can easily check out
this visual phenomenon by viewing
a photograph or television scene first
with both eyes and then with one eye
covered. Most observers notice a star
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tling difference in the sensation of
depth within the image. The effect is
greatest, of course, for images with
prominent details in both the fore
ground and distant background—a
pastoral scene framed by trees in the
immediate foreground, for example.

The depth effect for many observ
ers is greatest when the image is
viewed monocularly through the
dominant eye. Eye dominance is sim
ply determined by looking through
both eyes and pointing the index fin
ger at a distant object. Without mov
ing either finger or head, close one
eye and then the other. The position
of the finger relative to the object be
ing pointed to will remain unchanged
when viewed through the dominant
eye but will shift away from the ob
ject when viewed through the oth
er eye.

It is unlikely that da Vinci under
stood the scientific principles under
lying this visual phenomenon. Even
today, many imagemakers who are
well versed in their craft are totally
unfamiliar with this effect and other

workings of the eyes that are major
factors in visual perception. This is
unfortunate because pictures are
produced to be perceived, which
means that the viewer's perceptual
process is a vital component in pic
ture production. The photographer
who understands these phenomena
can put this understanding to effec
tive use in producing images that
better meet his objectives.

Processing Visual Information. Re
cent research findings support the
view that visual information is pro
cessed simultaneously in three dif
ferent portions of the brain. The hu
man eye is commonly compared to
a camera. Luminous images are
formed on the retina in a fashion sim

ilar to the formation of images on film
in a camera, but here the analogy
ends. Neural tissues in the retina

consisting of rods and cones convert

There are several
cues to depth or

three-dimensionality
in the visual

field.

these luminous signals into elec
trical ones, in which form they are
transferred to the brain for process
ing. One area of the brain processes
color information: another area

handles spatial data, while a third
processes information relating to ob
ject motion and depth. Information
from these three centers provides us
with our overall perceptions of the
objects or scenes being viewed.

Cues to 3-D. There are severed cues
to depth or three-dimensionality in
the visual field. The predominant cue
is made possible by binocular vision
or stereopsis: namely, the viewing of
a scene at a slightly different angle
with the left £tnd right eyes. A some
what similar cue is provided when
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the head is shifted sideways or when
one moves about within the scene.
Relative movements between objects
in the foreground and background
provide the brain with the informa
tion required to ascertain depth with
in the visual field. Objects that move
within the scene also provide us with
this kind of information. A good ex
ample of this is the pastoral scene
framed by trees mentioned earlier.
The fluttering of leaves in the fore
ground against a stationary back
ground accentuates their location
close to the observer.

Other visual cues of three-dimen
sionality that are unrelated to binoc
ular vision or movement are perspec
tive. visual focus, relative sizes of

familiar objects, and environmental
effects. Perspective and relative sizes
of objects are probably the most im
portant of these other cues. Visual
focus also plays a role because as the
eyes scan a vast landscape, feedback
from the brain controls the muscular

contraction and relaxation within the

eye that permits us to direct our
acute attention to specific elements
at various distances within the scene.

There are also several environmen

tal factors that affect our depth per
ception. Atmospheric effects are one
example. Atmospheric haze in a land
scape diffuses the outlines of faraway
objects and mutes their color inten
sities. The directions of light and
shadows in a scene are also impor
tant. Backlighting a foreground ob
ject separates it from its background
and accentuates depth. Foreground
objects merge with their backgrounds
under fiat frontal lighting, thereby
subduing the sensation of depth
within the scene. It is also interesting
to note that the area of the brain in

volved with depth perception is col
orblind; it is sensitive to contrast on

ly. which backlighting enhances.
Overcoming Stereopsis. Now let's

consider how these various visual

phenomena influence the observer of
a two-dimensional painting or pho
tograph. Unless the picture consists
of a stereoscopic pair of images, bin
ocular viewing is of no use at all to
the observer. In fact, stereopsis ac
tually plays a negative role in depth
perception. The reason is simple. In
viewing a fiat painting or photograph,
both eyes see exactly the same im
age. The spatial relationships between
foreground and background details
are identical in the left- and right-eye
views. Since stereopsis is the predom
inant cue to depth, the brain con
cludes: "This scene is flat". Moving
the head from side to side and focus
ing the eyes on various elements with
in the scene are of no help either.

These phenomena are detrimental
factors that need to be counterbal
anced by controlling perspective,
lighting, shadows, placement of fa
miliar objects, and environmental ef-

' fects if a sense of depth is to be con
veyed to the viewer. They present a
challenge to painters and photogra
phers alike. Those equipped with a

•fundamental knowledge of the psy-
tchophysics of vision are the ones best
prepared to understand how flat im
ages are perceived by the viewing
public and to include that under
standing as an integral part of the
picture-making process.
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A click of the shutter, a crank of the film, and you've
caught forever a significant bit of life.

Ever since I was 14, when I received a Brownie Box
Camera, the exciting challenge of making a picture, of record
ing a fragment of time, of selecting an image set in the vast
matrix of nature has been uppermost in my mind.

The camera was a chance gift perhaps, but with its magic
a flood of ideas came over me. If I could only go over there
and snap that, and that, and that, —each experience became
an exciting adventure. Such was the foundation for what was
later to be my life's work as a practicing professional and
later as a college instructor of creative photography.

I can remember like yesterday the first image I ever took.
It was an early summer evening. Long shadows crept across
the foothills. I saw two horses on a slope with long grass
waving in the wind and box elder trees off to the side. Moun
tains rose stark and somber in the background. What a thrill
came over me when I pushed the shutter release, though
actually the scene was common enough in the Rockies near
Pike's Peak when I was a youngster.

Besides horses, I think my next and certainly more ambi
tious adventure was to photograph a nest containing a half
dozen young magpies.

First, I had to scale a pine, then I had to judge the right
angle for light to enter the nest. The latter was not an easy
task since magpies build a heavy stick nest complete with
a sturdy roof.

Finally, I got the entrance enlarged enough to make pic
tures, but by then, it seemed the whole magpie citizenry of
El Paso County, Colorado, had convened to harass me. I
could not think much less perform with my fixed-lens box
camera. In a flurry of whirring wings, stabbing beaks and
raucous caws, I called it a draw and slid down the tree.

A similarity of circumstances occurred during an adven
ture only last summer while on assignment in Ceylon to
photographwildlife. Wecame upon a mother elephant and her
five year old standing listlessly beside a waterhole. We saw
at a glance that there was also a baby elephant lying at the
mother's feet.Shewasgently"rocking" the prostrate form back
and forth with her ponderous foot, but the little one didn't stir.

Receding ripples in the water from what appeared to be
an old log some distance away indicated what had happened.
The littleelephant had apparently goneout in thewaterbeyond
the safety of its mother. In a flash his trunk was seized by a
huge crocodile and the baby had been pulled under and
drowned before the mothercouldcome to the rescue. Though
dead, she was still trying to revive her yotmgster.

Suddenly she trumpeted and rushed into the jtmgle. Our
guide turned to us wide-eyed and waved his arms, "charge,
charge," he yelled, part in Singalese (one of the languages of
Ceylon) and part in English.

Well, I'll tell you it didn't take us long to figure out what
was aboutto happen. We sprinted for the jeepjustas shecame

Willis Peterson

APhilosophy ofSeeing
thundering out of the jungle from the opposite direction,
trunk up and trumpeting in earsplitting crescendos. Believe
me, there is nothing quite so overwhelming as an elephant
bearing down upon you. •

As wejumped into the jeep, mylight meter thongs became
entangled with the legs of the tripod, and the meter spun
into the path of the elephant. But we were safe. The driver
slammed his foot onto the throttle and headed the vehicle
for the easiest escape route.

Looking back we saw the gray monolith of the jungle
trampling over the ground where we had just been. •

Of course, in reminiscing there is a far cry from a magpie
attack to an elephant charge, but the thrill in seeking to catch
the intimate glimpse of life is the same.

Searching for and defining this intimate glimpse or this
essence of life, I think, is the key to successful nature or art
oriented photography.

Many times it simply is a matter of abstraction. I always •
ask my students —is that the simplest way you can see your
subject. Invariably, the simplest wayis the most effective, and
certainly simplicity is elegance when handled in a creative
manner. •

A typical forest scene, for example, may have too many
elements in the confines of the picture frame, perhaps too
many trees, perhaps too many shadows, perhaps too many ,
rocks, or whatever, to be really effective as a story telling
composition. The solution is easy.

Zero in on the most interesting, the most vital portion of
the picture arrangement. ThiB, the whole intimate glimpse, •
or essence of the scene may be reduced to a glistening droplet
of dew clinging to a branch of pine needles, or mat of fallen
leaves lying between the roots of an old stump, or a clump of
fimgi creeping along a rotting log, or a beam of light breaking
through a filigree of leaves, all may tell the story or reveal
the essence of a forest more poignantly than a distant overall
shot.

There are times, of course, when you simply cannot
reduce your image to such a small vignette. Then your pic
torial is of such vibrant strength andoutstanding composition
that such a procedure would water it down. The essence,
then, becomes the whole scene and this is what we want to
communicate.

The final result is always the more selective and the more "
powerful way of seeing an object. Every nature portrayal,
as in any creative expression, must have a vibrant theme, or
statement. Thus, through the stateinent the viewer can iden
tify and find a pointwith which he can interreact. '

So in any photographic approach, to recreate in subtle
image form the shyness of a woodland creature, the fiWte
design of a leaf, the crystalline texture of sand, the exuberance •
of living which seems to exude from all wild things, becomes
my search for a theme based upon what I feel is the essence
of life. • • •

ARIZONA HIGHWAYS
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From The President

There is an old saying, "Once you have organized an International
Exhibition, you look at them differently thereafter." I attended
the Hollywood International Exhibition the last Saturday in January,
and had a familiar experience. Top quality slides were shown in a
relaxed club-like atmosphere.

The morning began with coffee and cookies and a friendly chat; then
the lights were dimmed and everybody took their seats; the title
slide was shown for a brief period while we got settled and our eyes
adjusted to the light. The judges did not hesitate — they knew
what they were seeing and scored each slide carefully but
definitely.

There were over 130 entrants, each submitting
four stereo slides for a total of over 520.
Three-quarters of these were judged in the
morning with a break at the halfway point. After
a relaxed lunch, the remaining quarter were
judged and the award-winners were selected. The
judging took about 7 hours including lunch; there
was a businesslike pace, but it was not so rushed
that the subject matter could not be appreciated.

Behind the scenes were the conductors of the
and Jerry. They put in many hours assembling and marking the slides
so that they could be shown and subsequently returned to the owners.
Just the mechanics is a major endeavor. Even more admirable is the
effort they put into producing a show that is worthy of the slides
that are selected. My hat is off to them.

Perhaps I look at what goes into an exhibition differently because 1
was involved in two and am preparing for a third. I had an
experienced exhibitioner, Oliver Dean, to note who was who in the
stereo world (literally) and told me what to look for in their
slides. There were about twenty people in attendance at the
Hollywood judging, mostly members of the SCSC and Jewel City Clubs;
but somehow I was more aware of the 130 that entered from around the

world. These are people that I am beginning to know, though I will
never meet most of them.

Organizing an exhibition means looking at it from the inside. And
the more you look, the more you learn to see. I will be working on
that one for many years to come.

exhibition. Rick

MEETINGS: The third Thursday of each month at 7:30 pm at the Los Angeles Photo Center, 412 South
Parkview St., Los Angeles. Visitors and guests always welcome. MEMBERSHIP: Annual Dues—Single/$1 5;
Couple/$18; Patron/any additional amount. All due july 1. New membership dues are prorated for first
partial year. Send new dues to Membership Director. SUBSCRIPTIONS: The 3-D NEWS is published
monthly and included with membership, $10 for 12 issues for non-members; send fee to 3-D NEWS Editor.

RECEIVED FEB - 8 1989
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Stereo Activity Calendar

February
S M T W T F S

1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8 @ 10 11

12 13 14 15 @17 18

19 20 21 22 23 24 25

26 27 28

March

S M

5 6

12 13

7

14

W T F S

12 3®
8 9 10 11

15 @17 18
19 20 21 22 23 24 25

26 27 28 29 30 31

THU FEB 9 Club Board Meeting - Contact Greg Hooper
THU FEB 16 Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30
TUE FEB 28 Copy Deadline - March 3-D NEWS - Get all

that good stuff to the Editor
SAT MAR 4 Movie Special Interest Croup Meeting -

Contact Bill Shepard
THU MAR 16 Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30

Fourth competition for the year

• •

• •

• •

%•
•••
• •

• •

• •

• •

vMSi.oo DISCOUNT WITH THIS COUPON v.:.:.:.:-:-:

SPRING 1989
USED CAMERA & EQUIPMENT SHOW

SELL - SWAP - TRADE - BUY

SUNDAY—MARCH 5, 1989

^Machinists Hall—2600 Victory Blvd.

A NON PflOFir SOCIETY

BURBANK, CA — CORNER BUENA VISTA

DOORS OPEN 10 J0 A.M..4:30 P.M. —ADM. $4.00

- BRING YOUR CAMERAS ( JUNK TO SWAP OR SELL -
THOUSANDS OF BARGAINS IN ANTIQUE & USED CAMERAS.

LENSES. DARKROOM. MOVIE. SLIDES. 30 STEREO. IMAGES. BOOKS

ONE COUPON PER TICKET

X-X-X$1.00 DISCOUNT WITH THIS COUPONXvX-X*:

V

X

X

X

Member & Subscriber Update

A hearty welcome to these five new Club Members:

ALLEN DEEVER

SUSAN DEEVER

5806 Bolivia Drive

Buena Park OA 90620

H (714)522-3897

MICHAEL PALM

LARRY PALM

1840 N. Wilton Place

Hollywood OA 90028
H (213)871-1259

KEN TUCKER

403 W. 7th St. #203

Long Beach CA 90813
H (213)491-4600
W (213)781-7441

Good reading extended to these new NEWS Subscribers:

STEPHEN J. EIDEN

3326 N. Key Drive D-5
North Fort Myers FL 33903

DAVID W. RAMM

3200 So. Sepulveda Blvd. #C-15
Los Angeles CA 90034

When you read an editorial like this one, you
appreciate all the more what we have within our Stereo
Club — a union of 3-D photographers who produce, view
and appreciate the very best 3-D photography around.
Let all the others talk of 3-D trash; our small circle
has at their disposal something much better — our own
SCSC and its talent and resources.

Los Angeles Herald Examiner, Sunday, January 22,1969

Through glasses, darkly
Of all the fads and fancies of the

1950s, who would have guessed that
one of the most fleeting, the 3-
dimension movie craze, would now
be making a comeback? And not on
the silver screen, but on the TV
screen, in programs like KTLA's
Rose Parade coverage and the Super
Bowl half-time show?

The parallax principle, creating
an illusion ofdepth from flat images,
had been used in devices like ster
eoscopic-postcard viewers for more
than a century. But then Hollywood
hit on the idea of exploiting it in a
desperate bid to woo back its errant
audience from television.

No matter that the maiden com
mercial effort in 1952, "Bwana
Devil," was a dog— it barked in 3-D,
and was an instant smash. Within the
year, features like "Creature from
the Black Lagoon," "It Came From
Outer Space," "Gorilla at Large" and
"The Mad Magician" glutted the
theaters. Filmmakers threw every
thing from flaming arrows and
spears to giant apes and Jane Rus
sell at their audiences.

But aRer awhile, the thrill was

gone. Besides making you look stu
pid, those awful red-and-green
glasses usually gave you a headache.
Even with advances in the 3-D
process, turning the black-and-white
cheapies into high-quality, f\ill-color
films like "House of Wax" and "Kiss
Me Kate," moviegoers weren't inter
ested. Studios subsequently aban
doned the field so quickly that some
films shot in 3-D, Alfred Hitchcock's
"Dial M for Murder" among them,
were instead released "fiat."

Eventually. 3-D was consigned to
the odd horror or porno flick — who
could forget "Andy Warhol's Fran-
kensteiiL" "The Stewardesses" or
"Parasite." But now, anxious TV
programmers have exhumed the
same process discarded by movie
makers 39 years ago in a bid to
recapture audiences they're losing to
cable and videocassettes.

History suggests they won't suc
ceed. Audiences are seeking quality,
not gimmicks — that's why they left
movie theaters in the first place. But
in the meantime, those who had a
taste for trash in 3-D can dig out
those spectacles and have some fun.
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A Group Standard

Name Jan. Cum.

Jim Murray 67 191
A: Winter Light on El Cap

HM: Another Boring Half

Dome Winter Scenic

SCSC Competition Standings

A Group Nonconventional

Name Jan. Cum.

Susan Pinsky J 189
Jim Murray 62 188

HM: Sunrite Below

Lone Pine Peak

HM: Copper Top

B Group Standard

Name Jan. Cum

Padric McLaughlin 57
Randy Summers 59
Lee Jensen 56

Dorr Kimball 57

HM: Golden Branches

Steve Mauk

Chuck Bernhardt

A: #i

HM: its

Mildred Hamilton

John Konrad

Satoshi Uesugi
Bob Bloomberg
Jackie Leventhal

Greg Hooper
Doug Miller

HM: Night Parade

Bruce Elliott

Michael Palm 54

180

179

175

175

169.5

169
Earl Colgan
Jerry Walter
David Ratliff

Ray Zone
John Sardy
Valeria Sardy
David Starkman

A: Spider Rock

Rick Finney
Sylvia Sikes

59

56

J

J

62

22

177

125

117

115

94.5

93

93

62

43

56

61

56

Larry Brown 60 183

HM: Airscrew

Susan Pinsky J 181.5

Earl Colgan 59 178

HM: Switzerland

Willis Simms 57 173

Sylvia Sikes 41 166

HM: Shadows

Kathy LaForce 52 163

Marjorie Webster 50 163

Jerry Walter 129

David Hutchison 63 124

HM: S. Maria Delia Salute

HM: Chieaa Degli Scalzi

HM: Hotel Cavaletto

Nathan Wong 118

David Ratliff 115

John Sardy J 90

Valeria Sardy J 90

David Starkman 60 90

HM: Bijou I89i

Rick Finney 61

Bill Daggett 58

Ray Zone 58

A: Cecropia Pattern

B Group Nonconventional

Name Jan. Cum.

Dorr Kimball 57 181
HM: Gorilla

Willis Simms 74

Bob Bloomberg 67
Bruce Goren 18 59
Mildred Hamilton 55 55

HM: Autumn in the Park

Alan Williams 21

58

58

169

110

98

66

61

58

58

56

54

Cumulative Results as of 1/28/89.

Judges: Susan Pinsky,ValeriaSardy, John Sardy

First time entrants;

Greg Hooper, Doug Miller, Michael Palm.

J indicates member judged and score is averaged. Theme of the Month (Alien): Winners: Larry Brown (Twin .SO's)
Marjorie Webster (I BUe My Nails)

Jim's Musings

IS ANYBODY OUT THERE?

I have some good news and some bad news.

First, the bad news. Participation in the
competitions seems to be dwindling. After a good
turnout at the November competition, the January
turnout was paltry. We are getting a fair amount of
new interest and participation; at each competition we
get a few people who have never entered before. This
is good. What is not good is a rising number of
dropouts: people who used to enter consistently but
who are now seldom seen. Why is this? If you know
why, or have some ideas about how we can improve
participation (in competitions and in the Club in
general), please come to the next Board Meeting. It's
at Greg Hooper's place, Thursday, February 9th, at
7:30; call for directions or details. And the
munchies are free.

Now for the good news. 1 am impressed by the
dedication and creativity of some of our newer
members. You may have seen some of Dorr Kimball's
recent entries in the competition. Dorr is shooting

hyperstereos of zoo animals with a dual SLR camera
rig. He uses two different cameras, one with a fixed-
focus lens, and one with a zoom lens. He then
"tweaks" the zoom lens until it has the same focal
length as the fixed focus lens. Now that's
dedication! I have been trying to get Doug Miller to
enter some of his work in the competitions, and he
finally obliged. Doug creates stereo art from magazine
artwork using a paste-up technique. 1 hope to see
Doug give us a short slide show on his work at one of
our upcoming meetings.

Remember that the "Theme of the Month" (TOTM) for
March is "Brown". Brown, of course, is Ray Zone's
favorite color, so 1 expect to see 100 percent
participation in honor of our once and former Club
President. You might even consider dressing in brown,
as well.

Incidentally, if you see any apparent errors in the
competition results posted in the NEWS, don't hesitate
to call or write me so 1 can fix the problem. What
with all the makeups and judges scores averaged, it's
easy to mess up.

—Jim Murray, Competition Director
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Marjorie's Musings

A funny thing happened to me at the January 1989
Stereo Club meeting. As Hospitality Hostess, I
gathered 13 new names and had the visitors
acknowledged. I hurriedly picked up 3-D glasses with
a quick check re: smudges. As the dissolve 3-D
Special by Susan and David began, I was seeing double
images. I had seen these slides before and I knew how
they should look.

I was standing beside our former President — layed
back and loveable Ray Zone — and I exclaimed: "I
think my eyes are going! Everything looks double to
me!" (I've been on medication and thought that was ray
problem.) Ray checked my glasses and found one lens
missing! He hurriedly obtained another pair and I
enjoyed the remainder of the show and the competition
slides. (I had Ray destroy the glasses; suppose some
guest got them?! They would have been very confused
and probably never come back and think we were all
crazy to show such weird slides.)

At home, I have about 100 pairs of 3-D glasses of all
types. That evening, I actually considered taking a
pair to match my outfit of lavender and purple! "The
Case of the Missing Lens" was solved. A first for me.
Imagine that. After over 35 years of viewing and
showing my 3-D slides to thousands in my classes and
lecture audiences. Live and learn.

And on to another subject... I loved the GCT Theme
inspired by Oliver Dean. I like to new TOTM: "Theme
of the Month" extension. January's category was
"Alien". I have many thousands of- 3-D slides from
which to choose, but most are lovely scenes and
subjects, or are of beautiful people. I recalled a
slide taken in a museum — a weird figure suspended
from the ceiling, with extended webbed hands, with all
the nails missing except the pinkie one. Hence, the
title "I Bite My Nails". The face was quite gruesome.
In fact, it must be the ugliest subject I've ever
photographed. But it was a winner!

—Marjorie Webster

Outing News

On Saturday, December 17, 1988 — a date which will
live in infancy — the Hollywood Hills were suddenly
and deliberately invaded by a select cadre of Stereo
Club members on a nostalgic, stereophotographic (and
polysylabic), walkabout. Ably led by Ray "Mr.
Hollywood 3-D" Zone, our group consisted of the
following: Larry Brown, John Grieg, Club President
Greg Hooper, and his wife, Claire, Lee Jensen, and
John A. Rupkalvis. For the names of those members who
did not attend, please see the latest Club Membership
List.

One of the first stops on our walk was the famous
Nathanael West apartment house. Local inquiry
revealed that Mr. West was not at home, having died in
1940. Realizing we were 48 years too late, we all
resolved to be more punctual in the future. We also

agreed that if Mr. West were alive today, he woulJl
have little to write about, because Hollywood has
improved immeasurably since his "Locust" days.

Another interesting stop on our tour was the Vedanta
Temple, Hollywood's "Little Taj Mahal". The late
afternoon light was perfect for photographing this
exotic location. We also spent some time in the
adjoining Temple bookstore and gift shop, where I, for
one, became quite incensed.

After our conversation, we blissfully ascended further
into the Hills, passing several houses and apartments
which might have been inspired by the illustrations of
Pyle, Parrish, and N. C. Wyeth. We even saw a "Hansel
and Gretel" house. However, to our keen
disappointment, we failed to find a "Jim and Tammy"
house.

Every dwelling
in the Hollywood
Hills seems to

have its own

guard dog. Some
of these animals

even roam the neighborhoods in packs. Attack dog
etiquette is vital in such areas. If approached by a
large vicious dog, please observe the following rules:
Do not advance; do not retreat; do not stand still;
don't look at the animal, but don't take your eyes off
him either. If this fails to deter the beast, extend
your least important limb as a piece offering. All
seriousness aside, we found that the real danger is
from the other end. The best advice is: always watch
your step!

Upon reaching the summit of our excursion, our
Hollywood Seven paused to observe the non-city of
Hollywood sprawling below in all its storied glory. We
thought (Don't worry, I'm a mind reader) about the
future: Will Hollywood continue to be a light unto the
world? Will its filmmakers still produce quality
movies, without regard for profit? Will its
atmosphere ever lose its famed crystal clarity? Will
its motorists be as courteous, and law-abiding? Will
its streets and parks still be clean and safe? Will I
every finish this report? Only time will tell.

As Night Must Fall, we hiked Home from the Hill, Out
of the Past, and Back to the Future of our own era.
Pleasant reflections on what we had seen were soon

replaced by worries about returning to our cars
alive, and in one piece.

In closing, finally, I thank the above named
individuals for their participation, particularly Lee
Jensen, for his pluck in keeping up with the rest of
us; and our "Duce for the Day", Ray Zone, who
organized this outing. If you would like a copy of
the itinerary we used, please send a SASE to Ray. So
long for now, and keep reading the 3-D NEWS.

—Larry Brown, Outing Director

m
Travel Town

Forest Lawn Dr.

at Zoo Dr,
Los Angeles 90027
(213)662-5874

A unique vehicular museum displays a
great variety of ancient and modern types
of transportation equipment
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for t^ewer

^ Making Good Pictures

3-D photography Is fun to take and fun to view. But
it is twice as much fun to view when the photographer
has applied special care and gotten the very most out
of the subject. In fact, this is where the "art" of
stereography comes in. Let's look this month at "Point
of View".

There are only two ways to handle a subject in photog
raphy. The first way is "point-and-shoot" in which
the person behind the camera snaps away at the first
sighting, simply to get it down on film. The second
way involves deliberate and conscientious action. In
the latter the photographer studies the subject and
sights the subject from a variety of viewpoints before
settling on the view or views to be recorded.

All very good, you say, but what should the photog
rapher be looking for? The paramount question in mind
should be "What is the subject, and how can I best
record this one subject?" We frequently see pictures
in which it is impossible to discern the subject —
that which the photographer was actually trying to
record — and undoubtedly it was also vague in the
photographer's mind too. As elementary as it sounds,
ALWAYS asks the question "What am I taking a picture
of?" Once you have the answer firmly in your mind,
the rest is easy. You simply find the best viewpoint
and lighting for that particular subject, and only
that subject.

Going along with that would be avoiding any extran
eous or distracting elements, and avoiding clutter.
Shooting against the sky is one way to avoid clutter.
It also means avoiding wasted space. Make every area
count in the picture and contribute something to the
overall effect. Fill the frame.

"Subject" is not the same as "center of interest".
For instance, the subject may be a quaint street
scene; the center of interest may be two shawled women
who are standing talking within the scene. Or, the
subject may be gnarled trees against the sky, where
the center of interest is a contrasty or textured tree
branch highlighted by a shaft of sunlight. The point
is, include in every picture an element that is the
center of interest.

Now comes the relationship of "center of interest" to
"subject". There are good and bad arrangements.
Avoid dead-center placement of center of interest.
The third points within the framing are much better.
Always think in terms of balance. Top to bottom;
right to left.

Look for unusual angles. Not every picture has to be
made from eye level. Consider higher and lower
vantage points if it might enhance the subject.

To make a slide work as a unit^ it is generally best
not to have a continuous vertical or horizontal line

cut the entire frame. In the case of a horizon,
always break it with a tree or branch or other
compatible element. Don't split the picture. And to
make a stereo slide really work, try to include

material in the foreground, middleground, and
background for that continuous 3-D effect.

So there we have a few guidelines;

1. Include a center of interest

2. Put center of interest off to one side

3. Avoid wasted space — fill the frame
4. Avoid clutter

5. Avoid split pictures
6. Look for balance

7. Try unusual angles
8. Seek continuous 3-D planes

And there are many more that we could talk about. But
most important, these are all controllable with point
of view. Move around with that camera. Frequently a
small shift in camera location will make a dramatic

difference in final product. A few steps forward or
backward will always change the foreground elements.
Should they be included? Well, answer the question
"Are they an important part of the subject?" That
should always be your first consideration.

Light glorifies everything. It transforms and
ennobles the most commonplace and ordinary
subjects. The subject is nothing; the light
is everything.

—Leonard Missone

Ithink my mistake was telling
the sculptor to"surprise me'.'

Stereo Exhibitions Calendar and News

SAT FEB 18 Closing - Rochester International Exhib.
WED MAR 8 Closing - Wichita Stereo Exhibition
WED MAR 15 Closing - Chicago Lighthouse Exhibition
FRI MAR 17 Closing - Southern Cross Stereo Exhibition

The Exhibitions for 1989 are off to a great start,
with both Oakland and Hollywood judging on January 28,
with a very large number of entrants. Hopefully this
trend will continue throughout the year. Don't keep
those slides to yourself; share them in the
Exhibitions.
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hOLLYwoqD
On Page One, Greg shares some nice thoughts about the
Hollywood Stereo Exhibition, which was judged on
January 28. Here are a few more words to fill you in
on the details. It certainly was a full day of stereo
viewing, with all those slides to be projected and
judged. What a diverse group of slides — 3-D slides
that spanned the entire spectrum of stereo
slideraaking. There were tabletops, blacklight
compositions, special mats and stereo drawings; ultra
close-ups (mating beetles, cat's whiskers); glorious
scenics; portraits and figure studies (male and
female); international specialties (Sydney Harbor,
Philippine terraces, St. Paul's in London, Mont St.
Michel); wildlife (raccoons, whales, hummingbirds,
moths, butterflies, sea horses, a suckling pig);
winter scenes (horse-drawn wagons, snow covered
Southwest landscapes); fun (dog playing chess); mood
scenics (eerie fog through trees); sports (hiking in
the Alps, hot dogging on skis, motorcycles, pole
vaulting, basketball, polo, sailing, track, surfing,
rock climbing, ballooning); soft-focus flower studies;
incredible sunsets, work scenes (threshing, pearl
diving, net mending); night scenes and neon fantasies;
pure-gold autumn reveries; expertly crafted little
A-sprocket and expansive 7-sprocket slides; the
Southwest's red landscape at its finest; architectural
shape and shadow studies; the American Indian; perfect
reflections, color manipulated wonders, and kids doing
kid things. And to top it off, that breathtaking Best
of Show, a wide frame colorful cave view with a
perfect water reflection submitted by a new exhibitor
C. Jay McCreery from Maine.

There were slides from around the U.S, and a very
special group from 7 foreign countries, representing
28 different photographers (Canada, Australia,
England, Scotland, Portugal, W. Germany, and Japan).
There were another 104 entrants from the U.S, making
the total 132 entrants.

It was a little disappointing that more Southern
California 3-D enthusiasts didn't accept the open
invitation to attend the judging, free, with no
strings attached — just to view 3-D all day long.
Because the judging is the real show. A one-shot,
one-time deal where all the slides that are sent in

are projected and viewed. The public exhibitions on
February 7 and 8, which will be history upon this
reading, show only the 40% or so that the 3 judges
wished to be included as the best slides of all those

submitted. But many agree that there were many more
submitted that deserved to be viewed again. But there
are established guidelines for this sort of thing;
hence, the significance of the 100% viewing at the
judging itself.

Folks attending were Phyllis (one of the judges) and
Randy (working cables all day) Rander from Fair Oaks
OA, Harold Whitehouse from England, Larry Brown and
David Starkman (both judges), Claire Hooper, Greg
Hooper (working cables all day), Jim Murray (calling
scores all day), Willard Wilson (who make all the room
arrangements), Maudie Stergis, Earl Colgan, Margaret
Kevan and Susan Pinsky (both working the scoring table
all day). Lee Jensen, Sylvia Sikes, plus the
four-member Hollywood Stereo Committee Bryan and
Gladys Riggs, Rick Finney and Jerry Walter, who are
keeping this thing going and are looking for new
Committee volunteers.

A REAL-TIME AUTOSTEREOSCOPIC MULTIPLANAR

3D DISPLAY SYSTEM

Rodney DonWilliams and FelixGarcia, Jr.
Texas Instruments Incorporated

To bo pubilshod In the Proceodlnga ot tha Society

for Information Display, Anaheim OA,1988.

ABSTRACT

This paperdescribesa multiplanar 3D display system which has
beendeveloped in the corporate laboratory at Texas Insauments. The
display system uses a modulated laser beam which is synchronized
with a moving display surface to address any point in a volume.The
previous physical constraints limiting the varifcxtal tnirror multi-
planar display systems have been overcome providing a potendally
very large and flexible 3D display system. The display system pro
vides true 3D image which can tre viewed from any angle. The
resolutionof thedisplay is limitedonly by thenumber of lasersusedto
address the display volume. Potential applicadons include FAA air
space monitoring, pilot situadonal awareness, weather pattern
analysis, medical imaging, molecular modeling, entertainment and
complex data interpretation.

TNTROntlCTION AND BACKGROUND

The human visualsystem wascreatedtoeffectively see theworld
in a full three-dimensions. Most current computer graphics displays
are limitedto only a two-dimensional representation of therealworld.
This incompatability between thecurrentdisplay systemsand the 3D
world that is being simulated is most pronounced when the user must
determine the 3D relationship of objects or otherwise use visual depth
cues to interpret the displayed information. Such tasks are bcconung
more prevalent as computer systems increase in power and diversity
of applications.

Tasks such as remote manipulation of objects in space, and the
programming of a sixdegreeof freedomrobotarmarc extremely diffi
cult. if not impossible to accomplish, with a 2D display. In a recent
review of the technology for CRT based 3D displays. Hedges and
McAllister, 1987, conclude that true 3D display techniques are be

coming increasingly important in applications where depth perception
is an important part of understanding the relationships among the ob
jects and the scene.

A major need in information display is the ability to simulate, with
as much fidelity as possible, 3D objects in the user's environment.

Tasks such as medical imaging,molecular modeling, computer aided
design, and many others have as their goal to simulate real-world 3D
objects. Additionally, display systems are needed which can help in
the visualizationof the relationshipof objects within a given volume
of space. Applications such as remote positioning, pilot siluational
awareness, and air traffic control need a true 3D representation of the
relative position of objects.

A number of 3D display systems have been proposed, and some
have been offered commercially. These systems fall into threecatego
ries: holographic, stereo-pair, and multiplanar displays.

There are several holographicdisplays which are capable of pre
senting viewers with realistic images. However, these holographic
displaysare typictdlydependant upon the angleof view and cannot be
generated in real-tirtK.Adetailedreview of holographic displays can
be found in Okoshi, 1980, and more recently, in Hodges et. al, 1987.
One limitationof holographicstereograms is that they recordonly flat
projections of anobjectso thatdepthcuessuchasvisualaccommoda
tion are not available to the viewer. While these displays show some

long-term potential, they are by design limited in field of view,and
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typically, thedisplayinformation changes with theangleat whichit is
viewed.

The recentadvancesin stereo-pair displays have made thema vi
able alternative for many applications. They, however, provide a
virtual3Denvironmentwhichcannot be fused by 10%of the popula
tion. While many applications arc suited to the stereo-pair 3D
display, thisdisplaytechnology isnotappropriate for multiple-person
tasks or off angle viewing since it provides a virtual rather than a true
3Dimage. Thesizebarriers havebeenextendedby a largearea laser
scanned stereo-pair projectionsystem developed by Lazerus. The
stereo-pair display technologyhas proven useful In severalapplica
tions, however there remains a number of tasks which need

autosicreoscopic displays which do not require the fusing of virtual
images.

Multiplanar displays usean X,Y,Zaddressable displayvolume by
physically creating multiple planes. Severalprevious multiplanar dis
plays have been developed. A verifocal mirror three-dimensional TV
transmission system which used a vibrating mirror was proposed by
King andBerry in1970. Themost recent commercial multiplanar dis
play is the verifocal mirror display marketed by Genisco as the
"SpaccGraph 3DDisplay System". Thisdisplay uses a vibrating flex
ibleminor to provide theZ axisdisplacement. Thisdisplay system
created a maximum volume of 25 X 25 X 25 cm. with a resolution of

24K points ineach stroke width with 4096 X4096 addressability inX
and Y, and a 30 HZ refresh rate. This display required directional
viewing of a CRTdisplay reflected into the mirror surface.

Multiplanar displays have the advantage that they require neither
binocular orsequential presentation nor the fusing ofvinual images.
They simply create a volume which is used asa display surface. The
ideal multiplanar 3D display system would be viewable from ail angles
and simultaneously by several viewers.

RESULTS

After consideration ofthe advantages ofa multiplanar 3D display,
experimentation was begun to examine various mechanical ap
proaches fordisplacement in theZdimension. Theresultof thiseffort
was the simple, yet flexible multiplanar 3D display surface which is
illustrated in Figure 1.

ROTATING DISK

DISPLAY VOLUME

FIGURE 1: MULTIPLANAR DISPLAY SURFACE

Display Surface

The display disk is mounted on the motor shaft at an angle and
rotates to fill the display volume. The typical display rotates at 400 to
600 RPMscreating a cylindricalvolumewhich is fused by the view
er's eyes. The surface is extremely flexibleas the angleof thedisk to
themotorshaftcan be selectedtoprovidetheoptimumdisplayvolume
for a particularapplication. The use of a transparentsolid cylinder
with a cnuisiuscentangled planardisk can be used to futher mechani
cally stabilize the display surface.

Display System Design

The display system*, as shown in figure 2, consists of a laser beam
which is modulated 100 HZ to 10,000 HZ and synchronized with the Z
dimensiondisplacementof the rotatingdisk which forms the display
surface. The beam is scanned in X and Y and the synchronization of
the modulationwith the rotatingdisk provides the Z dimension. The
disk is translucentprovidingfor theoptimumpersistenceof the3Dim
age which is fused by the observer's eyes.

Display Size

Thedisplaycanbe iheorctically aslargeas theapplication requires
with as many lasersources as is needed to generate thenecessary dis
play elements in real time. The display volumecan be enlarged by
simply increasing thediameter of thediskto meet the application re
quirements.

The typicalresolutionof each scanningsystem is 500 x 500 pix
els. Multiplescanning systems can address the same display volume.
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effectively multiplying the display in units of250,000 X,Y pixels to
achievethedisplayresolutionneededby the viewer. The Z axis reso
lution is determined by the disk rotation rate and the beam modulation
rate. Atypical display would have 5X,Ylaser scanning systems, four
ofwhich would address eachquadrant of thedisplay volume. Thefifth
scanmngsystemwouldprovidea high resolutionarea by overwriting
thesame area as theotherscanners. Figure 3 illustrates thisdisplay
approach. Themultiple scannerdesigncouldbealteredto createhigh
and low resolution areas as the application requires. The laserscan
write on thedisplay surface from cithersideas illustrated in Figure 4.

LASER MODULATOR X AND Y SCANNERS

Z DIMENSION

I IIIH IIIIIIMK

Synchronization
Eieclronics

X,Y INPUTS

MULTIPLANAR DISPLAY SURFACE

FIGURE 2: DISPLAY SYSTEM DESIGN

|H1GH RESOLUTION]

'SCAN areas";;;:
1 SCAN AREA 3 SCAN AREA 4 I

I SCAN AREA 1 SCAN AREA 2 1

I LOW RESOLUTION

FIGURE 3: TOP VIEW OF THE DISPLAY SURFACE

LASER 1

MIIIIIIIIII^

COMMON DISPLAY VOLUME

LASER 2

[lillMllllli

FIGURE 4: MULTIPLE SCANNING SYSTEM

Multiple color lasers (e.g. Red, Green, Blue) can be mixed to pro
vide a full color palcnc for this display surface. These can be
combined by scanning the colors indcpendcnUy and mixing the colors
at thedisplay surface. An aiicmatc approach,as shown in figure 5, has
been developed which will utilize fiber optic "Y's" to combine the
three colors in the proper mix*. The amount of each color is deter

mined by the modulator on that laser beam. Thus the combined time
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scqucnccd fuU colorlaseroutput can then bescanned ontothedisplay
surface.

LASERS
FIBER OPTIC "Y"S

RED

GREEN
PQg X.Y SCANNERS

BLUE

MODULATORS

TO DISPLAY

FIGURE 5: METHOD FOR MIXING OF RGB LASER SOURCES

niis technology hasseveral advantages overexisting 3Ddisplays
forselect applications areas. It is most useful forapplications which
require the following capabilities.

LargeVoiume Displays - Thistechnology hasbeendemonstrated ina
36 inch diameter disk and can be theoretically extended to be ex
tremely large (e.g. 10 foot diameter disk).

Multiple Viewer 3DDisplav - Thisdisplay canbeviewed from allan
gles Simultaneously bya large number ofviewers limited only bysize
and the effectiveness of the display workstation environment.

Variable Resolution Displnvs-Thedi'splny/rpsnliitinn canbcdynami-
cally modified by redirection of the scanning sysiem(s) outputs to
provide the mix of display resolutions required. Theuse ofoverlap
pingscanning systems can effectively multiply the resolution of an
area. Areas of thedisplay which require more resolution can bedy
namically addressed bymultiple laser scanners todisplay the needed
dci.iil.

UTinyc,.-Thi$ display system provides areal 3Dimage which
can be used tovisually evaluate the 3D relationship ofdisplayed ob
jects (e.g. [he separation ofaircraft in holding pattern within a given
volume of airspace).

riVMbililY in nhvsiral implcmcntaiion -Theprevious physical limita
tions of thevibrating mirror approach, themass of themirror, andthe
limited size of the display volume arcovercome bythis display sur

face. The display volume can be designed to fit the unique
requirements of the application (e.g. a weather analysis display re
quires a tailcyliiKlcr and a battlemanagementapplication mayrequire
a large flat cylinder). The use of the transparent solid surface can even
allow for a hardened display surface which can be stabilized for G-
Force tolerance and used in airborne applications.

This display technology is not appropriate for some of the applica
tionswhichcurrently use2D perspectivedisplaysto create3Deffects
(e.g.CAD solids modeling, etc.).nds displayis notappropriate for
use in creating solid objects, area shading and filling.

FOTKNTIAL APPLICATIONS

This 3D display technology can be used for numerous applica
tions. The most near term applications arccharacterized bythe need to'
view real 3D objccis in a volume. The users couid view the objects
from various angles to evaluate the real-time 3D positionof multiple
objects. TlicmostobviousappL^. idonof this typeis air trafficcontrol.

AirTraffic Control - Figure 6 illustratesan artist's conceptof the fu
ture air traffic control station based on the autosicreoscopic

multiplanar 3Ddisplay technology. Thelarge flat cylinder volumetric
display becomesthe focusof die air trafficcontrol task. Multipleop
erators at various levels could view the real-time position of aircraft
referenced to the airpon location. Aiiitudc and protected air space
could be color coded. The controller would use a laser pointing device
to select the aircraft of interest requestingan identification, htultiple
controllers couid interact around the common visual model of the real

world objccis they are tasked to manage.
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RattleMnnnfement - Arelatedapplication isrepresented by thecom
plex tasks associated with battle management displays. Here the
diversity and density of objects is greater requiring the visual com
mand andcontnri of friendly aircraft, enemy aircraft, threat envelopes,
missiles, target location, etc. Thisdisplay technology could beusedto
give real-time 3D mcdel of the battleground and the relationship of
these objects greatly improving the commander's command and con
trol performance. Pilot siiuaiionai awareness could also beimproved
byan airborne 3Ddisplay with some of thissame information.

Another classof application which could benefit from thistechnology
is that attempting to model real worldobjects.

Medical Imngint^ - Tne diagnostic viewing of sonographic. X-ray,
computer assi.sicd tomography (CAT;, and nuclear magnetic reso
nance (NMR) imagery could be greatly improved by the use of this
muhiplanar display. Theseapplications wouldrequire extremeaccu
racy and high resolution displays.

Molecular Modeling - The representation of molecular or sub-
molecular structures could be displayed using simple objects with
defined relationships.

Weather Pattern Analysis - The 3D relationships of wind, clouds,
pressure systems, etc. and their interaction animated by 3D motion
could improve weather analysis and uaining.

Remote Manipulation - Hic rcmoic posirioning and manipulation of
objects require 3D visual understanding. This displaysurfacecould
provide a significant improvement over the 2D displays currcnUy
used.

Manyother applications suchas the interpretation of complexdata re
lationships, cnicnainmcnt, education and training would also benefit
from this display icchnoiogy.
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From The President

I usually think of the Stereo Club in serious terms, such as
competition, or beautiful landscapes, or carefully laid out
tabletop sets. Even in the humorous slides I can sense the
amount of time and planning involved which results in one product
— the still photograph. There is also something about the
pictures — I noticed that the slides of a competition freeze
time, actually stop action as a picture should do. A 3-D picture
can virtually recreate a still-life or even the whole outdoors on
the screen; an action shot can cause me to stop breathing if I
allow myself to be "taken into the picture".

I found different dimension in stereo viewing at the last
meeting. It has been with us all along, but I just never noticed
it before. It was. the dimension of time passing. In logical terms, the
progression from one scene to the next, combined with the spoken word, gave a
sequence of still photographs the illusion of that fourth dimension which is
required for anything alive. In human terras, I felt like I was there; not in the
picture but in the action.

Allen and Susan Deever gave a very delightful presentation of their camel race in
the Australian Outback. It was a hot and dusty trip, and we met some "charming"
characters (two- and four-legged). What is so enjoyable about a show like this is
that the subject is humorous and honorable; a trek like this is a serious challenge
to armchair observers like me and this way I can appreciate the hardships, enjoy
the lighter moments, and not have to travel any farther than the Photo Center. I
sincerely thank Allen and Susan for sharing it with us.

Of course I did have one favorite picture: the close-up of the camel trying to kiss
the photographer. But I personally believe that "a picture is worth a thousand
words is better than a close-up camel". (Isn't that how the saying goes?)

The second programette of the evening was a collection pi sculpture assembled by
Ray Zone. Actually it was a gathering of pieces from various galleries all over
Southern California over a period of years. This display fits into my theme
(though somewhat loosely) because Ray has made possible a tour of selected pieces
guided by someone who knows modern art — all in a reasonable timeframe. This is
an informative as well a provocative display and I am looking forward to viewing
these slides in a smaller group, because I like to talk about art when I visit the
exhibit.

Both of these programs were developed and cohesive shows that allowed my thought to
flow in a "time continuum". I am looking forward to seeing more shows and
sequences with this different outlook.

MEETINGS: The third Thursday of each month at 7:30 pm at the Los Angeles Photo Center, 412 South
Parkview St., Los Angeles. Visitors and guestsalways welcome. MEMBERSHIP: Annual Dues—Single/$15;
Couple/$18; Patron/any additional amount. All due July 1. New membership dues are prorated for first
partial year. Send new dues to Membership Director. SUBSCRIPTIONS: The 3-D NEWS is published
monthly and Included with membership.$10 for 12 issues for non-members; send fee to 3-D NEWS Editor.

RECEIVED MAR - k 1989
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Stereo Activity Calendar

March April
S M T W T F S S M T W T F S

12 3 4 1

5 6 7 (g) 9 10 (0) 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

12 13 14 15(^17 18 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

19 20 21 22 23 24 25 16 17(g) 19 @21 22
26 27 28 29 30 31 23 24 25 26 27 28 29

30

SAT MAR 11 Club Outing to Union Station, Old Plaza,
Olvera Street and Chinatown

16 Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30
31 Copy Deadline for the April 3-D NEWS -

Send the Editor all your good stuff for
April Fools

18^ Judging/Projection workshop of the PSA
Traveling Exhibition
Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30
Traveling Exhibition and the Sequence
Exhibition

Club Board Meeting
Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30
Fifth and Final competition for the year

THU JUN 15 Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30
Show and Tell with slides of your choice

THU MAR

FRI MAR

TUE APR

THU APR

THU MAY

THU MAY

20

PHOTO LIFE JANUARY/FEBRUARY 1989

Another
Dimension

As stereo sound becomes
more common in TV% and

video equipment, can steteo
pictures be far behind?

Toshiba has announced the
development of an 8mm cam
corder capable of generating
3-D images. The unit has two

lenses, and comes with an
adapter and special glasses re
quited for replay.The Japanese
company isexpected to market
its 3-D camcorder along with
large-screen TVs with en
hanced stereo audia

Meanwhile, a patent recent
ly granted in Britain describes
a special holographic back that
would be adaptable for use
with 35mm SL^

Is 3-D on the way back?

Member & Subscriber Update

A hearty welcome to these three new Club members:

ALEXANDER KLEIN

Tannenbergstrasse 36
D-7000 Stuttgart 50
West Germany

TOM KOESTER

14137 Hamlin Street

Van Nuys CA 91401
H (818)909-7369

MICHAEL MCKINNEY

5245 W. 142nd Place

Hawthorne CA 90250

H (213)643-6366
W (213)217-1144

Good reading extended to this new subscriber:

MATT JAMGOCHIAN

2261 Luana Lane

Montrose CA 91020

Notes From Greg

Claire Hooper has been named Director of the Awards
Banquet in July. It will be a dinner and show at a
local restaurant. This will be the showing of the
Slide of the Year Show so we urge everybody to
participate in the competition and come to the
show/banquet. More later.

The Los Angeles Photo Center has a shortage of chairs.
An effort is being made to secure the existing chairs,
but we will need more. If you have folding chairs
that you no longer need, your contribution will be
greatly appreciated.

The Pasadena Stereo Club will be meeting Wednesday,
March 8, 1989 for 7:00 dinner and stereo show by Ted
Daggett at Victor's Restaurant in San Gabriel (near
the Mission). The dinner is $10. Call Audrey Herron
24 hours in advance for reservations (818)573-2686.
For other questions, call Oliver Dean, President, at
(213)635-2400, or me.

—Greg Hooper

Contributors This Month

In addition to those who have a "by-line" on top of or
under their article in this month's NEWS, other
contributors for this month are:

Nancy Mueller Another Dimension, Page 2
Maudie Stergis The Way We Were, Page 5
Bill Daggett Another World, Page 7
Tony Alderson Diet Coke 3-D, Page 8

Do we like contributions? You bet! The 3-D NEWS
wouldn't exist without them. The Editor is waiting
for yours...
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Program Notes

Two programs were seen at the February meeting of the
Stereo Club. The first was a travel extravaganza by
Allen Deever documenting a tortuous camel race through
the outback of Australia. Alan shot the entire
sojourn in 3-D using a Stereo Realist camera and
presented the results with a very colorful display in
a series of about 60 different slides. Lowell Thomas,

I eat your heart out!!

The second program consisted of a stereo overview of-
contemporary avant-garde sculpture and public art.
The images have been taken over the course of the past

I five years and capture many cutting edge art
installations and mixed-media works that have been
created in Los Angeles in recent years. Also, large
public monuments from the Chicago Picasso to L.A.

' Murals were displayed. Visitors to the program
remarked on the weird character of much of the art.

It should be no surprise, folks, but modern art gets
pretty bizarre sometimes! The work of contemporary

I L.A. artists such a Daniel Martinez, Simone Gad, Ralph
Massey, Bret Goldstone and others was seen.

Not exactly part of the program, but a big crowd
pleaser, was the Great Brownie Birthday Cake created

' in celebration of Earl Colgan's 85th birthday. Earl
energetically blew out the not-quite 85 candles, and
beamed proudly as the Photo Center reverberated to the
Happy Birthday song.

Just a brief look forward to April when we will be
graced with two different traveling PSA Exhibitions:
the Stereo Traveling Exhibition and the Sequence

, Exhibition will provide us with a program night chock
full of stereo pleasure.

Also, June will be a show-and-tell night with all
members invited to bring 10 to 25 stereo slides of any

' kind and present them in an informal fashion to the
Club. It will be a great opportunity to project and
share your slides with the Club in a context outside
of competition. I feel that is an important issue. A

' lot of fine work is done that may not merit
competition consideration but still provides
stereopleasure and should be seen. So start gathering
your slides now for an informal evening of stereo-

' sharing.

—Ray Zone, Program Director

Club Competition News

SEVEN REASONS NOT TO ENTER CLUB COMPETITONS

1. I hate mounting slides. Bad excuse. I don't
think anyone really likes the mounting process. But
mastery of the basics of mounting is really central to
stereography — the creating of the stereo window via
proper mounting gives our art its truly unique
perspective.

2. I don't know how to mount slides. Another bad

excuse. We periodically hold mounting workshops to
teach the basics of stereo mounting with a hands-on
approach. Such mounting workshops are always
available upon request — just ask Workshop Director
David Hansen. Chances are he can fix you up with
someone near you.

3. I don't think my slides are good enough. Still
another bad excuse — we all had to surmount similar

feelings the first time we entered a competition, and
'the butterflies were with us, too. The key point is
to take that first step. Look to the competitions as
an excellent opportunity to learn and grow as a
stereographer, for through critical review we can
mature both as technicians and artists.

4. I don't know how to enter. A good excuse, but one
easily solved. Just bring your favorite 3 slides to
the March meeting, and see me at the table bearing the
sign Enter Slides Here, and I'll help you out. But
please arrive before 7:30.

5. I'm not a Club member. Now, that's a good one!
And easily solved, too — join us! Ask Membership
Director Susan Pinsky or Club President Greg Hooper
for details.

6. I don't like the competitive aspect. Bad excuse.
Really now, this is your own fault! Don't take it all
so seriously — forget that it's a competition at all.
Just look at it as a wonderful opportunity to share
your ideas with the rest of us. The whole point is to
have fun.

7. The judging is unfair. Ah, yes, the judging.
Judging is not easy. It is very difficult to be fair
when you see each slide only once for a total of maybe
15 seconds. The most important thing for a judge is
consistency, for with consistency it all averages out
in the end. And if you still don't like the judging,
just call me and volunteer to judge at the next com
petition.

Though the Club competitions are fairly serious, we
try to finish on a lighter note with the Theme of the
Month (TOTM) competition. These are fun little
affairs, with the slides judged not only for artistic
merit, but also for thematic content. The selected
theme for March is "BROWN". Everyone should have one
or two good brown slides; I expect to see 100%
participation in the TOTM this month.

See you on the 16th.

—Jim Murray, Competition Director

COMROeiTION

^ • ..i

. The rule of thirds not only takes your subject
out of the frame center, but also supplies visual
balance. Notice how the surfer going one direc
tion offsets and balances the surfer retrieving
his traard.
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Outing News

Union Station

Old Plaza

Olvera Street

Chinatown

Saturday, March 11, 1989
2:00 PM

^"Hry

On the above date and time, an in-depth photo outing
will be conducted into the heart of Old L.A. As a
guide, we will use an interesting article which
appeared in the L.A. Times recently. Our walkathon
whould take about 3+ hours, and we will find a
suitable place for dinner along the way.

We will meet at the entrance of the great Union
Passenger Terminal at 800 No. Alameda St. Inside the
station, we may imagine that we have just arrived on
one of the classic trains, such as the "Lark ,
"Daylight", or "Super Chief". This landmark building
(used in many movies) is a monument to the days when
rail travel was the only way to fly.

After safely crossing busy Alameda St., we will visit
the Old Plaza (dating from 1818), which is part of El
Pueblo de Los Angeles Historic Monument. Olvera
Street (the West's first shopping mall) is next, and
we should have fun photographing its colorful details,
such as souvenier shop displays.

Chinatown is the main objective of our tour, and I'm
'personally excited about seeing it. Even though I'm a
native Angeleno, I've never been there. One of the
reasons we picked a relatively late start for our walk
was to take advantage of the late afternoon light,
and, finally, to photograph the bright neon signs of

Chinatown in the early evening.

Please see the above map for directions to Union
Station. If you drive into Downtown on the Hollywood
Freeway (101), exit at Alameda St. and drive north.
Union Station will be on the right. Parking at the
Station is $A.OO.

Several Club members have told me that they are going
to attend this outing, so we should have a good turn
out. I invite you to come too, and I would like you
to call me if you have any questions.

So long for now, and remember: Always carry your
stereo camera — it identifies you.

—Larry Brown, Outing Director

Workshop News

BRAND NEW JUDGING/PROJECTION WORKSHOP ANNOUNCED

A number of people have expressed interest in a
judging workshop, so here's a golden opportunity. On
or about April 18th, three of our newer Club members
will be judging the PSA Traveling Exhibition, which
will be shown at the Club meeting on April 20th.

We will use this opportunity to also hold a workshop
in judging stereo slides. This is a unique
opportunity because we will be judging slides from
outside the Club; we can be totally honest in our
comments without hurting anybody's feelings. So if
you want to see what judging is all about, why not
join us for a lively evening.

At the same judging, we will also hold a workshop on
operation of the Club's TDC slide projector. If you
come join us, maybe you'll get a better appreciation
of why it takes 4 people to run that beast at the Club
meetings.

As you can see, it promises to be a fun-filled and
action-packed evening for everyone. Why not join us!
I will give details on the exact time and place in
April.

—Jim Hurray

ISCC Report

After a hiatus of several years, the Club is once
again participating in the International Stereo Club
Competition. In this event, three times each year
stereo clubs from around the world send a rotating
"host" club six slides from various members for
judging. Club scores are cumulative, and the highest-
scoring club receives a plaque at the annual
Photographic Society of America convention. For the
first competition of 88-89, the Club sent these
slides:

Pink and Orange Susan Pinsky
The Mission Door Don Cast
Ship Rock Gregory Hooper
Celebration Ray Zone
A Last Resting Place Rick Finney
Springtime Pastel Jerry Walter

The first judging was hosted by the Cordova Camera
Club. Susan's Pink and Orange and Greg's Ship Rock
each received Honorable Mentions, which helped our
Club capture Third Place for this round, out of a
field of 10 participating clubs. High scoring club
was the Sydney Stereo Camera Club. Rocky Mountain
Stereo Club will host the second competition in April.

—Jerry Walter, ISCC Coordinator
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Dear Editor:

I hope you will publish the following information
concerning some missing stereographs from Frank Jay
Haynes' 1881 trip to Canada. Twenty three stereograph
negatives and cards produced during F. J. Haynes'
Canadian trip are unaccounted for. The numbers and
descriptive titles given below are taken from the
photographer's 1881 catalog and from the negative
registers at the Montana Historical Society.

763 Beren's River, Sturgeon Bay
767 Rock Point, Saskatchewan Rapids
768 Calico Island, Saskatchewan Rapids
771 Saskatchewan River above the Rapids
772 Hudson Bay Co. Post, Grand Rapids
773 H.B.Co.'s Portage Railway, Grand Rapids
775 St. Peter's Mission on Red River (Pay Day)
776 Winnipeg Lacrosse Team
777 Fort Garry Lacrosse Team
811 Black Bear Lake

817 Cross Lake, from the Cars
823 Rock Cut near Bobo Lake

825 Grand Valley from the North
826 Grand Bailey toward Brandon
828 Steamer "Northwest" at Brandon

829 The First Store in Brandon

830 Assinaboine Valley, Fort Ellice
831 Beaver Creek Valley, Fort Ellice
833 Hudson Bay Co.'s Post, Fort Ellice
836 Qu'Appelle Valley from the South
838 Fort Qu'Appelle and Valley
839 Qu'Appelle Lake and River
841 Mounted Police Quarters, Qu'Appelle

I feel it is important that these lost images, when
located, be preserved by a public institution. The
Montana Historical Society will be informed of the
results of my search and I hope they will contact the
various institutions and persons to arrange for
copying of the missing stereographs. In the meantime,
the identities of private owners of the lost views is
confidential. Please reply if you have any
information. Thank you very much.

David Mattison

2236 Kinross Avenue

Victoria, B.C. Canada
VSR 2N5

Dear Editor:

Have you ever noticed that whenever you read a story
in the newspaper on a subject about which you have
personal knowledge, the article is full of
inaccuracies? Kinda makes you question whether you
should believe anything you see in the newspaper.

As a member-in-good-standing of the 3-D Movie Special
"Interest Group, I feel duty bound to comment on the
editorial from the Herald Examiner you reprinted in
the February 3-D NEWS. The mass media seems to
delight in trashing 3-D as a fleeting gimmick, but
they never seem to get the story right.

In referring to "those awful red-and-green glasses"

used for 1950s 3-D movies, they perpetuate a common
misconception. Virtually all of those films were
projected with the Polaroid system, the same technique
that we enjoy at our monthly Club meetings.

Their reference to "stereoscopic postcard viewers" is
similarly unhelpful. I assume they're talking about
the stereo views and viewers which were a staple of
home entertainment in the late 19th and early 20th
Centuries.

Finally, in "promoting" the Rose Parade coverage and
the Super Bowl half-time show, the article says that
"TV programmers have exumed the same process discarded
by moviemakers 35 years ago" and that "those who had a
taste for trash in 3-D can dig out those spectacles
and have some fun". 1 wonder how many readers
followed their advice and attempted to watch the
Pulfrich effect broadcast with their old "red-and-

green" (anaglyph) or Polaroid 3-D glasses.

Bill Shepard
La Puente CA

Study camera angles. Study the scene you want
to shoot — pick out the best angle from the
point of composition — then shoot. If you
take time to plan the composition, your
pictures will be good ones.

Georgia Engelhard

The Way We Were

FEBRUARY 1968

Popular PHOTOGRAPHY

USED STEREO
Kodak Stereo, F:3.5, Synch. 32.50
Revere Stereo, F3.5, Rfdr, Synch. 42.50
Stereo Realist, F:3.5. Rtdr. synch 34.50
Stereo Realist, F:2.8, Rfdr., Synch. 59.50
Wollensak Stereo, F:2.7, Rfdr ..56.50
Wollensak Stereo Viewer .NEW 12.95
Stereo Realist Viewer A.C. NEW 21.50
Viewmaster Personal Stereo Camera 33.95
TDC Stereo Vivid, Rfdr., synch 36.50
TOO Stereo Proiect-or-View ...... 89.50
TDC 500W Stereo proi., ...._ 159.95
Compco Stereo projector - 1S4Jt

aldei New York

The above is new this month. Are you an "old timer"?
Or, do you collect tidbits of 3-D memorabilia? If you
have something to share along these lines, send them
on to the Editor. 3-D seems to be as much a part of
the past as it does a part of the present or future.
Do some spring house cleaning and share your
treasurers! We want to have more of "The Way We Were".
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Stereo Exhibitions Calendar and News

WED MAR 8 Closing - Wichita Stereo Exhibition
WED MAR 15 Closing - Chicago Lighthouse Exhibition
FRl MAR 17 Closing - Southern Cross Stereo Exhibition

Remember that you can save the foreign postage and
enter the Southern Cross Exhibition by mailing your
slides to Valeria Sardy. Or better still, just hand
Valeria your slides at the March Club meeting on March
16. This is the very easiest way, and Allan Griffin
from Sydney will be delighted in all the support our
Club will be giving the Exhibition.

Still another Stereo Exhibition is thinking of
starting up again, that being Cenesee. Probably late
in 89. This one, along with Rocky Mountain, gives us
some new locations this year.

Summer Convention Happenings

COME AND ENJOY THE 3-D AT THE

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF AMERICA CONVENTION!

On September 13-16, 1989 the Photographic Society of
America (PSA) annual convention is being held in
Scottsdale, Arizona. The 3-D program line-up is
diversified and exciting with four days of 3-D (and
2-D) slide programs. Non-members may attend and enjoy
the many benefits of a convention of this type. From
3-D slide programs to a Stereo Division Banquet to a
Stereo Division "Den" to meet other interesting 3-D
people, the convention offers many opportunities.

Starting at 9:00 AM on Wednedsay September 13th with
"SPACESHOTS":Adventures in 3-D" by Ron Labbe, a new-
idea state-of-the-art multi-image 3-D slide program
featuring some of the greatest stereo images ever
produced. Computer programmed and set to a lively
original soundtrack, Spaceshots proves that
3-dimensional photography is no fad or gimmick. Begin
ning with many spectacular images from the Victorian
Era, each generation of stereo is well represented
right up to todays avant garde. Classic Tru-Vue and
View-Master, as well as 1950s and 1960s amateur and
professional photography are highlighted.

"THE LATE PAT WHITEHOUSE SHOW" presented by Harold
Whitehouse is an inspiring audio-visual album of
scenic, nature and mood sequences by the late Pat
Whitehouse, who was a widely acclaimed stereo

photographer in Great Britain. Pat was a past
president of the Stereoscopic Society of Great Britain
and was awarded a Fellowship with the Royal
Photographic Society for her close-up photography of
nature subjects captured with cameras of her own
making. Her shows are a unique combination of
integrated commentary, music or the sounds of
wildlife, and 3-D photography. World reknowned for
her "Hallelujah" sequence and many others, this show
is a tribute to a woman who made a major mark in the
world of 3-D photography.

"TRAVELS ON NEXT TO NOTHING: A 3-D Travelogue starring
Underwood & Underwood's James Ricalton" created by
Susan Kempler & Doreen Rappaport has been shown at two
past NSA conventions. This 3-D slide show is a re
creation of a lantern slide travelogue given by James
Ricalton, a prolific Underwood & Underwood 3-D
photographer from 1880 to 1925. The show takes you
back to the era when stereoviews were state-of-

the-art media communication. It transports the viewer
back in time to Egypt's pyramids, the Spanish-American
War in the Philippines, the Boxer Rebellion, the glory
and pageantry of India's royalty and much, much more.
Ricalton was talented not only as a photographer, but
also as an educator, explorer, writer, lecturer, and
museum curator. The New Jersey Committee for the
Humanities awarded these two researchers a grant to
produce this 3-D presentation, which has evolved into
the present highly polished sound/slide production.
Experience Ricalton's intensely curious and
adventurous nature as he expanded his portfolio beyond
the usual tourist attractions by traveling "off the
beaten path" to document daily life in exotic parts of
the world.

"PSA STEREO DIVISION HALL OF FAME #5" presented by Mel
Henningson is a compilation program of top award
winning 3-D slides created by PSA stereo photographers
over the past three decades. This gives a well
rounded perspective on landscape, table-top, black
light, portraits and every category of 3-D
photography.

"PSA SLIDE OF THE YEAR JUDGING" is a marvelous event

to watch as three judges determine the Slide of the
Year and the top 10 honorable mention slides from a
group consisting of only award winning slides from the
past years international 3-D slide competitions.

"PSA STEREO SEQUENCE EXHIBITION" is a program of
narrated slide sequences made by stereographers from
around the world. The great variety of subject
matters and photographic techniques make this a
fascinating program.

"SPONTANEOUS 3-D MEMBERS SLIDE PROGRAM" organized by
Susan Pinsky, APSA, is just what it sounds like.
Anyone attending is invited to bring 5-10 slides to
share with the group. Full of surprises! Just for
fun! Come and participate!!

""PSA INTERNATIONAL STEREO EXHIBITION" is a beautifully
produced program made up of all the accepted slides
from the 1989 PSA International Stereo Slide
Exhibition. Representing 3-D work from more than a
dozen countries and close to 100 different
photographers.

The convention is being held at the exquisite Hyatt
Regency - Cainey Ranch Scottsdale Hotel. For more
information contact: Ed & Jane Sargent, APSAs, 3160
Main St. //105, Mesa AZ 85203.

—Susan Pinsky
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The Christian Science Monitor

JUW TECHNOLOGY

Windows Into Another World
'Images in Time and Space' exhibit displays 150 hologramsfrom 15 countries

Thursday, February 9, 1989 '

By Simpson L. Qcnrilnfcoi

An exhibition of holograms is avery
strange sight indeed. The frames
themselves often seem empty, be

cause many holograms can be seen only
from certain angles and distances. The re
sult is an eerie effect, in which the
holograms appear to "turn on" when the
viewer approaches them and "turn off"
when the viewer walks away.

Tiny lamps suspended from the ceiling
shine bright spots of light onto the three-
dimensional images at the precise angle re
quired for optimal viewing. The rest of the
gallery is dimly lit, with the walls often
painted gray or black to cut down on stray
reflections, which can interfere with the
effect.

Holograms are like windows into another
world. Walk up to one, and look inside: The
image can be anything from worldlyexperi
ence - a child's face, a flower, or a broken
glass. Alternatively, the image might be
from a strange and foreign world of form
and color - shapes that change as one moves
to get a better look at them, images of the
imagination. Any images that can be envi
sioned can be "painted" in a hologram.

"Images in Time and Space" is a collec
tion of 150 holograms from 15 countries.
The show opened in Montreal in May 1987
and then was on view for a year at the
National Museum of Science and Technol
ogy in Ottawa. The first United States stop
is San Jose, where "Images in Time and
Space" has been on display at 67 North San
Pedro Street since last October and remains
on view through the end of February. This
summer it will return to Toronto.

The exhibition's permanent home will be '
a museum dedicated to holography, to be
constructed somewhere in Canada. The As
sociates of Science and Technology, the
non-profit Canadian group which owns the
collection, hopes to raise enough through
this exhibition's tour to pay for that mu
seum and an accompanying educational cen
ter, dedicated to teaching the public more
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about holography.Early holograms could only be seen
from narrow viewing angles and dis
tances. But that didn't matter very

much, because they were often intended
more as demonstrations of the science of

holography than as artistic endeavors. They
were like (lancing bears, where it is not how
well the bears dance, but the fact that they
can dance at all, that matters.

Likewise, with early holograms, the view
ing public was often far more impressed by
the technological feat of three-dimensional
pictures than the piaurtts' subject matter.
Holograms of four chess pieces, arranged in
a diamond and illuminated by dim, red laser
light were common icons in science muse
ums in the 1970s.

In the nearly two decades since then,
however, holography has experienced a
multitude of breakthroughs and technologi
cal developments. Holograms can now be
illuminated by conventional lights, rather
than lasers. New films and techniques have
made them much brighter and have let
them be seen from a wider range of angles
and distances.

At the same time, many holographers
have turned their attention from solely tech
nical concerns to artistic ones. Today, in
addition to being a tool that has found use in
many scientific fields, holography is an art
form. Indeed, for the past 11 years. New
York City has been home to the Museum of
Holography, with its impressive and evolv
ing collection of state-of-the-art holograms.
Reprints of many of the museum's best
pieces have found their way into "Images in
Time and Space." But the curators of the
"Images" collection have resisted including
many of the holograms that are important
historically butpcxir by today's stan^rds.

"Images in Time and Space" itresfes
holograms of lasting merit. Many of the
commerciallycommissionedimages, such as
the life-sizehologram of the inside of a Pratt
and Whitney jet engine, are breathuking
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because of their technical excellence. Such

holograms are regarded as tools, not pieces
of art in and of themselves. Other images .
may be powerful because of the emotions
they convey. Some of these are multimedia
collages, or combine novel technical fea
tures unto themselves.

Several are movie holograms - long, rec
tangular, often wrapped into a cylinder,
with a hundred or more sequential images
stored in them and visible each at different
viewing angles.

"Time-Man" (1984), by Sharon A. Mc-
Cormack, depicts a chemist who mixes a
potion and (Irinks it. Moments later, his
drink explodes into wavystreams of line and
color, which take over the scene. Against
this background, a man clad in a jump suit
appears and spins away, out of control,
through the ever-changing space.

'Many of the holograms indicate a sense
of humor. "Movie Theater" (1977), by Dan
Schweitzer, depicts an audience in a movie
house watching a closeup of a man on a
screen. Suddenly, the man's hand reaches
out of the screen and grabs a member of the
audience.

Milk crates are provided for children to
stand on, to allows them achieve the proper
viewing angle - a provision that is especially
important when viewing the older holo
grams.

The most technically remarkable holo
gram is a full-color picture of a Japanese
doll, from the Kyoto Institute of Technol
ogy. "Dojo" (1985), by Toshihiro Kubota, is
a stunning reproduction of its subject, so
clear that one can see the threads in the
doll's red and green clothes. At first look, it
is hard to believe that there is not a doll

hidden behind a window qf glass.
The implications of "Dojo" may not oc

cur to all the exhibition's visitors. But in

time, museums may display and exchange
high-quality holograms of their valuable
original works, leaving the actual collections
in secure and climate-controlled rooms.

6<)U0P
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Borrowed from the Sydney Stereo Camera Club Newsletter, December 1988
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Diet Coke's Non-Super 3-D Super Bowl Spots

Was It Worth The Effort? Coke's
3-D Spots Didn't Dazzle Viewers

From "BACK STAGE"

JANUARY 27, 1989

It may go down in history as the most unsuccessfiil
thing Coca-Cola hasdone since theintroduction ofNew
Coke.

Audiences and advertisers alike were initially in
trigued by the idea that the world's first three-
dimensionaltv commercial would appear during Super
Bowl XXm, courtesy of diet Coke.

Although the spoken plan had been to air a single
45-second Nuoptix 3-D s^ which could be viewed with
or without special glasses, therewereactually three3-D
spots inproduction at thesame time, allwith thepoten-
tial of a Super Bowl debut.

The pool included one directed by GiraldilSuarez'
Bob Giraldi featuring DonJohnson, Wayne Gretzky and
EUe MacPherson; an ad featuring singer George
Michael directed by British feature director Stephen
Frears("My Beautiful Laundrette,""DangerousLia
isons"); anda slapstick spotwitha runaway vending'
machinedirected by HISK ProductioiB' Stu Hagmann.
Creative teams fiom McCarm-Erickson and Lintas:USA
worked on the spots.

Although different in styles andsuhgects, theadshad
plenty incommon—all went into production a little less
than a month before air date, all involved a process not
ftiUy tested, and all cost significantly more than its
equivalent, non-3-D spot |
would.

Only Giraldi's and[
Hagmann's made iton the |
air, while Frears' George |
Michael spot has reported
ly been sent back to the I
editing room, nixed forair I
at the last minute. And of I
those spots already seen, the I
reaction hasbeen less than |
enthusia.stic.

Super Bowl Siuprises I
In addition to the 3-D

spots, BBDO's new Diet
Pepsi ads, including one I
with Michael J. Fox, and Director Stu Hagmann,.
DMB&B/St. Louis' Bud who directed one of diet
Bowl 1, some of the more Coke's 3-D Super Bowl spots..
noteworthy Super Bowl-airingspots included:

•Pepsi's "Glasnost"spot,reportedly thefirstU.S.
commercial ever shot in the Soviet Union. Petermaim-
Dektor's Leslie Dektor directed for BBDO/New York.

•An American Express/Ogilvy & Mather spot starr
ing "Saturdiiy Night live" comedians Dana Carvey and
Jon Lovitz, directed bypfeiter/lopes' Rob Lopes.

•A spot ft* the DodgeSpiritdepictinga SpaceShut
tle lantling. Joe Pytka ofPytka Pr^uctions directed for-
BBDO/New York.

•Two lush McDonald's spots illustrating the quality'
of the company's lettuce and beef, created by DDB
Needham/Chicago, a regionalagencyfor McDonald's.

But the biggest surprise of all was that the 3-D'
spots—spots thatpeop\e werepredisposed to likemerely
by the uniqueness of it all—fell flat i
The Fii^ Wasn't ^

Interestingly enough, the spot that was billed as the'
first3-D comnercial actually wasnot.The DonJohnson,.'
et al. commercial directed by Giraldi aired prior to the

-By Darcy Eikenberg -

first quarter, making it the first 3-D spot.
However, there was no aiuuuncement that this spot

cotild be seen in 3-D, so viewers at home with their
glasses off missed the momentous event.

The spot that was officially the first 3-D commercial
was"RampagingMachine,"directed by Hagmarui. The
Laurel and Hardy-type story had a diet Coke machine
rurming out of control down a San Francisco street,
barely missing disaster several times.

Interestingly enough, the spot that
washilledas ^ first 3-Dcommercial
actually was not. The Don Johnson, et
al. commercial directed by Giraldi
aired prior to the first quarter.

The spot airedjust prior to the live 3-D halftimeshow,
an embarrassing musical over-extravaganza called
"BeBop Bamboozled," which was also sponsored by
diet Coke. It was followed by the Giraldi spot, again
withoutwarning, but perhaps in hopes that viewers had
left their glasses on.
Production Difficulty

As reported in Back Stage (January 20, 1989),
however', there were some serious difficulties in the pro
ductionof the 3-D spots, mainlystemmingfrom the lack
of lead time for shootingand posting the commercials.

Director Hagmann etqilained that because of the
restrictions imposed by shooting in 3-D, he and his
director of photography, Jim Dickson, experimented
heavily with camera and people moves to find which
ones where most effective.

However, the moves that gave the best 3-D effect
turned out to be distracting from the story of the spot.

"The 3-D effect can be extraordinary, but you're
missing the subject of the scene," Hagmann said. "It
makes you watch entirely the wrong details."

In his shoot, the director found that because no filters
or varied lenses could be used to shoot 3-D, there were
many types of shots that he would have taken that he
could not.

"If it had not been for the limitations of the 3-D pro
cess, we would have chosen angles that would have
shown more comedy," Hagmann noted, adding that he
would have taken a long lens shot of the machine as
it rolls down the hill.

The 3-D process is actually an optical illusion, the
director described. The effect is achieved when objects
aremoving in opposite directions at different sp^s.
"The process is enormously challenging ftecause it
almost defies you to tell the story well," Hagmaim
stated.

Hagmannconfirmed tumors that there had been talk
of abandoaing the 3-D lequiiements m they became too
elaborate; however, he felt "we'd gone this far, we
might as well go all the way."
Post Also Complex

In addition to the complexities of shooting, the post
production process is also extremely detailed. Because
the eye has to adjust to several different planes of ac
tion at each cut, Hagmann explained, the editing has

to be done carefiilly. "To tell this story well, it'd pro
bably take about 30 cuts, and the eye Im to switch each
time."

Actually, the ideal situation to produce in 3-D is to
have long takes—something that is difficult to execute
with a board like this, working within the 45-second
time frame.

The transfer time was also extensive, as Hagnumn
found out even before shooting when a three-minute test
took approximately 12 hours to transfer.

After all that, the fmished product has a few strong
3-D effects, but not to the eye-popping extent that au
diences expected. Viewed without the special 3-D
glasses, the absoluteclarity of the Nuoptixprocess gives
the film almost a videotape look, a look that generally
would not be acceptable to a big-budget advertiser.
The Power Of Money

Industry observers are not faulting the creatives for
the problems with the 3-D spots, because the ideas are
excellent—as far as celebrities go, Gretzky is adorable,
MacPherson attractive and Johnson (a former Pepsi pro
moter) is quite a coup. The rolling-machine spot is fiinny
and well-designed, and even the still-hidden George

-Michael spot was shot at some breathtaking locations,
and the popular Michael is another diet Coke coup.

And no blame has been assessed the production and
post productionpersonnelinvolved, who worked round-
the-clock to meet the deadline. Also, the directors on
the work are known to be top-notch, respected profes
sionals in the field.

In short, the real lesson of diet Coke's 3-D spots is
the power of the client, the power of money. As sports
commentatorBobCostas so aptly put it during the Super
Bowl pre-game,' 'Sixty secondson the SuperBowl costs
$1.35 million—and NBC wants me to fly coach to
Chicago. Go figure."

Hagmann confirmed rumors that
there had been talk of ahandiming the
3-D requirements as they became too
elaborate; however, he felt "we'd gone
this far, we might as well go all the
way."

Similarly, industry observers are questioning Coca-
Cola's massive expenditures on the project, in not only

' air time—diet Coke bought tfuee-and-a-half minutes—
but in production costs, including substantialovertime,
to get the spots completed for the Super Bowl:

From the standpoint of the people involved, there is
also a disappointmentcost—especially on the Michael
spot. "How would you like it if you busted your ass
to get the thing done on time and it was shelved?" one
person who worked on the project asked.

Has this been a worthwhile project for Coca-Cola?
Production and advertising people say no. Even con
sumers outside the adwwld have agt^, evidenced in
part by USA Today's evaluation of Super Bowl ads by
the general populace, who ranked the diet Coke 3-p
ads way behind those of competitor Pepsi.

But who knows? Maybe diet Coke will eventually
benefit from these ads—byvirtue of the publicity alone.
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From The President

I had the pleasure of judging slides at the latest competition at the Club.
Whenever I am called to judge I become very self-conscious and keenly aware that
my performance is being judged as well. Most of the slides are attempts to win
the highest score through technical means while some are submitted for their
entertainment value. Any method is valid for appealing to the viewer, and it is
the judge who tells the submitter if he is successful, through the score. Many
things went through ray mind as the slides were shown. What is the subject? Am
I distracted from the subject? Is there good composition? Does my eye travel
from one point to the next, or is it drawn back to the same object, or does it
wander aimlessly? What is the technical impact (depth, color, lighting)? What
is the emotional impact (nature, animal, action, sensations)? I have been told
by numerous books and discussions to ask these questions of my photos.

As a novice exhibitor I struggled with the objectivity of
judging; I could not find the basic guidelines. But I
learned to ask judges why they scored one photo high and
another low. They usually find technical faults with
slides they do not like and find aesthetic strengths in
slides they do like; I do not always understand or agree
with their answers. But they consistently advise me to
modify my vocabulary slightly: competition is an
"exhibition" and judges are the "selectors" who choose
which slides will be exhibited.

Many other general questions come up when X am judging:
Should I be passive or active in judging?; i.e. should I
let the picture impress me, or should I look for desirable
qualities in the picture? Am I being critical on some
technical element that I read about recently at the expense
of an otherwise fine slide? How much credit should I
a shot if it is particularly difficult.

Some questions have answers: Should I let ray personal bias affect ray scoring?
No! If I do not like bugs, nudes, or motorcycles I may want to stress the
technical merits in my own mind. Anovel photo subject or technique may deserve
consideration for innovation, and "fad" photos may have special appeal, but as
time passes, these same photos deserve credit for "correct" technique and
worthy" subjects.

The judging workshop on Thursday, April 13 will give some others a chance to
judge some international-quality slides, and perhaps answer some questions of
your own. There will be a really good show and stimulating discussion between
viewers and judges alike. Looking forward to seeing many of you there.

give

7

MEETINGS: The third Thursday of each month at 7:30 pm at the Los Angeles Photo Center, 412 South
Parkview St., Los Angeles. Visitors and guests always welcome. MEMBERSHIP: Annual Ducs-Single/$1 5;
Couple/$18: Patron/any additional amount. All due July 1. New membership dues are prorated for first
partial year. Send new dues to Membership Director. SUBSCRIPTIONS: The 3-D NEWS is published
monthly and included with membership. $iO for 12 issuesfor non-members;send fee to 3-D NEWS Editor.

RECEIVED APR 1 0 1989
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Stereo Activity Calendar

April
S M T W T F S

1

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12 @14 15
16 17 18 19@21@
23 24 25 26 27 28 29

30

May
S M T W T F S

1 2 3 4 5 6

7 8 9 10 11 12 13

14 15 16 17 @19 20
21 22 23 24 25 26 27

28 29 30 31

THU APR 13 Exciting Judging Workshop - Contact Ray
Zone NOW!

THU APR 20 Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30
Traveling Exhibition and the PSA Sequence
Exhibition

SAT APR 22 Descanso Gardens Outing - 9 AM
SUN APR 30 Copy deadline - May 3-D NEWS - Help the

Editor fill all the pages!
THU MAY 18 Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30

5th and final competition for the year.
Bring all your makeups. TOTM is "night".

SAT JUN 3 Movie Special Interest Group Meeting.
Contact Bill Shepard

THU JUN 15 Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30
Great fun with an all-member show and tell

THU JUL 20 Award Banquet at Michaels Restaurant

Member & Subscriber Update

A hearty welcome to these three new Glub members:

KEVEN FAHEY

5523 Denny Avenue
North Hollywood CA 91501
H (818) 769-4568

ANDRE FEDOTOWSKY

3963 W. 7th St.

Los Angeles CA 90005
H (213) 389-7685

CHUCK HAWLEY

28 Rockview

Irvine CA 92715

H (714) 854-1216

Program & Workshop Notes

The April meeting of the Stereo Club brings us two
exciting programs from the Photographic Society of
America. The first is the 33rd PSA Traveling Stereo
Exhibition which will feature 3-D work by the best
stereophotographers from all over the world. In
conjunction with this program a judging workshop is
being held. It will take place at my home at 333 No.
Hobart Place on Thursday, April 13 at 8:00 PM. Call
me to RSVP and get directions at (213) 662-3831 if you
are interested.

The second program for our March meeting will feature
the Stereo Sequence Exhibition provided to us as well
from PSA. This unusual program includes quite
varied material that often includes humor, narrative

and audio sound.

Just a reminder: For our June meeting we are going
to have a show-and-tell night in which we have an
"open" silver screen for any Club member to show 12 to
24 slides of their own choosing. This informal event
presents an opportunity to share your 3-D work in
projection outside of the rigors of competition.
Start gathering your slides now for this fun event.

—Ray Zone, Program Director

Wanted: Memories

Did you know this man?
Harold Lloyd—one of the

masters of comedy during the
silent era (known for his trade

mark horn-rimmed glasses, and
his tendency to dangle precari
ously from flagpoles and ledg
es)—will be the subject of an
upcoming British-made docu
mentary.

Film historians Kevin
Brownlow and David Gill—who

made the wildly terrific docu
mentary series for Thames TV
on "Hollywood." "Unknown
Chaplain" and "Buster Keaton:
A Hard Act to Follow"-would
like to hear eyewitness ac
counts of how Lloyd worked.

"If you were a property man,
an assistant director, technician

or player, we should love to

hear from you," said the duo.
Tf you'd love to be hearc

from, in regard to Lloyd, con
tact Brownlow and Gill, c/o J.
Adamson, 1210 Washington
Ave., Apt. D, Santa Monica.
Calif. 90403.

We reprint this article because Harold Lloyd was also
a great stereographer. It is rumored that upon his
death in the early 1970s, he left a legacy of tens of
thousands of stereo slides, most of which were
destroyed by his heirs. He was also a great enter
tainer with respect to opening his estate to fellow
stereographers, and a few of our "old timers" can tell
wonderful tales.

Contributors This Month

In addition to those who have a 'by-line" on top of or
under their article, other contributors this month are

Alan Williams Wanted: Memories, Page 2
Alan Williams Silent Pictures, Page 5
Dorr Kimball JPL, Page 7
Larry Brown The Way We Were, Page 8
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SCSC Competition Standings

Cumulative Results as of S/Sl/89.

A Group Standard B Group Standard

Name Mar Cum. Name Mar. Cum.

Jim Murray 62 253 Randy Summers 60 239

m Jerry Walter 63 251 A: Oak Creek Canyon Shot

A: Slonumeni Tree HM: Oak Creek Canyon Shot #2

Susan Pinsky 66 249.33 Padric McLaughlin 58 238

A: Kaleidoscope HM: Milk Droplets

David Hutchison 64 248 Dorr Kimball 59 234

HM: Alte Pinakothek A: Fall Color

Larry Brown 58 241 Chuck Bernhardt 58 227

Earl Colgan 58 236 HM: Todos Santos Island

Rick Finney 59 180 HM: Swan Lake

Willis Simms 173 Lee Jensen 175

Sylvia Sikes 166 Mildred Hamilton 169

Valeria Sardy 64 165.33 Steve Mauk 150.67

HM: The Maroon Bell Bob Bloomberg 63 129

John Sardy 63 164 John Konrad 110

HM: Cypress Garden Greg Hooper J 77.33

Kathy LaForce 163 Satoshi Uesugi 98

Marjorie Webster 163 Jackie Leventhal 61

David Starkman 59 158.67 Doug Miller 58

Nathan Wong 118 Glenn Wheeler 58 58

David Ratliff 115 HM: Ore Bucket

Ray Zone J 77.33 HM: Monsters of the Desert

Bill Daggett 58 Bruce Elliott 56

mm David Hansen 56 56

HM: Inhale

Steve Rogers 55 55

Michael Palm 54

•

INSIGHTS:
MEMBERS TALK ABOUT THEIR SLIDES

As usual, a great big THANK YOU is extended to those
members who responded to the request by the Editor to
write a few words about their high-scoring slides in
the March Competition. Sharing thoughts about these
slides is how we all get ahead in the frequently
baffling game of home 3-D photography.

"ORE BUCKET" by G. W. Wheeler. This slide is of a
(rather rusty) iron Ore Bucket originally used in
exploratory borate mining operations near the town of
Amargo (now Boron), CA, home of the great U. S Borax
open pit mine. This ore bucket, with other early
mining and railroad equipment, was on display outdoors
at the Twenty Mule Team Museum in Boron. The slide
was taken in November 1986, as a "record shot" on a
photo and sightseeing trip through Mojave Desert
country and the once busy Rand Mining District. 1 was
impressed by the slanting, slightly golden late
afternoon sunlight on the rusty surface of the bucket,
and shot this with a Stereo Realist on Fujichrome 50
at 1/50 at f/11 as determined by a hand held meter.
There was sufficient blue sky light to fill in, soften
and add color contrast to the shadows. This was a

piece of early equipment which has stood the test of

A Group Nonconventional

Name Mar. Cum.

Jerry Walter 62 256
Susan Pinsky 64 253.33
Jim Murray 63 251
Earl Colgan 59 236
Rick Finney 63 189

HM: Three of a Kind

David Starkman 66 170.67

Valeria Sardy 63 166.67
HM: Rusiy Brown

John Sardy
Ray Zone
David Ratliff

Sylvia Sikes

60

J 153.33

117

43

B Group Nonconventional

Name Mar. Cum.

Dorr Kimball 58 239
A: Waick Movement

Bob Bloomberg 68 135
A: Dime a Dozen

Willis Simms 74

Bruce Goren 59

David Hansen 59 59

A: The Guys

Randy Summers 58 58
//A/; Et Dcrado park Shot #1

Mildred Hamilton

Robert Swarthe 54

Tom Koester 40

Hhi: Aguaduct

HM: Alphonso XIH

Alan Williams

55

54

40

21

Judges: Ray Zone, Bryan Riggs, Greg Hooper

First time entrants: David Hansen, Robert Swarthe, Tom Koester,
Steve Rogers

Jindicat.es memberjudged and score is averaged.

Theme of the Month (Brown):
First: David Hansen (The Guys)
Second: Randy Summers (A Basseit Bound Named Pru)

time, and, still usable today, has found an honorable
retirement as a part of Mojave Desert history.

"THE GUYS" by David Hansen. There are plenty of
reasons not to shoot a photograph: poor light, too
much depth, or lousy contrast. Being a fairly
inexperienced stereo photographer, I find it difficult
to foresee a finished photo when viewing a scene, so I
usually "save the film" for a "higher percentage
shot". "The Guys" is a stereo photo taken at the
annual Sand Sculpture Contest last Fall. The front
lit sculpture was shot facing northeast at about 3:00
PM with a Stereo Realist about 8 feet away. Winning
the TOTM (Brown) was a bit unfair because everyone
knows that sand is really grey in color. The only
reason "The Guys" looks brown and qualified for the
"brown" theme is because of the poor color
reproduction of the film I used. I don't have a clue
what 1 was shooting that day — whether it was
Kodachrome, Ektachrome, or Fujichrome. Experienced
photographers keep track of such things, but an
experienced photographer wouldn't have won last
month's TOTM with their shot of "The Guys" because
with proper filtering, their brown would have looked
properly grey, rendering the shot useless for this
competition. By unintentionally cheating, 1 have
relearned a very important element of photography:
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Always shoot the shot. Even when one isn't sure of
how the final photo will look, try it anyway.
Professionals shoot 10, 20 or 30 shots for everyone
that "turns out", so I try to remember that lesson,
reduce my variables, aim, and shoot up to 60 or 70
times before a good one comes falling out the back of
my camera — even a mistake.

"SWAN LAKE" by Chuck Bernhardt. 1 belong to the
American Association of Zoo Keepers as an Associate
Member, Los Angeles Zoo Chapter. I volunteered to put
on a 3-D slide show for them last summer. It was a

very challenging and gratifying experience for me.
For the slide "Swan Lake" 1 used a Kodak Stereo Camera

using Kodachrome 25 set at f/8 at 1/100 sec. I had
taken several shots of this swan during the several
days that I has taking slides for the 3-D show. On my
last roll of film I saw the swan in this position, and
I just had to take another shot of it. In the show I
also included a few slides that I had taken in the

1950s.

"ALPHONSO Xlll" and "AQUEDUCT" hy Tom Koester. I also
like to hear about slides, especially the
nonconventional ones. My slides were both single
camera, full frame 35mm slides. The stereo pairs were
made by "leaning" right and left from a standing
position; I had no slide bar or tripod with me. They
were taken with an Olympus XA while I was in Spain on a
business trip. "Alphonso XIll" was taken in the lobby
of the Alphonso XIII Hotel in Seville, a glorious and
grand hotel, built in the last Century I believe. The
Lobby reminded me of pictures I'd seen of the
interiors of Moorish palaces (like the Alhambra, which
unfortunately I was not able to visit). The lighting
was as you see it — a mixture of the hotel's orange
incandescents and blue ambient daylight. 1 shot it at
f/2.8 (wide open) at a camera-selected shutter speed
somewhere between 1/15 and 1/30 sec (using the age old
"breathe slowly, hold your breath & squeeze"
technique). The biggest problem was waiting for the
lobby to clear, since the elevators are just off
screen to the right, and the main stairway is off
screen to the left. I'm a big fan of Hyper-stereo,
and this slide stretches that to the max. The doorway
is just at the stereo window and the vertical panes of
the tall glass windows in the background are just
inside the "far" marks on the alignment grid. The
white columns seen outside the large glass windows are
somewhat beyond the "far" mark, but it doesn't seem to
matter. The daylight outside is many stops too "hot",
and the eye retracts to focus on the "cool" arches,
columns, and chandelier inside.

"Aqueduct" was taken on the same trip, with the same
camera, in the same way. This aqueduct is in Segovia,
Spain. It was built by the ancient Romans and has
been a functioning water carrier for centuries. I'm
intrigued by 3-D's ability to delineate the subtle
irregularities in the surface texture of the stone.
In fact, this is the focus of the shot. This makes it
different from a 2-dimensional shot of the same thing
where the interest would be in the composition and
dynamic elements alone. Of the three stereo shots I
took at the aqueduct, this one seemed best suited to
the smaller 7-perf format. My slides are all shot as
full frame 35mm shots, and with Btb Swarthe's help (a
fellow Club member) I've found a couple of easy ways
of mounting these for full frame projection (on a TDC
116). I just learned on Wednesday before the Club
meeting that the Stereo Club could only project slides
in "Realist-size" mounts. Therefore, Thursday evening

I was frantically trying to remount slides for the
competition. I misjudged the window on Aqueduct, but
have remounted it, as suggested by Susan Pinsky, and
not it is much more comfortable to view. Remounting
to the squarer 7 perf format actually helped since 1
was able to fix a slight rotation problem in the
pairs.

3k...,

• AWARD

WINNING

WORK

Have Fun & Share Your Slides with others!

FREE ENTRY TO CLUB MEMBERS!

HOW: 1) Bring 3 Slides to the Club Meeting
2) Put your Name & Title on each slide.

WHEN Competition Nights are the 3rd Thursday
of Jan., March, May, Sept., & November
at 7:30 P.M.

DO IT NOW!

Get your Entry Cards at the Club and see your
slides projected; improve your photography; win
medals or ribbons & impress your friends!

Club Competition News

SEVEN MORE REASONS NOT TO ENTER CLUB COMPETITIONS!

After last month's article in the 3-D NEWS giving my
seven reasons not to enter Club competitions, I
received a letter from a mysterious Ms. Agatha Abopa
giving her seven reasons for not entering. (Is this
really the April issue of the 3-D NEWS? Is this
really an April Fool's? Oh, well.) I hope that you
will find a reprint of this letter as amusing as I
did:

Dear Mr. Murray:

I did so much enjoy your article in the March
3-D NEWS detailing seven valid reasons why we
should not enter competitions. I have used all
of these reasons at some time or another, as the
circumstances warrant. Here are seven more

valid reasons that have kept me from ever
entering:

1. All I ever take are dumb scenics.

2. I get lost every time 1 try to find the
Photo Center.

3. If 1 ever won a ribbon I would faint.

4. I wouldn't like to see my name printed in
the NEWS.

5. I have converted all my slides to video.

6. I've lost all my notes as to which is the
left chip and which is the right chip.

7. 50 years ago my mother told me never to
share anything that 1 consider sacred, and I
haven't (my 3-D slides are very sacred.)

Keep up the good work and have a nice day.

Sincerely,

Ms. Agatha Abopa

I guess my ranting finally got through to someone, and
I encourage any other readers so inspired to respond in
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kind with their seven reasons not to enter

competitions.

We saw a fairly large turnout at the March competition
meeting. Rick and Jerry returned to share a multitude
of slides with us. 1 was happy to see several of our
newer members enter their first competition this
month; first-time entrants David Hansen and Tom
Koester were seen walking off laden with ribbons and
special prizes. Our active ranks contine to grow.

But 1 was especially happy to see growing interest in
the B Group Nonconventional entries. 1 am glad to see
more people are discovering the new-found freedom and
flexibility of the so-called "nonconventional" format.
This, to me, is where the future of creative
stereography lies. What's more, you don't even need a
stereo camera to start creating and entering beautiful
"nonconventional" images — a 35mm camera will get you
started out just fine. Why not try it?

—Jim Murray, Competition Director

Exiendeci we^ir

OivE The mi OF
THE iUliSiOfv OF PffTH

Stereo Exhibitions Calendar and News

TUE MAY 2 Closing - Cordova Stereo Exhibition
Forms - Byron Hindman, 2437 Pickering Ct.
Cool CA

Interest continues to grow in the Stereo Inter
nationals. There is the prospect of 16 different
Internationals this year, and participation is
generally on the upswing. If you haven't participated
and would like to get started, send for an entry form.
They are quite self-explanatory. Pick four of your
best slides, and do it!

Movie Division News

Twenty 3-D film buffs showed up for the March 4
quarterly meeting of the 3-D Movie Special Interest
Croup in Arcadia.

We rarely have a planned agenda at our meetings and,
rather, depend on individual members to bring a film
and/or video footage. This "free-form" approach
almost always results in very interesting programs,
and the March 4 session was no exception.

Wes Western, of San Diego, is one of our more active
as well as experimental 3-D movie makers. His latest
effort is a film of three-dimensional computer
generated images in motion. The intricate, abstract
images were programmed by fellow member Jody Kravitz

and photographed by Wes in side-by-side super 8 film.
Although the final product is only 25 seconds long,
the project required many hours of work. With the
addition of an appropriate symphonic passage, the
result was a unique and exciting 3-D viewing
experience for all of us.

John Hart screened several reels of recently shot
footage in the Powell/ORBS (opposite-sense rotated
beam splitter) format. Most impressive were the
underwater scenes from the Monterey Aquarium, where
exotic fish floated by, far out in front of the stereo
window. When John finally breaks down and obtains a
film editor, we expect his works will be even more
astounding.

We then moved to the video viewing room, where David
Starkman demonstrated some very effective 3-D video
using the alternate shutter technology. His system
included a specially designed control box, Sega 3-D
video glasses, and an alternating field encoded
videotape.

In addition to stereoscopic material, we often enjoy
showings of other film formats, such as widescreen or
standard ratio. The final item on our program was in
the latter category, and it was a stunner. Jason
Cardwell and Dennis Miller have produced a 90-minute
super-8 feature, "Horseplay", which might be described
as an action adventure comedy spy thriller. They
teased us with a 20-minute reel from the film. The
production values, including cinematography, acting,
stunts, editing, music, and sound effects were
terrific, and we look forward to seeing the entire
feature.

Come join us at our next quarterly meeting, Saturday,
June 3, at the Longley Way Center in Arcadia. Bring
your film or video efforts, no matter how amateur.
Call John Hart or Bill Shepard for more information.

—Bill Shepard, 3-D Movie SIC Reporter

6th Annual Gordon
Bennett Balloon Race
April 21-23. The skies

above the desert will be
emblazoned with color
and *hot air" as the
Coachella Valley mayors
race against each other to
win Palm Spring Mayor
Sonny Bono's cup chal
lenge. Locals and visitors
will enjoy a three day
line-up of visual and par
ticipatory events includ
ing hot air balloon races,
international food and en
tertainment programs,
concerts, displays and an
air show. (619) 323-8272.

6th Annual Tbmecula
Balloon and

Wine Festival
May 20 and 21. Some

60 hot air balloons will
provide a magnificent
aerial display as they
compete for prizes. Festi
val participants may take
a balloon ride, from the
numerous companies at
tending. For those who
want to keep their feet on
the ground, each of the
wineries will offer wine
tasting as part of the fes
tival fun. Wine tastings
and tours are available at
Temecula Valley's 11 dif
ferent wineries as well.
Champagne balloon
flights at dawn, a country
faire, jazz entertainment,
games, swimming, fishing
and boating at Lake Skin
ner in Temecula Valley.
(714) 676-4713.
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Outing News

GRpV!

DURWC

Place: Descanso Gardens

1A18 Descanso Drive

La Canada/Flintridge

Date: Saturday, April 22

Time: 9:00 AM

Fee: $3.00 for Garden Entry

Though one can hardly tell, sometimes, the Calendar
informs us that Spring has come again to Southern
California. For our second Stereo Club Outing of the
year, we are going to a place that should demonstrate
that seasonal fact beautifully. According to its
official brochure:

"DESCANSO GARDENS' history dates back to the time when
the King of Spain owned the land. Eventually, it
became part of a vast land grant given to a Spanish
soldier named Jose Maria Verdugo in 178A by the
governor of California, Pedro Fegas.

"In 1937, E. Manchester Boddy, owner and editor of
the Los Angeles Daily News, acquired ownership of 165
acres of this land which he named Rancho Del Descanso

(Ranch of Rest). He started the largest ornamental
camelia garden in the world where 100,000 plants are
presently displayed.

"Today Descanso Gardens, as it is now known, is owned
and operated by Los Angeles County. The Gardens are a
floral showplace containing a variety of annuals and
perennials that provide color throughout the year.
Visitors to Descanso may stroll easily-travelled
pathways that meander about the gardens, visit the
Japanese Tea House and the Hospitality House, or enjoy
the tranquil beauty of the stream which flows lazily
through the California live oak forest. Birds, too,
abound in this natural verdant setting. More than 150
species of birds have been recorded here, including
the stereoscopically equipped 'B-D Bird'."

The official brochure also has a "Color Calendar",
which shows those plants which are at their best for
each month of the year. For April, it lists the
following: outdoor Orchids, Azaleas, Iris, Spring
Bulbs, Lilacs, and Native Plants.

Please see the above map. If you're coming through
central L.A., take the Glendale Freeway (2) north to
Verdugo Blvd., go east (right) on Verdugo to Descanso
Drive.

Weather permitting, 1 believe we will have a good time
on this Outing. 1 will be announcing it at the next
Club Meeting, so see me then, or call me, if you
should have any questions.

—Larry Brown, Outing Director

1 prefer a little more heart in photography
and a little less technique.

—Irwin Blumenfeld

Classified

FOR SALE: ViewMaster Camera with case & Personal
cutter, flash, slide mounts, 2 viewers and 20 Pks of
subjects. All for $275. Irv Higdon, 12021 Dunblane
Avenue, Northridge CA 91326 (818)366-2538.

ma aimzana
* 1 IDqOto (BaQaQope tl.OO

SI 15 Cintdt

• 3-D COMiCS " 3-D POSTERS ' 3-D T-SHIRTS • 3-D BOOKS • MORE! •

FREE: Those of you who have been at the recent Club
meetings have probably picked up one of these
catalogues on the back table. For those of you who
can't get to the meetings, Ray Zone is offering to
send you one of his catalogues free. Contact Ray at
333 N. Hobart Place, Los Angeles CA 9000A (213)662-3831
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Latest JPL project features Mars as the star
Pasadena Star News, February 10, 1989

•y SELWYN EIBHI
toff Writer

PASADENA —me Jet rtoiitwil Labo-
ratory's 3-D. animated.*
tunced videos may lack tha depth
that Dusun HollaiaD briaj^i tQ;"R&io Man,"
but at least they movealoMf at a brlak pace.

In fact, the latest JPL creatiop released
last week averages a sizzUng 600 miles per
second. It's called "Mars the Movie," and it
simulates a 2-minute flight over a Martian
landscape featuring volcanoes more than
twice the size of Mount Everest and a net
work of canyons stretching farther than the
distance from Los Angeles to New Y^rk.
- The video was made for $60,000 using
computer-enhanced images taken by the
VUdngOrbiter spacecraft In 196U.

While the video would probably draw
rave reviews from casual observers, it also
will help planetary scientists better under
stand the surface of the mysterious red
planet.

ScUntists use many methods to study
Mars, but actually seeing the planet in three
dimensions can only help give them a better
understanding, said Kevin Hussey, a techni
cal group supervisor in the lab's Visualiza
tion and Earth Sciences Applications sec
tion.

'Tbare's nothing that comes close to the
eye-brain interface," he added.

"Man the Movie" and three other JPL 3-
D films are available to the public in one
17V^- minute videocassette for $30 through
the Videotape Co. in North Hollywood. The
telephone number is (818) 985-1666.

Another film now under way, called "Gal
lium Arsenide," tackles something a bit
smaller than Mars. The movie will cover
just 500 angstroms, or 500 billionths of a
meter, of a piece of gallium arsenide, a
crystalline material used to manufacture
semiconductors.

In the future, he added, such movies may
help scientists direct a rover across Mars or
help military aircraft fly in the dark.

Whan shooting teenies, Inelude some foli
age at the top or side of the eomposltlon to
produce an Illusion of depth and enhance the
eomposltlon. Use a small aperture to Increase
tlepth of field to that l>oth the foliage and the
subject will appear sharp In the photo. Computer generated by

Richard Ogle

L.A:s IMO^ STATIO\

50 Years Old
and Grand Again!

by Sara van Dyck
Locomotives rolled down Alameda Street, ac

companied by marching bands, flags ol the
American Legion and floats. Halt a million

spectators Hooded downtown to watch the
huge parade, presidedoverbydignitariessuch
as Mayor Fletcher Bowron and Governor
Colbert Olsen. Pageants depicted California
history, withSpanish dancing, earlycostumes,
and reconstructions of early steam engines.

It was May. 1939. and Los Angeles was
celebrating the long-awaited opening ol its
newest showplace. Union Station. The three
local railroads—Union Pacific. Southern Pacific
and Santa Fe—had finally joined to create a
terminal worthyof the grand era of rail travel.

For the next 20 years. Union Station was a
hub of the city's activity. Roads were often
bumpy, air flights infrequent and even bum
pier. so everyonefrom salesmen to socialites
preferred the elegance of the station and the
smoothness of the train. Hollywood writers
and producers enjoyedthe luxuryof the tamed
Santa Fe Super Chief,and screen tans hunted
through the station tor a glimpse of stars such
as Edgar Bergen or Dick Powell,

Sixty-six trains a day normally passed
through the station, according to Bill Bradley

in The Last of the GreatStations During the
war years, however, as soldiers headed to
bases and recruits reported tor training. IOC
trains each day jammed the station. Many a
traveler, eager to reach New Orleans or
Chicago, found that his train ottered "stan
ding room only" tor the two-day trip.

But railroads began to lose their appealafter
the war. Improved highways and speedy
planes gradually drew the public away, and
the great period of rail travel ended.

Still, the station retained its glamour, and
the film Industry found it a dramatic locale.
It served as a backdrop tor detective work In
the Dragnet TV series and was used m the
movie Gable and Lombard.

Today. Amtrak has attracted passengers
back to the station, and its future is bright
as a Metro Rail Terminus. It may never again
be tops In the city of the automobile. Outthe
great Union Station has come full circle.

The station celebrates Its 50th anniversary
on May 6 and 7, with concerts, exhibits ot
photographs, model trains, cars ol the past
and the future, and a real steam locomotive
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The Way We Were

From the 1952 Sears, Roebuck &Co. Catalog (No April Fool's!)

Look into Stereo Pictures. . not at them
Scenes appear so lifelike yoafeel your subject can actually step right out

HKRE^ WHY STEREO IS SO TRTE-TO-UFE

STEREO-REALIST CAMERA and ACCESSORIES

Big lifelike colorpictures you can see in
vietveror on jcreen in 3-<limension depth

You find it bard to believe you're looking at a picture instead of the real thing! You
expect a person to speak or an ocean wave to break against the shore. Scenes in the
viewer or projected on the screen appear in third dimension depth .. objects have
natural roundness and color. Vou operate the Stereo-Realist Camera like any camera ..
it's that easy1Uses 35mm color film.Gives 16pairs of stereo pictures on 20-exposurefilm.

St«r«a-ll*alUt Com-

^•n. The original
. . Americaa 35mm

stereo camera.

— twin coated f3:S with 35mm

focal length. Focuses from 2^^ feet to
infinity. SKwtter—cocking type with S^speeds
from 1 to 1/150 seconds, time and buib.
Split-image coupled rangefijider gives ac
curate focusing. Double exposure warning.
Flash lynchronired. Eye-level viewfiader
set between the lenses. . eliminates parallax
for accurate aiming. Hinged plastic covers
protect lenses. Picture sue 22x24mm.
Metal body with leather covering.
♦3 C M6370MTY—Camera only. Express
prepaid. (Shipping wt. 2 lbs.) $159.00

Plash Unil for Stereo-Realist. Uses No. 5.
25, SM or SF bulbs. Batteries included.
♦3 C 6272tAi—Postpaid. (Wt. I lb.).. .$8.75
Loath*# Evoroody Cat* for camera.
«3 C6371MY—>oifpoKf.(Wt. 1lb.).$11,251
Twa Typo A. nilors for using indoor color
film outdoors.
#3 C d397MY— Postpaid. (Wt. 8 oz.)... $7.00

«159.00

NOrfC£; rrantporoocf'o* or* mocntod by joonu-
focfwro# for eboul 6c oodi. Or you eon mount
fhom yourtotf . . wriio Socrt ^ortonof Sorvic*
Dopt, for d•^9ill of now mounting kH,

0Slor*o-Koall*t 3-Dlfnoti>tonal Viowor.
Focusing lenses. Adjustment to match

distance between eyes. With batteries, bulb.
♦ 3 C 0373MY—Pojrp<i»d..tWt. 2 lb3.).$197'5

Now Storoe-Xoallsl Hondl-Vlowor. Focusing
adjustment. With batteries, bulb.
♦ 3 C6385MY—Pojipoid. (Wt. 12 ex.).$9.50
$3C6415MY—Trantformof for (B) above.
12-ft. cord. 110-t20-volt. 60-cycle AC only.
UL listed. Postpaid. (Wt. 8 oz.). .. .$4.95

0$>x-drawof Slid* and Viowor Cobtnol.
Each drawer holds 48 stereo slides.

C6377MY—Postpaid. (Wt. 3 lb8.).$16.00

®TI>C Sforoo Froloctor. Projects Stereo-
Realist Slides for J-dimension viewing.

Two 500-watt lamps, S-in. coated f:J.5
lenses. Blower cooled. 105-120-volt. 60-
cycle, AC only. UL listed. Express prepaid.
3CM6688TF-(Wt. 24 lbs.) Same
price cash or terms. dotcn. Si/O.OO
K6689F-COIO. Postpd. (Wt. 8 lbs.).$20.00

Storoo Tripod Serooti. Metallic surface
needed for 3-dimensioa projection. 50x50
in. Pay express charie on delivery.
3 CM8509F—Shpg. wt. 20 lbs.. ..$35,001

Folorold Storoo Glostos. Necessary for
viewing 3-dimenaion projection. Plastic.
3C6698F—PoJlpd. (Wt. 2 oz.).Each $2.00

NEW! ILOCA STEREO II CAMERA

Imported from Germany. Gives 16
pairs of 3-dimension stereos 23x

CMkortwriM 24mm on 20-exposure 35mm color
siJ.so film. Lonioi—35mm coatedf:3.5.Shut-

lof—speeds 1 to 1/300 second. Delayed shutter release
lets you get in picture. Fla-^h synchronized. Double ex
posure prevention. Focuses from 3 feet to infinity. Easy
to cpierate as any 35min camera. Metal body. Uses
Stereo-Realist Viewers and Proiector above. Mounting
information included.
3 CM6101TF—Express prepaid. (Shiig. wt. 2 lbs.)...$125.00
3C6140M—Towor Flash Unit. B-C type with batteries.
Order No. S or 25 bulbs. Wt. 2 lbs. Mot prepaid. ...$12.95t
3 C 640?F~fvaraady Cat*. Postpaid. (Wt. 1 lb.)... . 13-50

22 . . SM«, KOIBUCK AND CO. t

«125.00

ot yo«

at actual ic*n«

with two oyoi

Storoo cemora lohoi

two piclufoi with
fwo 'loperal* Uniot

Thon two pictur*t
ar* viowod

in 3-dinionuon doerKI

NEW! VIEW-MASTER CAMERA
Ybts'w seen Vieiv-Master travel and children s scenes
shown on oppositepage . . nou;you con easily make
your ouTi inexpensivefull colorpictures in amazing
three ditnensions for your oitTi yiew-Master reels!

• No photogrophic skill naedod to toke fine 3-dimens»on pictures
* Gives 37pairs of stereo pictures on 20-exposur6 35-mm color film

«149.00 SlZ «19.50

Comero is cmajingly ecsy to use . . anyone can take fine stereo
pictures right from the start with this camera. Just set one dial to
the shutter speed you wish to use and special "Expo-Sure" dials
show you where to set lens opening. No focusing of lens necessary.
Pictures ore eosy to mount. . manufacturer docs it at small cost or
you can quickly mount them with film cutter and blank reels.

Pictures ore easy to view .. drop reels into viewer on op>posite
page and see 7 scenes one after another by simply pressing lever
Pictures are eosy on the budget .. a full color scene in three di
mension realism costs as little as a black and white snapshot.. only
about I2c each when you mount them yourself

Viow-Moiior Porftonol Camera. Takes stereo pictures with as fine
w sharpness as those of famous View-Master reels!
Lonsot—coated f:3.5 with 2Smm focal length. Fixed focus from 7 feet
to infinity. Sbutto#—speeds from 1/10 to 1/I(X) sec. and bulb. Syn-
chronixed for flash. Exposure control integrated with camera controls
to simplify exposure settings. Film wind coupled to shutter to pre
vent double exposures. Bubble in viewfinder indicates when camera is
level. Picture size 12xlJmm. Sturdy die-cast aluminum body.
3 C M6I34MT—Camera only.£xpr«ir prepoiJ.(Shpg. wt.3 lbs.).$149.00
3 C M38M—Vlow-Maslor Flash Unli. Built-in optical rangefinder
shows correct exposure setting with one dial operation. With bat
teries. Order No. 5 or SM flashbulbs. Postpaid. (Wt. 1 lb.).. .$19.75
3 C 64IOMT--Loatli*r Evoroody Cos*. Postpaid. (Wt. I lb. 8 ox.) 14.75

Twa Typo A Filtori for using indoor color film outd<x)r5.
3 C 6413M—Postpaid. (Shipping weight 8 ox.) $4.50

0Film Cuitor. Die cuts stereo pairs for View-Master reels to .001-
inch accuracy. Easy to use. Any 1 tO-12S-volt AC-DC. UL listed.

3 C 6411T—With.instructiona. Postpaid. (Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 4 ox.) $19.50

Blank Roaf Mewnit. Precision cut to align pictiires e.vactly . . pic-
LJ turea slip snugly into pockets. Metal and laminated paper.
3 C6412M-—With envelopes. Postpaid. (Shpg. wt. I lb.) 6 for $1.00

moeoi tfiippod from Chkogo, Philadolphia or toi Anpolof. ftmms
Hy cofalog No#, onding in "F** tiiippod from Chicago foefory
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VOLUME XXXIII NUMBER ELEVEN MAY 1989

From The President

I am In the home stretch of my administration and a lot of things are going
through my head. In addition to the normal activities of everyday life (work,
church, gardening, and other hobbies), I find that I want to squeeze photography
into my schedule. Sometimes 1 wonder how 1 can take time to be President when 1
do not even have enough time to take all the pictures 1 want; 1 often stop and
consider how much support 1 get from the Board and the other active members who
are always there to make things go smoothly. My hat Is off to them.

In this issue you will find the Nomination Committee's choices for election to
the top posts. 1 plan on going through the cycle by participating with the
Board and "focusing" on a narrower range of Club activities. 1 would like to
see the various Board responsibilities get passed around, or at least shared
with larger groups. In a few years, 1 would like to run for President again —
perhaps with a more aggressive agenda.

1 had some interesting
encounters this week. At

the last salon planning
meeting, we were told to
"look out for the

butterflies when you visit
the bathroom." — 1 asked

if they were pets. — "Oh
no. We will let them go
after we photograph them."
At the last workshop, one young gardener noticed the interesting picture of the
salsify; 1 did not think ANYBODY knew what SALSIFY was. And THREE people at
work asked me if 1 had heard of the new stereo print camera that is being sold
"Amway-style". — After brief conversations they each commented "1 did not
realize there was such a large industry based on 3-D."

1 think stereo is getting some new visibility in the general public. Recent
attempts to exploit stereo have been seen on television and movie specials; the
NEW new 4—lens camera will be promoted by the grass—roots customer; and
hologram technology is getting cheaper and better. 1 can talk stereo with so
many more people nowadays.

Have you ever noticed that people like to TALK stereo? Every month at the Club
meeting people TALK stereo. After the Club meeting they keep TALKING stereo.
When the Photo Center kicks them out, they TALK stereo in the parking lot. Then
they go to IHOP and TALK some more stereo. If you like to "TALK stereo", come
to the Awards Banquet in July. Make your reservation now. TALK to Claire...

7

MEETINGS: The third Thursday of each month at 7:30 pm ai the LosAngeles Photo Center,412 South
Parkview St., Los Angeles. Visitors and guests always welcome. MEMBERSHIP: Annual Ducs-Singlc/$1 5;
Couple/$18; Patron/any additional amount. All due july 1. New membership dues arc prorated for first
partial year. Send new dues to Membership Director. SUBSCRIPTIONS: The 3-D NEWS is published
monthly and included with membership. JIG for 12 issues for non-members; send fee to 3-D NEWS Editor.
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Nomination Committee Report

The following nominations have been made for the four
elected Club officers for the 1989-90 Club year
beginning at the July Club meeting. The elections
will be at the June meeting; installation will be at
the July meeting on the 20th at Michaels Restaurant.
These are the only Board positions that are elected by
the Club membership; all the other Board positions are
appointed by the President. If you'd like to get in
on the Club Board action for next year it's not too
early to talk about available positions with Bruce
Elliott.

For President: BRUCE ELLIOTT

For V. President: DAVID HANSEN

For Secretary: CLAIRE HOOPER

For Treasurer: BILL SHEPARD

—1989 Nomination Committee

Tony Alderson
Larry Brown
Bill Shepard
Ray Zone

May June
S M T W T F S S M T W T F S

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3

7 8 9 10® 12 13 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

14 15 16 17 @ 19 20 11 12 13 14 @16 17

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 18 19 20 21 22 23 ®
28 29 30 31 25 26 27 28 29 30

Stereo Activity Calendar

THU MAY 11 Club Board Meeting - Come on by If you are
interested. Contact Greg Hooper for Info.

THU MAY 18 Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30
5th and final Club Competition for the
year. Get in on the excitement. TOTM is
"Night"

SAT JUN 3 The Movie Special Interest Group meeting
will not be held tonight, but has been
moved to SAT JUN 24. Contact Bill Shepard

THU JUN 15 Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30
Great fun with an all-member show and tell

plus a surprise special.
THU JUN 15 Closing deadline for the Club's Slide of

the Year Competition. Get 5 slides to Jim
Murray quickly

SAT JUN 24 Movie Special Interest Group Meeting
FRI JUN 30 Copy deadline for the June 3-D NEWS. Share

those gems with the NEWS readers
THU JUL 20 Awards Banquet at Michaels Restaurant

Member & Subscriber Update

A hearty welcome is extended to this new Club member:

MYRNA MARTIN

11104 Aqua Vista #5
Studio City CA 91602
H (818)506-0961

Good reading extended to this new NEWS subscriber:

ROGER KIELY

1409 - 63rd St.

Des Molnes IOWA 50311

Contributors This Month

In addition to the "regular" by-lined contributors,
who this month are Greg Hooper, Jim Murray, Ray Zone,
Larry Brown, Richard Ogle, Mel Lawson, Charles Piper,
and Marjorie Webster, other contributors to the NEWS
this month are:

Gary Mros True 3-D Depth, Page 8
David Starkman Perfection, Page 8

The NEWS is a joint effort...
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AWARD

WINNING

WORK

Have Fun & Share Your Slides with others!
FREE ENTRY TO CLUB MEMBERS!

^ HOW: 1)Bring 3 Slides to theClub Meeting
2} Put your Name & Title on each slide.

. WHEN: Competition Nights are the 3rd Thursday
of Jan., March. May, Sept., & November

® at 7:30 P.M.
☆

DO IT NOW!

Get your Entry Cards at the Club and see your
slides projected; improve your photography; win
medals or ribbons & impress your friends!

Club Competition News

The May meeting marks the last of the five bimonthly
Club competitions for this year. But don't be bashful
- there is still time to make your first entry into
this integral Club activity. I always like to see
fresh, new faces sharing creative new images with us
at the competitions.

There's an added incentive to getting your entries in
now, before it's too late: the Slide of the Year
competition is only open to those slides which have
previously been entered in the preceeding year's Club
competitions. You can enter up to 5 slides in the
Slide of the Year; the deadline for getting your 5
slides to me is the Club meeting on June 15. The
Slide of the Year will be judged by the Cordova Camera
Club and will be presented in its entirety at the July
Awards Banquet.

And don't forget your entries for the
Theme of the Month (TOTM) competition;
TOTM is "Night". Be there or else...

—Jim Murray, Competition Director

Ed. Note - This installment of the
Competition Report was postmarked
from Jim in Moab, Utah, so we all
know what kind of 3-D work Jim is up
to. . .

Program & Workshop Notes

At the April meeting at the Photo Center we were
privileged to see two programs from the Stereo
Division of the Photographic Society of America. The
first was the PSA Traveling Stereo Exhibition which
featured over a hundred slides from some of the
World's top stereographers. In conjunction with this
program a judging and judging workshop was held at my
house on April 13. Some of the practical aspects and
finer points of stereophoto judging were discussed and
examined by a number of people in attendance. Kudos
to Jim Murray for organizing the affair, and thanks to
Randy Summers, Dorr Kimball and Patrick McLaughlin for

serving as judges. Also in attendance were Gail Zone
and her sister Patricia, Club President Greg Hooper
and Jay Blue in additon to Jim and myself. The top
slides as selected by the judges were:

First '.'Gossamer Parachute" by Paul Wing
Second "Hot Air" by Joe Maskasky
Third "Dunk on the Way!" by Martin Folb
hi! "Buck Beetle" by Max Weiser
hil "Sea Horses" by Max Weiser
™ "Rain Forest" by Phyllis Render
hi' "Slinky #1" by Dennis Hanser
hh "Spider Rock in Hyper" by Rick Finney

The second PSA program seen in April was the sequence
show and it proved some interesting moments ranging
from the pictorial to the humorous. Of special
interest to some of our viewers were the incredible
Mandelbrot 3-D images created by Rick Malm from San
Jose. They were worth the entire evening by
themselves.

You should be gathering your slides for the June show
and tell event (10 to 15 slides of any kind). And I'm
also pleased to announce a special surprise program
for that evening which will be announced in the next
issue of the 3-D NEWS.

— Ray Zone, Program Director

Stereo Exhibitions Calendar and News

SAT JUL 1 Closing - PSA Traveling Exhibition
Forms - Ben Shook, 8815 Fallbrook Way,
Sacramento CA 95826

This is an interesting exhibition in that the accepted
slides are sent around to 10 or so stereo clubs for
the ensuing year and judged individually. Cumulative
scores are kept on all these winners and high-score
awards are given at the end of the whole year. A nice
one to get involved in.

Once again the SOUTHERN CROSS Stereo Exhibition proved
to be a truly international affair. Top awards went
to Christoph Steinke of West Germany, Guy Martin of
Belgium, David Burder of England, Judy Archer and
Colma Jones of Australia, and Sam De Vergilio, H. Lee
Pratt, Martin Folb, Bill Papke, and Ron Labbe from the
U.S. Allan Griffin does a sensational job of
recruiting entries from all over the world. It must
truly be a sensational exhibition to view!

A great photograph is a full expression of
what one feels about what is being
photographed in the deepest sense, and,
thereby, a true expression of what one feels
about life in its entirety. And the
expression of what one feels should be set
forth in terms of simple devotion to the
medium — a statement of the utmost clarity
and perfection possible under the conditions
of creation and production.

—Ansel Adams
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Outing News

On Saturday, March 11, Greg Hooper, David Ratliff,
Susan Plnsky, David Starkman and I, all assembled at
the Union Station for the first Club Outing of the
year. I would also like to give credit to Dorr
Kimball, who could not find parking at the Station.
After briefly exploring the Station, our group sallied
forth to bring good, clean, and safe 3-D to the
troubled heart of Old L.A We visited several of the
historic buildings around the Old Plaza, including the
Firehouse, and the City's first big hotel, the Pico
House. Inside the latter, stereophotography was
forbidden at the whim of an insolent caretaker (not a
kindred spirit, 1 fear). Chastened by the evidence of
our gaucherie in daring to photograph in a public
place, we skulked toward Olvera Street. Along
Olvera's colorful stalls, many images perfect for 3-D
manifested themselves. However, two of our party were
slightly more interested in obtaining comestibles for
mastication. Of course food i^ important, but the
true 3-D believer only requires a good supply of
Kodachrome to keep going.

Chinatown was reached after a brisk walk north, on
Broadway. Along the way, we briefly visited a poultry
abatoir, which held a certain bizarre fascination for
one of our party. I would have gone in, too, but 1
chickened out. We took some late afternoon shots in
Chinatown, including a few group shots, before two of
our number bailed out early, to prepare for their
upcoming foray into the heart of the mighty continent
of Europe. Speaking of bailing out, will this dynamic
couple go from skin diving to sky diving? Have you
ever seen any 3-D free-fall shots? Let's encourage
them to go for it!

After a dinner composed of Sino-American hamburgers,
our remaining threesome waited for the magic hour of
twilight, when the lights of Chinatown start coming
on. Soon we were happily snapping away, with medium
and high speed film. We also experimented with double
exposures, all hand held. Around 6:30 PM, Nadine
Orabone of Picture This Tours showed up with about a
dozen paying followers. This scene reminded me
somewhat of a good bad movie 1 once encountered:
"Invasion of the Tripod People", or "The Bogens".

After going at it hatchet and tong for a full five
hours, our footsore troika decided to call it a night.
To close out this report, 1 sincerely believe that the
participants had a good time on this Outing.
Personally, I took a great many slides that will give
my friends and me enjoyment in the future. 1 invite
you to participate in future Club Outings.

—Larry Brown, Outing Director

The whole basis of artistic photography is to
pursue images YOU love.

—Paticia Miller

Computer generated by
Richard Ogle

A GREAT STEREO AID
OFFERED BY

1.^ PHOTO WORKS
4 S MIDLAND AVE

JOLIET. IL 60436

(815) 744-5700

PAc De-o

onniec NEGATIVES

RETURNED UN-CJ

Realist Size (C-41) Negative Film Developed
and Printed to Holmes Size Views

12 exp. rolls
(9 views)
18 prints

$6.17

24 exp. rolls
(18 views)
36 prints

$10.49

plus $2 posiaoe

We print to Size (Side
Borders Retained as
Created by camera).

1 dav "

E Sj'"a:e

Sunny Days and

western Ways

1989 PSA

International

Convention
Sept.11-16
Scottsdale

Arizona

36 exp. rolls
(29 views)
58 prints

$15.77

You Cut Only 1
Print and Lap

Join As You
Wish. Or Trim

Both For

Q-Vue
Mounts.
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Of Interest,

FRITZ WAACK PASSES AWAY IN GERMANY

Fritz Waack, Berlin, West Bermany, died suddenly of a
heart attack on March 25. For many years Fritz was
known world-wide as President of the Deutsche

Gesellschaft fur Stereoskopie (German Stereographic
Society) and more recently as President of the FIAP
Commission for Stereo Photography. With all of his
management and promotional involvements in national
and international stereo affairs, Fritz lent his
personal support to PSA-recognized International
Exhibitions and had achieved his second Star Award in

stereo photography. Fritz was also the author of
"Stereo Photography: An Introduction to Stereo Photo
Technology & Practical Suggestions for Stereo
Photography", which was first published in an English
Edition in 1985. But he will be remembered less for

his personal accomplishments than for the myriad ways
in which he fostered advancement of stereo photography
internationally and in his own country. The world of
3-D is far better for his selfless contributions over
the years. We'll miss him — and the likes of him.

—Col (Ret) Melvin M. Lawson, APSA
PSA/SD Delegate
Int'l Stereoscopic Union

EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT STEREO

PHOTOGRAPHY, BUT DIDN'T KNOW WHERE TO ASK ~ TTIE
TECHNICAL PAGE REPRINTED FROM 3-D NEWS, BULLETIN OF
THE STEREO CLUB OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

Dear Stereographers and Stereophiles:

At long last I can report to you that The Technical
Page Reprint #1 - #107 is off the press.

This fourth edition has 137 pages, including table of
contents, index, and glossary, and has a plastic
spiral binder so it will open flat.

It is priced at $15 US, which includes postage in the
US. For overseas (air, add $5.^ Please send your
check or money order in US funds to the address below.

The fourth edition includes a completely new treatment
(suitable for pocket calculators) of the relations
among all the parameters and criteria involved in
taking and viewing a stereogram. No more guesswork
about what distance, aperture, or baseline will make a
successful stereogram.

Also new is a detailed study of when and how to shoot
two pictures of the Moon which will make a stereo
pair.

Other useful material: parallax vs. perceived size and
distance, TDC projector maintenance, camera
registration problems, telephoto and wide angle for
stereo camera.

Profits made from the sale of this publication are
turned over to the Stereo Club of Southern California.

—Charles A. Piper
26810 Fond du Lac Road

Rancho Palos Verdes OA

90274 USA

LAS PALMAS CLOSES

That's right. The Kodak Lab at 1017 North Las Palmas
Avenue in Los Angeles has closed its doors. The
nearest Kodak Processing Lab is now Palo Alto. So
gone are the days of returning from a long photo
excursion, rushing the films over to Las Palmas, and
picking them up in a day or two and eagerly previewing
the results, even before the car is entirely unpacked.
It was a wonderful service, now only a memory.

"THE DEEP DEEP SLEEP" TO BE PUBLISHED

3-D Published Ray Zone has announced June release for
"The Deep Deep Sleep" by Steve Vance to be published
as issue number 21 of The 3-D Zone. "Steve and I have

worked together on a number of commercial projects over
the years," stated Zone. "With this book, Steve is
doing something completely original and created
specifically for the 3-D medium."

"The Deep Deep Sleep" takes place in Los Angeles of
the near future and tells the story of reporter Philip
Coltrane. Digging into a story of government
corruption and scandal, Coltrane learns too much for
his own good. As he prepares to break the story, he
suddenly finds himself framed for murder — but by
whom? To get to the truth and save himself, he must
elude the police and plunge into a nightmarish vortex
of fear and intrigue — the world of The Deep Deep
Sleep.

This publication will be printed on 50 lb book stock
with 4-color covers on 8 pt board, be 24 pages long
and include free 3-D glasses. It will sell for
a retail price of $2.50 (3.25 Canada).

The second 3-D Zone release for June is the "Rods-
a-Poppin' 3-D Poster" by underground comix great,
Robert Williams. Zone has knocked himself out with

the 3-D conversion of this poster and generated over
40 different levels of depth. The eye-popping scene
depicts an array of hot rods breaking through the page
and hurling out at the viewer.

The "Rods-a-Poppin 3-D Poster" is 20" x 24" in size,
printed on heavy white stock and will sell for a
retail price of $4.95 ($6.25 Canada) and include free
3-D glasses. More info is obtainable from Ray at
(213)662-3831.
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JOIN!!
ROCKY MOUNTAIN STEREO CLUB

"A 3-D Stereographic Photography Club"
Since March 1953

Practicing 3-dimensionai, naturaivision photography!
MEETINGS 1st Tuesday ol every month except in October,
LOCATION: SouthwestState Banl< (in basement meeting

room), 1380 S, Federal BlvO , Denver, CO
ItME: 7:30 pm to 9:45 p.m.

Stereographers and guests are welcome at all meetings at
which we usually have a program In 3-D (stereo)

INFO Officer Memhe;y^,fZ« 7S/-/;i'7S-

The Way We Were

This 1899 ad for Cycle
Poco shows the style

of folding camera that
developed as a result of

a combined interest in

photography and cycling.

The Rocky Mountain Stereo
Club send their calling
card. Join them for a

meeting when you're in the
Denver Area, anytime.

TOURISTS^
WHEELMEN

Ht-nllh and pleasure arc the two most ini-
portniit forcc.s of a well-balanced life. No

one can truly realize the magnitude of
tlic world and her varied .scenery, with
out the aid of a camera. The

CYCLE POGO CAMERA
is fompad and simple—it cm-
IvKiicsall that time, expense, exper
ience and true workman.ship can
l>roduce, making it a
MARVEL OF BEAUTY AND DELIQKT.

It is especially designed and
intended as a wheeling compan
ion, or for tourist's u.se.

Ro(liester(amfra& Supply (0.
30 Ctiedonli Ave., Rochester, N.Y.
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GETTING THAT THIRD DIMENSION By: BARRON WILEY
Even though our group has the
capabilities of photography in
real three dimensions. It is
useful to know the other aspects
of dimensionality. These ideas
can make our 3-D photography even
more effective than it already
Is. The article is taken from
Western Photographer, which in
turn had taken it from the Camera
Club Courier of San Luis Ohispo,
CA.

—Ed.

Photography, whether viewed as slides or as
prints, is a two-dimensional medium. The
world that we photograph is a three dimen
sional world. One of the biggest problems
that a photographer faces is trying to repre
sent those three dimenions on a two-
dimensional screen or piece ofphotographic
paper. At best, what we get Is an abstrac
tion.

Still, we can arrange our photographic sub
jects in such a way that the viewer
understands the third-dimension that is
physically missing in the photograph.
The things that I am going to mention Inthis
article are known to everyone, but
sometimes we don't think about them as we
are making ourpictures.1Justwantto bring
them to yourattention so that youwill think
about them as you are setting up your
camera. You can provide clues about
relative size and position for your viewer if
you will keep them in mind as yougo about
positioning and adjusting your camera.

—Things that are more distantappear
smaller in size. If the viewer knows that two
objects are actually about the same size and
one of them appears smaller in the picture,
he knows that one is more distant from the
camera.

Covering of one object by another — If
one object is partly hidden by another ob
ject, it is obvious that the one partly covered
by the other is farther away.
Position — If two objects are lying on the
ground and the camera is positioned higher
than the objects (but not directly over
them), then the more distant one will be
higher in the picture. On the other hand, if
the objects are attached to the ceiling, then
the moredistant one will be lower in the pic
ture.

Selective Focus — By using a fairly wide
lens aperture, we can render objects out of
focus when they are at planes closer to or
farther from the lens than that on which the
focus Is sharp. Thus, distance is indicated
by the degree of sharpness of a particular
object in the picture. Of course, the degree
of this changeof sharpness can be adjusted
by varying the aperture of the lens.
Converging Lines — Lines that are actual
lyparallel appear to converge as they recede
from the lens. The common example Is the
view along a pair of railroad tracks or a row
of telephone poles.
Atmospheric Haze —This shows up most
ly in distant landscape shots of mountains
or similar features, intervening haze caused
by scattered uitra-viotet light causes a pro
gressively more noticeable curtain of a
bluish color as the planes of the landscape
are more distant from the camera. This is
generally more noticeable on film than it Is
to the eye. if you wish, the effect can be
reduced by photographing the scene
through an ultra-violet filter.
Brightness — Particularly when using a
single source of artificial light, objects
photograph darker as they are more distant
from the light source. Rememberfrom your
high school physics course that the intensi
ty of light falling upon an object varies as
the square of the distance from the hght
source. Gsualiy this is a problem in lighting

a scene, but it can also be a help wnen you
want to isolate a subject from its surroun-
dings.
in addition to indicating relative distances
to the viewer of a photograph is the problem
of depicting the shape of the object itself.
For Instance, suppose there is a basketball
lying on the ground on a sunny day and it is
about 20 feet away from the camera. What
are some of the clues that you can provide
the viewer of your picture so that he will
know it is really a basketball and not a round
piece of cardboard propped up?
Shading — The sun shining on the ball will
create highlights where the light Is reflected
toward the camera. There will be a shiny
spot where the sun Is directly reflected. As
the surface of the ball curves away from the
direct reflection of the sun, the amount of
light reflected to the camera becomes pro
gressively less - thus shows up as darker.
Shadow — Ail objects in direct sunlight
cast shadows. On our example, the shadow
of the bail on the grass will round or oval,
depending upon the angle of the sun. This
will give a clue as to the actual shape of the
object that one Is photographing.
When photographing a human face, the fac
tors of shading and shadow are important In
reproducing the three-dimensional object on
a plane surface. Placement of the light
source becomes very important in reproduc
ing the contours and lines of the face. This
is one reason why on-the-camera flash
seldom makes for a pleasing portrait,
it is not my purpose to insult anyone's in
telligence by bring up these points.
However, too often in the excitement and
hurry of making a photograph, we fail to
keep in mind these things that make for bet
ter pictures. This article will have served its
purpose if it brings to your conscious
thoughts some of these things that we ail
tend to overlook.
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Marjorie's Musings

"STOP AND SMELL THE ROSES"

By Marjorie Webster

I cannot go out of my house In Studio City without
dramatic events happening to me! I decided to take
both my Olympus 35mm and 3-D cameras, as the day,
Sunday, June 25, 1988, was quite clear.

My ultimate goal was Alhambra, but X got off the
freeway at Orange Grove in Pasadena! Before the
Wrigley Home, X turned into a side street and parked
in the shade. A car pulled up behind me. "A Little
Old Lady From Pasadena" knocked urgently on my closed
window. She was tiny and frail; wearing a neat white
lacy blouse. Her very white wispy hair was emphasized
by too much rouge on her cheeks and thin lips. 1
rolled down my window and she handed me a small piece
of paper. (1 had two reactions and/or emotions: glad
it wasn't a cop, and, she wasn't asking for a
hand-out.)

1 glanced at a very graphic map as she chirped: "I'm
lost. Can you help me?" Her destination was the
Shakespeare Club (where my own mother had lectured
many years ago). After my patient directions, she
buzzed off. Lesson No. 1 — 1 should have taken her

picture in 3-D, because she was so unique as an
old-fashioned character!

As 1 walked on Orange Grove in front of the Wrigley
Home, a tiny, dapper gentleman paused and greeted me
with: "Good afternoon. Ma'am — isn't it a lovely
day?" as he tipped his white broad-brimmed hat. He
was wearing a black double-breasted coat, with gold
buttons, white carnation in button hole, white slacks
and black spats over spotless white shoes. He carried
a white cane — but he wasn't blind, as he inquired
about my double-lensed Kodak Stereo Camera! After
chatting a few moments, we parted. Lesson No. 2 — 1
should have taken HIS picture in 3-D! (Recalling my
day after 1 returned home in the evening, 1 fantasized
shooting them together in 3-D and a lovely romance
developing!)

1 circled the Wrigley Home and checked each variety of
rosebush — finding none worthy of either camera.
Memories crowded my mind as 1 recalled being a guest
at the Wrigley Home on Catalina Island, which is
similar in architecture to this house in Pasadena, and
the same as the house in Phoenix, AZ. (My mother
wrote some of the first publicity about Catalina
Island and the Wrigley Mansion. Her article was in
the September 1930 issue of Nomad Magazine.)

My main object for stopping in Pasadena was to
investigate the interesting addition to the grounds.
1 had seen the left side and rear of the house as 1

had whizzed by a month ago on my way to Alhambra. 1
had neither camera with me and 1 chastized myself
severely because 1 spied a Japanese bride in elaborate
wedding gown and photographers having a "field day" on
the ground. (1 have invaded other such events in many
parts of the world and was welcome to shoot all 1
wished in 3-D.) Lesson No. 3 — ALWAYS have my
cameras with me!

The grounds were vacant except for
couple sitting on a bench in the shade of a huge Ficus
tree. We exchanged greetings and a bi:ief conversation
revealed they lived nearby and often came there for
the peace and beauty of the property. (1 also
recalled that Mrs. Wrigley lay in a coma for 17 years
in that house which chewing gum built )

The new structure was a huge silver-white metal
skeleton of a crown outlined against the blue sky and
dark green surrounding trees. Apropos for the
crowning of future queens and princesses of the
Tournament of Roses in the "Crown City" of Pasadena.
Delicate streams of water transformed the modern
design into a filigree fountain. Fan-shaped water
spewed from mouths of small dolfin-like metal fish at
regular intervals around the base.

1 took several shots from different angles, both 35mm
and 3-D. (1 made a mental note to bring a small broom
to whisk away garden debris from several bronze
plaques, so 1 could photograph them, in the near
future.) As 1 was taking mirror-shots of the fountain
from the Tournament of Roses offices, one of the
off-duty executives told me the structure was
dedicated in April 1988, but was not finished as yet.

On to Alhambra, where 1 played four songs from memory
on two pipe organs in a music store. Across the
street 1 saw an interesting sign "Comic Heaven". It
was closed on Sunday, but as 1 was taking a 3-D photo
for Ray Zone, the owner came out. He invited me
inside and 1 met his wife and small daughter. They
were thrilled to meet Margette (ME), the stereo
photographer of Hollywood 3-D movie stars, which they
sold in their shop!

P.S. The 100th Anniversary of the Rose Parade was
presented by Fox 11 in 3-D! And sound in stereo. 3-D
glasses were obtained at Von's. (Since the Parade
never occurs on a Sunday, the eventful day was on
Monday, January 2, 1989.) 1 have thousands of 3-D
slides I've taken since 1953 of gorgeous close-ups of
the Floats. See my article in the 3-D NEWS, December
1983 for more details. Hopefully at the June Meeting
Show and Tell I'll show a sequence of Fountains and
include a couple shots of this Crown Fountain.

PAGE SEVEN

one middle-aged
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Stereoscopic Glasses Provide True 3D Depth
Stereoscopic Glasses Provide True 3D Depth

COMPl'TKR SHOPPKR. NOVEMBI R 1988

tiaitex Resources. Inc. intHxIuces low
cost, high technology for stereoscopic
3D viewing. With the X-Specs 3D
glasses cabled to a eoinpnter. images
can be viewed with the depth of real
life 3D.

The word "stcrwscopie" is applied
to three-dimensional visual images in
the same way that "stereophonic" is
used when referring to multi-
dimen.sional audio images.

Human vision works with two eyes
eachviewing flat pictures fromslightlv
different angles. The brain combines
the.se two flat images into one collec
tivestereo.scopic image with 3D depth,

With the use of the X-Spccs 3D
glavses. the a)mputer can display a flat
image to each eye independently and
trick the brain into constructing a
stereoscopic 3D image. The results are
incredibly lifelike.

The X-Specs gla.sses control what
eacheye.sees independentlyby closing
and opening an optical shutter at 60
frames per second. The optical shut
ter employsa high-speed liquid crx'.stal.

The initial introduction for X-Specs
3D is for u.se with the Commodore

Perfection Unmasked
By HERBERT KEPPLER
POPULAR PHOTOGRAPHY .MAGAZINE

With the introduction of Fuji's newcolorprimfilm. Reala, we
have come full circle. ReaJa. according to Fuji "recreates colors
as perceived by the human eye with unerring accuracy.

"Difficult toduplicate subtle tones andgradations ofpurple, red
and yellow-green areclearly and vividly reproduced," according
to Fuji. Other words Fuji uses are "faithful." "nearly three-
dimensional imagethat's truetoyour
subject" and portraits that are "tru;
to life."

Thai's stealing Kodak's thunder all
right. For years Kodak had been
creating and proclaiming its films as
being "natural" and "real" because
Kodak research had indicated that is
what people said they wanted. Then,
as we know Fuji released a whole
batch of new slide and print films
w'ith supervividcolorswhichliterally
jumped at you with their gorgeous
garishness. Users, particularlyama
teurs. climbed on the colorful band
wagon while Kodak began learning
the lesson that what people say

Amiga.The exceptional graphics jiower
of the Amiga sx-stem at a loxx [uiccpoint
makes It an ideal format to introduce
this technology.

The potential applications for
stereoscopic imaging are as unlimited
as vi.sion it.self. Doctors at the UCLA

Medical Center in California are utiliz
ing X-Si^ecs 3D for magnetic resonance
brain scan imaging. The chemi.stry
department of the University of Cin
cinnati in Ohio and Scripps Labs in
California are eniploxing X-Specs and
Amigas for molecular modeling. Other
users and developers are investigating
applicatioas in art, architectural design,
flight simulation, 3D modelling, ray
tracing, optometry, and adventure
games to name just a few.

The entertainment possibilities are
spectacular. A game named SpaceSpuds
hasbeenpackaged with the Amiga ver
sionof X-Specs. SpaceSpuds, developed
by John Schultz,combines excitingar
cade action with incredible reaii.stic
depth in star-filled outer space Over
forty independent .software develop
ment firms are workingon X-Specs 3D
compatible Amiga software.

A .software program termed "D3D"
allows any pair of Amiga "IFF" stan
dard images to be displayed with the
X-Specs stereoscopic glas.ses. Three-D
rendering software, such as Sculpt 3D
and Turbo Silver, can be employed to
generate .stereoscopic pairs by first
rendering a scene for one eye, and then
by moving the "camera angle" a short
distance, an image may be rendered
for the second eye. Images may also be
created by digitizing existing pairs of
.stereoscopic photographs.

Commodore 64, IBM PC/AT,
Macintosh and VCR interfaces are in
development. The Amigaversion of X-
Specs3D retails for $124.9.5. The .wstem
includes one pair of gla.sses, an inter
face that supports up to two pairs of
gla.sses, a disk full of 3D images and
the gameSpaceSpuds. The X-Specs 3D
Amiga interface simply plugs into the
.second joxstick ix)rt and recjuires no ad
ditional power supply.

For additional information, contact
Haitex Rtwurces, 208 Carrollton Park.
Suite 1207, Carrollton. Texas 7.5006'
(214) 241-8030. •

O.K., here comes the unsuspecting John Q. Public wanting
nothing more thana simple rollof colorprintfilm, "Vivid or real?"
the dealer asks. Well, we know what JQP wili say: real. But is
that what JQP wants?

Let us leaveJQP and his dilemma. Let me take you backsome
years when we did an interesting experiment to find out whatcolor

film camera users thought were
truthful and which they liked. For the
test, we shot a beautiful bowl of

flowers using every shde film
available.

We assembled a motley crew of
viewers: snapshooters and pros,
editors and file clerks, floorsweeper.'̂
and executives. There were 30 in all

Without telling anyone which films
they were viewing, we scrambled the
slides and began projecting We ask
ed each person to rate the slides first
for preference. Which did they real
ly like best? Everyone wrote down
his or her preferences in order.

We scrambled the projection order
and projected again. This time we asked which slides the viewers
liked the least. Again they dutifully wrote down their list in order

For the third go around, in which we asked the viewers to rate
the slides as to accuracy, we had to change our methods slighih'.
Next to the screen we placed the real bowl of flowers and lit the
bowl with a matched projector, soviewers could direciK compare
the real flowers with the transparencies of the flowers under the
samelight. We then scrambled the slide sequence for the last time
and asked the same viewers to pick out which slide films ihe>
thought most accurately matched the color of the flowers.

eut wait a

minute. Will discerning
amateurs and pros go
for a film loaded with

ultrabright color?

Photographic-Video Trade News
February 20. 1989 Vol. 53 So. 4

Finally, we tabulated results. They were
near unanimous. The slides picked as be
ing the most accurate were also the slides
selected as being the least likedI The slides
everyone preferred were among those judg
ed least accurate.

(I'm forever amused at film flackery
claiming "true skin tones." If you have
tv'pical light Caucasian skin, you'd better be
fresh from a suntan if you are to be
photographed with a film having "true skin
tones." Ever take a good critical look at our
skin? Pink, yellow and blotchy. Give me a
break. Shoot me with a film that will show
my skin as nice and pink overall, or tan.)

So who needs truthful, accurate, sincere

color? Professionals? I spent much of my
young life in and near my father's commer
cial photo studio where much effort was ex
pended on doctoring food and faces to pre
vent them from looking their drab selves.
No photographer or client thought the
altered colorations were real. They were col
ors that viewers "liked."

Has ail this changed? Are we now going
to accept reality? I doubt it. For my money,
both pros and amateurs still want to see the
world through pink glasses. C

they want and what they really want can be two very different things.
Sothen came thecolor catchup ofKodak VR, VR-G and gold print
films plus Ektachrome Plus and HCtransparency films, loaded to
the ears with glorious color.

Bui wait a minute. Will discerning amateurs and pros really go
for ultrabright color? No sooner worried about that than the great
Kodak vending machine inthe skycoughed upnatural color Ektar
25 and 1000 (with other speeds to come).

And now with Reala (ISO 1(X) with other speeds to come) Fuji
enters Kodak true color film territorv.
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From The President

There are three categories of activities in the Stereo Club: (1) Viewing,
either individually or in groups large and small; (2) Picture-taking; and (3)
Competing. We often think of the second and third categories as individual
efforts, but this Club stands for group effort in these categories, too.

The events in which groups take photos (like Club outings, workshops, and
model shoots) are times when the novice can watch the more experienced or more
daring photographers try something new. In between shots, one can pick up
some very useful comments and recollections — it is like opening notebooks of
attempts, successes, and failures. Outings in particular allow the time for
me to look at different subject matter and catch some fresh ideas, and also to
catch some fresh air.

In order to work, the group effort must have the investment of time and
patience by the novice. It must have the investment of talent and direction
by the more experienced photographers in the Club. It must have a plan to
reach a goal. The most general goal 1 can think of is "to take better
pictures", but this can go in so many directions that 1 recommend a workshop
to pin down one subject area at a time.

The group effort must also have a goal, which
leads me to the third category. Several members
of this Club regularly produce beautiful slides;
most of them are known around the world in stereo

circles. The Club is also well known (though not
always by name), probably because of these
members. The Club will be better known as more

members reach that level of recognition.

1 believe that a competitive spirit and a group
spirit are healthy. This combination is vital to our Club, and it promotes
greater individual achievement. The Club competes in the International
Stereo Club Competition; members compete in international exhibitions. 1
want to promote a group spirit in Club competition at both the individual
level and the Club level.

Another place to show Club vitality is in the Club itself; the Club
competition is a proving ground for new slides and new talent. We have a
well developed institution in SCSC to compete amongst ourselves; we show our
enthusiasm outside also. The Slide of the Year Show will be shown in

Northern California and again at the July Banquet. Deadline for entry is the
June meeting, so get your slides ready, and we will see the results in July.

MEETINGS: The third Thursday of each month at 7:30 pm at the Los Angeles Photo Center, 412 South
Parkview St., Los Angeles. Visitors and guests always welcome.MEMBERSHIP: Annual Dues—Single/$15;
Couple/$18; Patron/any additional amount. All due july 1. New membership dues are prorated for first
partial year. Send new dues to Membership Director. SUBSCRIPTIONS: The 3-0 NEWS is published
monthly and included with membership. $10 for 12 issues for non-members; send fee to 3-D NEWS Editor.

RECEIVED JUN j 0 1983
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Stereo Activity Calendar

June July
S M T W T F S S M T W T F S

1 2 3 1

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

11 12 13 14(;^16 17 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
18 19 20 21 22 23(24) 16 17 18 19(^21 22
25 26 27 28 29 30 23 24 25 26 27 28 29

30 31

THU JUN 15 Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30
Great fun with an all-member show and tell
plus a surprise special

THU JUN 15 Closing deadline for the Club's Slide of
the Year Competition. Get 5 slides to Jim
Murray quickly

SAT JUN 24 Movie Special Interest Croup Meeting
Contact Bill Shepard for details

FRI JUN 30 Copy deadline for the July 3-D NEWS. Share
those gems with the NEWS readers

THU JUL 20 Award Banquet at Michael's Restaurant.
Make your reservations with Claire Hooper
now. Only $15 per person!

THU OCT 19 Monthly Club Meeting - Photo Center - 7:30
3-D AUCTION. Get prepared for buying and
selling 3-D equipment. The whole evening
will be devoted to this. David Starkman,
Auctioneer

Member & Subscriber Update

A hearty welcome to these three new Club members:

CARLYLE FROST

AUDREY FROST

1560 South 9th Avenue

Hacienda Heights CA 91745
H (818)333-4156

LOYAL WINTER

3775 Encynal Canyon
Malibu CA 90265

H (213)457-6313

Classified

FOR SALE:

Stereo

(818)366-2538

ELMO Stereo Movie Unit $190; 2 Brumberger
Viewers $60. Irv Higdon (818)993-9424 or

Of Interest...

For those who are lamenting the closing of Kodak's Las
Palmas Processing Facility in Hollywood, I offer this
potential alternative located only two blocks from the
closed service center.

A & I Color Laboratories, 933 N. Highland Avenue, Los
Angeles (Hollywood) offers developing of 36 exposure
reversal stock for $6.00 plus tax. The roll is
returned unmounted, uncut, in a glassine sleeve,
inside a 4-inch square box which eliminates the need
for reverse rolling or overnight hanging before
cutting.

Another plus to their service is film received before
10 AM is ready for pickup after 2 PM the same day.
Hours are 8:30 AM through 10 PM M-F, 9 AM through 6 PM
Saturday. They also have a night drop-off. Telephone
(213)464-8361.

I stopped using Kodak's Las Palmas service two years
ago after numerous problems, i.e. scratched film,
chemical stains and lost-and-never-recovered film. I

can report complete satisfaction with the 15 or so
rolls I have had done at A & I in the last two years.

—John Konrad

Contributors This Month

In addition to the regular by-lined authors in this
month's NEWS, other contributors are:

John A. Rupkulvis Rose is Rose, Page 4
Bob Tiritilli Awards Banquet, Page 8

John write that he "...recently returned from a
business trip to Japan. Seems that the Japanese are
really into 3-D. However, they have a lot of American
things there, including the cartoons in their
newspapers. This one is from the MainichiDaily News."
...The heavy article on Page 7 just showed up on the
Editor's doorstep. High perspective reading....Bob
Tiritilli always has fun with his drawings; I know you
will appreciate his clever original humor (and as a
consequence won't miss the Awards Banquet).
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Program Notes

The June Club program will be up to you. Everyone is
invited to bring a group of up to 15 slides of any
kind. These will all be projected and you will be
able to comment on them if you wish. We are all
hoping for some surprise slides, so dig deep into your
files. This is a great opportunity for you to see how
certain slides project on the big screen, so use the
evening to your advantage.

In addition, there will be a special program called
"Travels on Next to Nothing" — a replica of a lantern
slide show. You don't want to miss this!

—Ray Zone, Program Director

Awards Banquet!

Plans are being made to provide for a great evening at
Michael's Restaurant at 4500 Los Feliz Boulevard on

Thursday, July 20. Why come? Here's why. You
will

• Have a nice dinner

t Socialize with your 3-D friends
• Participate in the installation of new officers
• Cheer on the presentation of the Club

competition awards for 88-89
• View the Big Slide of the Year Show
• Thrill to the presentation of the

Slide of the Year Awards

• Other surprises, naturally!

Please make your reservations with me now! Guests are
certainly welcome, and this is a great opportunity to
have them see some great slides, since the best of the
best will be part of the Big Slide of the Year Show.
Only $15 per person. Your check, made out to me, (or
cash) must be received as soon as possible so I can
provide you with adequate seating.

—Claire Hooper, Banquet Director

☆
AWARD

WINNING •

WORK

Have Fun 8e Share Your Slides with others!
FREE ENTRY TO CLUB MEMBERS!

HOW: 1) Bring 3 Slides to the Club Meeting
2) Put your Name & Title on each slide.

WHEN: Competition Nights are the 3rd Thursday
of Jan., March, May, Sept., 8t November
at 7:30 P.M.

DO IT NOW!

Get your Entry Cards at the Club and see your
slides projected; improve your photography; win
medals or ribbons & impress your friends!

Club Competition News

With the last of the five regular Club competitions
held at the May meeting, the competition year is
rapidly drawing to a close. I was happy, nevetheless,
to see at least one new entrant at the May
competition, Richard Reek. We saw many excellent and
creative slides that night, including Padric
McLaughlin's simple and beautiful "Flashlight
Circles" and Greg Hooper's "Shiprock Under Mysterious
Shadows".

I have tabulated the results of the May competition
and have determined the final standings for the Club
year. Club tradition, however, requires that these
results remain a secret to be first announced at the

annual Awards Banquet in July. The Award and HM
slides for May, though,are given below:

A GROUP STANDARD

Award: Sandscape - Jerry Walter
HM: Valley Dog - Jerry Walter

B GROUP STANDARD

Award: Flashlight Circles - Padric Mclaughlin
HM: Presidio Grove - Padric McLaughlin

Heart Bar Meadow - Randy Summers

A GROUP NONCONVENTIONAL

Award: Pair of Mittens - Jim Murray

B GROUP NONCONVENTIONAL

Award: LA from Planetarium - Dorr Kimball

Hollywood from Planetarium - Dorr Kimball

HM: Shiprock Under Mysterious Shadows-G.Hooper
Young and Old - Greg Hooper

The Theme of the Month Award was awarded to Marjorie
Webster for "Evil Knieval Fountains". The truly 3-D
team of judges were David Ratliff, David Hansen, and
David Kuntz.

While the competition year is drawing to a close, it
ain't over yet, folks! In fact, the best is yet to
come — the great granddaddy of them all — the Slide
of the Year Competition. This competition is only
open to those slides previously entered in this year's
five competitions. You can enter up to five slides.
Please bring your slides to me at the June Club
meeting or mail them to me so they arrive no later
than June 16.

All entries in Slide of the Year are eligible for the
special awards, including:

Best Flower

Best People
Best Natural Scenic

Best Animal

Best Contemporary

plus of course. Slide of the Year, and a fistful of
Honorable Mention Ribbons. (If any philanthropic
member would like to donate one of the awards, please
give me a call!) There is also a special award for
the most promising new member. All entries in Slide of
the Year will be presented in a special program at the
July Awards Banquet.

So, there are only two things to do between now and
then: Select your 5 best slides for Slide of the Year,
and call Claire Hooper to reserve your seat at the
Awards Banquet.

—Jim Murray, Competition Director
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ROSE IS ROSE By Pat Brady
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INSIGHTS;
MEMBERS TALK ABOUT THEIR SLIDES

"YOUNG AND OLD" by Greg Hooper. My slide should have
a more meaningful, personal title like "Claire at
Crater Lake". It was taken in July on Crater Lake's
northwest cliffs; the subject was sitting on a
bleached tree trunk overlooking the lake. The pair of
Canon T-70s electronically synchronized were mounted
on a bar with lenses about 6 inches center to center.

There was no haze, but the sky and water were very
bright so I used a polarizer enhancing the blues. I
used Vivitar zoom lenses 28-210mm. They are very
heavy but I find them very versatile. They must also
be synchronized as to focal length for almost every
picture. My primary reason for using this particular
setup is that I can carry them on a short hike and
have all the capability of wide angle for large scenes
or zoom-in for isolated subjects. I have also used
this rig for taking hyper-stereo shots; 1 will detach
one camera and let Claire aim it while I aim the

other. The electronic cable is long enough to allow
three foot interocular. Although the whole rig is
heavy (about three pounds), I do not have to carry any
additional equipment or change lenses.

My picture "Crate Lake under Mysterious Shadow" is one
of three I took of the same subject for bracketing.
The original was taken from Crater Lake's southeast
wood under the same conditions as "Young and Old"; the
subject is Ship Rock framed by pine trees. Another
pristine copy has been accepted in international
exhibition. This copy I used as a first attempt at
derivation. I made a lithographic (high-contrast)
negative and sandwiched it with the original. All of
the light areas of the slide were now given a dark
shadow (clouds. Ship Rock, tree branches and trunk).
I offset the negative slightly to the left to give a
light outline on the right of some subjects;
originally the original and negative were prefectly
superimposed; both ways give bizarre results.

"VALLEY DOC" by Jerry Walter. Zachariah is the kind
of Golden Lab/Golden Retriever Mix whose whole aim in
life is to make people happy. So if he truly under
stands what you want, he will do it on command,
because he knows it will make you happy. He knows
what "Sit! Stay!" means about 95% of the time, and,
just to please, will remain in position until an
"Okay!" releases him. Good training when you want to
use him as a model in some place such as Monument

Valley. It was April 13, 1989, and when we got to
this famous place just north of Kayenta, Arizona, in
the heart of the Navajo Indian Reservation, the 4 PM
sky was a fuzzy overcast. "No good pictures today" we
guessed. But the dirt road into the Tribal Park
offers such magnificent scenery that we paid our $2.00
entry fee anyway and braced ourselves for the
incredibly rough and rocky first mile down the grade
before the smooth sandy road begins. As we headed
southeast, the sky cleared to whispy clouds against a
blue sky, and the warm, late afternoon mellow sun
yielded a perfect contrast ratio to what sometimes can
be a very harshly lit scene. For the first time, this
trip we drove out to John Ford's Point. There wasn't
anyone else there, and Zack was in a frisky mood,
poking his nose into every sagebrush in search of a
Monument Valley lizard. Walking up the road apiece we
found a nice Utah Juniper for Zack to "Sit! Stay!"
next to. Behind him spread this world-famous scene,
popularized in "Stagecoach" and other films. I
snapped away at this happy model, bracketing exposures

1 stop, using my Custom Realist loaded with K64. I
also used my "rosy" filters as described in the
October 1987 issue of the NEWS. It was a good
session, with "Valley Dog" the best of the lot.
Contrary to Club rumors, and in spite of the happy
expression on his face, Zack does not yet respond to
"Smile!", but we're working on it.

"EVIL KNIEVAL FOUNTAINS" by Marjorie Webster. What
goes around, comes around! My slide was taken July
1972 at 5 AM. I had just won $100 at the "quarter
slots" in Caesars Palace in Las Vegas. The night air
was refreshing and flashing fountains caught my eye.
With my trusty Kodak Stereo Camera, I shot the "Winged
Victory of Samarthrace" Statue (recalling the original
at the top of a grand stairway in the Louvre Museum in
Paris, France, of which I have a 3-D slide). Behind
the headless figure, encased in flowing, clinging
drapery, are gentle columns of spurting vertical and
arched streams of golden water which encircle another
central geyser shooting triumphantly skyward! Between
the statue and the fountains, in the far distance, are
the bright red neon letters "Caesars Palace". Middle
distance, to left, are lighted emerald archways, with
alternating dark green cypress tree-columns. To the
extreme left, a "lucky" full moon, like a real silver
dollar, in a deep azure, lapis lazuli sky. In
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immediate foreground are green and gold spots of light
in rippled water. As 1 recall, 1 was using Kodachrome
11 Daylight film. 1 probably held my breath for a
1/25 sec exposure, wide open at f/3.5. 1 took several
more shots at different angles, but the light was
changing fast. My first try was the winner!

But there is much, much more. 1 was to meet Liberace
for breakfast in the Stardust Coffee Shop at 6 AM.
(He had just finished his spectacular show at the
Riviera Hotel.) As 1 walked toward his table, 1 noted
his usual type of costume of sequins, rhinestones and
the famous real diamond rings on his fingers. He
greeted me with: "Oh, 1 love your outfit!" (1 was
wearing my "Mr. P. J." black and white pajama top
which reached just under my hips. Below were red
leotards covering my still "great legs". 1 used to
model for hosiery.) YA! We chatted about many
things: show biz, music, astrology (1 had done his
chart many years ago, when I knew him in Palm Springs.
1 was doing public relations for a bust developing
salon, but that is another story, in 3-D). We had met
often in a very simple coffee shop on Palm Canyon
Drive in the late '50s.

Here at Ceasars, Lee and 1 recalled a happy day and
evening when his mom cooked an old fashioned Italian
spaghetti dinner at their home in Sherman Oaks while
Lee and 1 were visiting by his piano-shaped pool,
complete with black and white keys motif. 1 was
actually interviewing him for "Who's Who in Los
Angeles". 1 was Associate Editor of that, and also
"Who's Who in Dining and Lodging". He was then
charming his TV audience in 1954 on Channel 5, in
black and white. 1 was well into color 3-D, and 1
never took a single shot of Liberace, at breakfast,
lunch, or dinner. Shame, shame on me!!

Now back to the Club meeting of May 18. When my slide
won the TOTM Award for "Night", our President Greg
Hooper was frantically-confused, trying to read the
title "Evil Knieval Fountains". Why that title?
Because on April 13, 1989, Evil Knieval, Jr. leaped
and spanned with motor cycle the Ceasars Palace
Fountains successfully. His father. Evil Knieval
Senior, tried the same feat 22 years ago and was
severly injured and in a coma for 30 days. To top it
all off, Gail Zone made a very sage remark "Guess
that's how the Winged Victory lost her head".
Terrific. 1 had thought the same thing that very
afternoon as 1 prepared my slides for our May
competition. So, what goes around, comes around. My
Award was two tickets to Mann's Chinese Theatre in

Hollywood. How apropos! Thank you, Jim Murray.
P.S. Look for my Fabulous Fountains of the World in
3-D at our June 15 meeting. And Magical Moments in
3-D at Michaels on July 20. Don't miss either one!

Sunny DMy9mid

Western Weys

m
1989 PSA

International

Convention

Sept. 11-16
Scottsdale

Arizona

ISCC Report

The second International Stereo Club Competition for
1988-89 was held in May with the Rocky Mountain Stereo
Club hosting. In this event, three times each year
stereo clubs from around the world send a rotating
host club six slides from various members for judging.
Club scores are cumulative, and the highest-scoring
club receives a plaque at the annual Photographic
Society of America convention. For this competition
the Club sent these slides:

Garden Spider ...Valeria Sardy
Intake Larry Brown
Twins John Sardy
Watch Movement Dorr Kimball

Winter Light on El Cap....Jim Murray
Victorian Diversion...David Starkman

We came away with three big winners this time. John^s
slide took Second Place; Jim's slide took Third Place;
and Valeria's slide took Fourth Place. That gave us a
good point score and moved the Club into second place,
just 7 points behind the Sydney Stereo Camera Club.
The final competition will be hosted by the Puget
Sound Stereo Club in July.

—Jerry Walter, ISCC Coordinator

Stereo Exhibitions Calendar and News

SAT JUL 1 Closing - Traveling Stereo Exhibition
Forms - Ben Shook, 8815 Falbrook Way,
Sacramento CA 95826

WED JUL 12 Closing - SAC Stereo Exhibition
Forms - Bert Kraght, 18661 Leadora Ave.,
Glendora CA 91740

WED JUL 19 Closing - PSA International Exhibition
Forms - Richard Fries, PO Box 846,
Phoenix AZ 85001

This is a good mid-season for stereo exhibitions. The
Traveling is unique in that the accepted slides are
sent around to various clubs throughout the year for
selection of the top eight slides. Cumulative records
are kept and high scorer receives a special medal.
The Exhibition makes a great club program. The SAC is
our home grown exhibition, which came back after being
absent for 1988. There will be a couple local
showings which everyone is invited to attend. Our own
President Greg Hooper is the Stereo Chairman and is
looking forward to receiving your entries. The PSA
International Exhibition is special in that the
accepted slides are presented at the PSA International
Convention to be held in Scotsdale in September.
Folks from all over the world come to this convention

and view the slides. This exhibition has some very
special awards which do not exist in any other
exhibition. Write for your entry forms today!

It was great to see that the Southern Cross Stereo
Exhibition did it again. They beat all the recent
records of number of entries received for their April
exhibition, with 180 stereographers participating.
Allan Griffin spearheads this event in Australia, and
even though he acknowledges assistance from special
people from around the Globe, we are really seeing
here what one person can do. SCSC sends
congratulations to everyone involved.
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News Release

5-24-89

For Immediate Release:

3-D comic book publisher Ray Zone has announced September
publication of "3-D War" to be released as issue number 24 of The 3-D
Zone. "3-D War" will feature an atom bomb cover rendered by Emilio
Soltero and include both 3-D photos and comic stories that tell the
history of 20th Century warfare. The 3-D photos will present both
World War I and II in dimensional realism along with exceedingly rare
stereo images of Hitler and the Third Reich. Illustrated comic stories
will present the history of the development of the atomic bomb and
George Bernard Shaw will make a special guest appearance to issue a
warning about the power of the atom. In addition, some of the only
known 3-D photographs of an actual atomic explosion will be given
first publication in the pages of "3-D War."

"I'm excited to be producing a book such as 3-D War." stated
publisher Zone. "It presents a rare opportunity to use 3-D as a cutting
edge to examine an atomic history of our age. It combines high
entertainment and educational value." 3-D War will be 32 pages in
length, feature 4-color covers on 8 Pt. board, include free 3-D glasses
and sell for a retail price of $2.50 ($3.25 Canada).

The second 3-D Zone release for September will be a set a of Seven
3-D Postcards packaged together in a Poly Bag along with a free pair
of 3-D glasses. The 3-D Postcards are all approximately 5" x 7" in size
and printed on heavy white stock. They feature panel enlargements
from some of the most popular books in The 3-D Zone series. The set
of Seven 3-D Postcards will sell for a retail price of $2.95 ($3.50
Canada).

For additional info: (213) 662-3831

Marvelous
Griffith Park

by Stephanie Christopher

The county's "city" park isn't Central Park in New York City, it's
Griffith Park in Los Angeles. Just five miles from City Hall, and at the
eastern tip of the Santa Monica Mountains, the mammoth park covers
over 4,000 acres.

Within its boundaries are a zoo, planetarium, picnic areas, golf
courses, outdoor theater, antique train exhibit and over 100 miles of
hiking and equestrian trails.

Griffith Park was a Christmas gift to Los Angeles in 1896, from Col.
Griffith L. Griffith Jr. Awealthy miner and land speculator, originally
from Wales, he deeded the land to the city in December of that year.
Afew days later, by unanimous vote, the City Council named the land
In Griffith's honor.

When he died in 1919, Griffith left a trust fund of$750,000 for the
construction of an observatory and other cultural buildings.

The Griffith Planetarium and Observatory is one of the park's most

popular attractions. Over a million people visit it annually. An array
of planetarium shows are presented throughout the year and are usually
keyed to historic or current celestial events.

Adjacent to the planetarium is the Hall of Science with dozens of
exciting scientific exhibits about electricity, light, nuclear power and
astronomy, just to name a few. On clear nights, visitors can even look
at the moon, planets and stars through the observatory's 12-inch Ziess
telescope. Except for the shows, the planetarium/observatory is free
of charge.

Travel Town, on the north edge of the park, is a free display of old
locomotives and rail cars.

There are 18 large picnic areas in the park, most are shaded by
either tall pines or native broadleaf maple trees. Surrounding the pic
nic areas are vast grass-covered areas where kids, and adults, can
run and have fun.

Serious hikers will find some demanding hiking trails within the
park. For instance, there's a seven mile trail that leads to the top of
1,600-foot Mount Hollywood. For those interested in less strenuous
hiking, the three-fourths of a mile trail to Bee Rock should be just right.

Visitors can obtain maps of hiking trails at the park's ranger sta
tion, just inside the main entrance.

Griffith Park Zoo is one of the best stocked zoos in the country,
housing animals from all parts of the world. The zoo is organized so
animals are grouped together by their native countries, and instead
of being confined in barred cages are generally in natural settings.

Within the main zoo is a Children's Zoo. Visitors can see, touch
and feed a variety of young animals.

The Greek Theater is one of the "cultural buildings" built with the
Col. Griffith legacy. From late spring through early fall, a variety of
shows are put on ranging from broadway plays to rock concerts. Some
of the best-known personalities inshow business appear there. Tickets
for shows can be purchased in advance at the box office and through
ticket agencies.

An old-time merry-go-round near the center of the park has magnifi
cent wooden horses, and is a favorite attraction for kids and adults.
For those who like steeds of flesh and blood, there are stables where
horses can be rented for riding over miles of equestrian trails. And
should a visitor just want to sit under a tree and read a book or
daydream, Griffith Park is the place for that, too.

The park is open every day of the year from 6 a.m. to10 p.m. From
Interstate 5 (the Golden State Freeway), exit at Los Feliz Blvd. and
follow the signs to the park.

STEREO DRAWING BY RICHARD OGLE STEREO DRAWING BY RICHARD OGLE
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Scientific Visualization

- V
by Ronald D. Levine

isualization is the formation of mental images of what
cannot be seen. It is seeing, in a way, that which is invisible,
either because it is inaccessible to eye or camera, because
its physical nature supports no real image formation or
because its existence is abstract or hypothetical. Scientific
visualization involves real images—drawings, photographs,
holograms or video displays of graphs, charts, diagrams and
other visual models—to serve as intermediate aids; it makes
use of our real eyes to help our mind's eye in its task of
grasping the structures, relationships and abstractions of
science. The importance of real visual aids in scientific
understanding may well be related to the fact that a very
large proportion of our brains' neurons seem to be devoted
to processing visual input.

Presently the workstation revolution, together with the
associated proliferation of supercomputers and near-super
computers into academic and industrial environments, is
giving rise to a rapid and dramatic revolution in the art and
practice of scientific visualization. The supercomputer cen
ters create a demand for powerful, efficient visual presenta
tion methods simply because of the immense volume of the
data produced by supercomputer simulations. On today's
machines the solution of a single, 3-D continuous-field
simulation, as frequently carried out in such computational
scientific domains as fluid dynamics, structural mechanics,
meteorology, seismology, cosmology, molecular modeling
and others, may well contain some hundreds of millions of
numerical values. There is no hope of digesting such large
data sets—of finding their essential features and exposing
their hidden details—without the application of high-reso
lution, high-speed computer-based visualization tools.

High-resolution graphical rendering is computationally
expensive in the sense that a large number of arithmetic
operations are required to produce a picture from model
data. However, these graphical computations are stereo
typed and repetitive, so they may be performed by special
dedicated processing circuitry and with a high degree of
parallelism. The development of application-specific VLSI
circuits for advanced graphical processing (chips which can
be produced relatively cheaply and ganged in parallel or
pipelined fashion in order to multiply performance) has
been a major factor enabling widespread affordable access
to previously unheard of levels of graphics functionality in
the new workstations and image computers. These hard
ware platforms have the potential for supporting highly
innovative modes of scientific visualization.

Visualization innovations will not come automatically
with the hardware, however, but will require further inven
tiveness. While the rendering of images from surface models
may be regarded as stereotyped computation, there remains
considerable freedom for choosing the methods of associat
ing geometric objects (for example, curves, surfaces, vol
umes) and their visually relevant properties (color, opacity,
illumination), with the abstractions of any particular com
putational science (pressure, velocity in fluid dynamics).
And, of the possible methods of mapping physics to graph
ics, call them visualization functions, we have, in general.

no way of knowing a priori which will be best in any par
ticular case.

Moreover, we have to contend with the terrible 2-D
bottleneck: until computer holographies becomes a widely
available technology, all graphical display media are essen
tially 2-D surfaces, including the retina of the eye. There is
no way to project a general 3-D model scene to a single 2-D
view without losing information, in fact, most of it. For
simple mechanical models a few views, as in drafting, may
suffice to communicate all the relevant 3-D information, but
the situation is much more difficult in the case of continu
ously varying spatial distributions, or in the case of very large
biomolecular models, more serious still when these com
plex systems also vary in time. But it is these complex cases
which give rise to the largest solution data sets and so are
most in need of efficient visualization modes.

Even in the static case, whatever visualization functions
and rendering algorithms are used, it is clear that many 2-D
views are needed to get the 3-D picture. The researcher is
obliged to view them in some sequence in time and then

must somehow mentally integrate these viewing experien
ces to form his picture of the static 3-D situation. This proc
ess is aided considerably when the viewer has interactive
control over the view selection. This means he is able to
vary viewing parameters (for example, view point, view
direction, etc.) smoothly and at will and see the correspond
ingviews appear without noticeable delay. In the ideal case,
using a joystick or other natural and comfortable control
device, he would be able to roam about in his massive 3-D
data set rotating objects to see their shapes from all sides,
choosing section planes, panning to search for features of
interest and zooming in to inspect them. Another dimension
of assistance to the process is added when the researcher
is also given interactive control of the selection of visualiza
tion functions.

Interactive graphics is, of course, a principal raison d'etre
of the workstations and it is also one of the primary
characteristics distinguishing this visualization revolution
from the earlier modes. The illustrations on these pages,
while attractive and informative, do not begin to convey the
power of interactivity. And even though these illustrations
all have markedly different visualization functions, they will
probably look trite in comparison with the newer styles of
scientific visualization which will appear during the next few
years as the workstations and minisupercomputers become
available to workers in more and more diverse scientific and
engineering areas.
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